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Zusammenfassung


Es wurden zwei Methoden entwickelt, die auf Leistungskontrolle und Wettbewerbsmechanismen basieren, um den Datenverkehr so zu begrenzen, dass relevante Nachrichten mit hoher Wahrscheinlichkeit empfangen werden. Zunächst wird eine Methode basierend auf strikter Fairness vorgeschlagen, D-FPAV, die die Last der periodischen Nachrichten auf dem Kanal und stellt gleichzeitig eine hohe Empfangswahrscheinlichkeit im Sicherheitsabstand des sendenden Fahrzeugs sicherstellt. Im Anschluss wird die Methode EMDV präsentiert, die der schnellen und effektiven Verbreitung von Nachrichten in Notfallsituationen innerhalb
eines geographischen Region dient. Weiterhin werden mit Hilfe des erweiterten 
ns-2.28 Simulators das Leistungsvermögen beider Ansätze sowie ihre Synergie 
aufgezeigt. Die Simulationsergebnisse zeigen zum einen, dass D-FPAV dazu in 
der Lage ist, die Empfangswahrscheinlichkeit sowohl periodischer Nachrichten 
in unmittelbarer Nähe des Senders als auch von Nachrichten in Notfallsituatio-
nen über alle Distanzen hinweg signifikant zu erhöhen. Zum zweiten ermöglicht 
EMDV sicherheitskritische Informationen an alle Knoten einer Region mit kur-
zer Verzögerungszeit zu verbreiten. Drittens wird gezeigt, dass die Kombination 
von D-FPAV und EMDV zu einer deutlichen Effizienzsteigerung und Verkürzung 
der Verzögerungszeit der Nachrichtenverbreitung führt.

Zuletzt werden einige Entwurfsrichtlinien für Protokollarchitekturen vorge-
schlagen, die an die Eigenschaften sicherheitsrelevanter Interfahrzeugkommuni-
kation angepasst sind und als Implementierungsbasis genutzt werden können.

Die in dieser Arbeit entwickelten Kommunikationsprotokolle und der Syste-
mentwurf wurden im Projekt ‘Network on Wheels’ verwendet, um eine Plattform 
für Fahrzeug-zu-Fahrzeug-Kommunikation im Rahmen einer europaweiten Re-
ferenzimplementierung zu entwickeln.
Abstract

Vehicular ‘active safety’ can be enhanced by the wireless exchange of information among the vehicles driving along a road. In particular, inter-vehicle communications (IVC) can support safety systems designed to avoid road accidents by two means. First, periodic transmissions from all vehicles to inform their neighbors about their current status enables accident prevention by being capable of identifying dangerous road situations. Second, the fast dissemination of emergency information whenever a hazard has been detected can help drivers avoid the danger. The goal of this thesis is to design required communication protocols and systems in order to provide the means for a robust and effective transmission of safety-related information.

We first analyze the performance of the underlying wireless technology via simulation in order to identify the most relevant challenges for IVC. The simulation tool consists of a significantly extended network simulator (ns-2.28) with more accurate and up-to-date models, including probabilistic radio wave propagation, wireless interface adjusted according to the IEEE 802.11p draft (the envisioned technology) and realistic vehicular movement corresponding to fast-moving German highway scenarios. The obtained results show that in IEEE 802.11 DCF-based vehicular networks, one has to make sure that interference and packet collisions do not lead to a failure in the reception of safety-critical information. This effort represents a challenging task particularly when all safety-related messages share one wireless channel and the resulting load of periodic messages leads to a saturated network, as could easily happen in many critical vehicular traffic conditions.

Therefore, we propose two methods based on power control and contention mechanisms to shape data traffic such that messages are received with high probability where they are relevant. First, we propose a method based on a strict fairness criterion, D-FPAV, to control the load of periodic messages on the channel while ensuring a high probability of message reception within the safety distance of the sending vehicle. Second, we propose a method, EMDV, for fast and effective dissemination of emergency messages within a geographical area. Using the extended ns-2.28 simulator we show the merits of both approaches as well as of their synergies. Simulation results show that: i) D-FPAV is capable of improving the reception rates of periodic messages at close distances from the sender as well as increasing the probability of reception of emergency messages over a
wide range of distances between sender and receivers, ii) EMDV can deliver the emergency information to all nodes located in a geographical area with short delay and iii) when EMDV is used in combination with D-FPAV, the dissemination efficiency and delay are considerably improved.

Furthermore, we make use of the insight gained along the realization of this thesis to develop a set of design guidelines for an IVC protocol architecture. As a result, we obtain a system design tailored to the characteristics of safety-related IVC to be used as a basis for implementation.

The communication protocols and the system design proposed in this thesis have been adopted by the project Network on Wheels for the development of an inter-vehicle communications platform in an European prototype.
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Introduction to Safety-Related Inter-Vehicle Communications

The rapid evolution and cost reduction experienced during the last decade by wireless communication technologies have made them suitable for a wide spectrum of applications. In the field of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), mobile communications can provide fundamental support to enable many active safety applications, which aim at avoiding or decreasing the severity of road accidents. The key benefit provided by wireless communications is the capability of making information available beyond the driver’s (or other on-board sensors, e.g., radar) horizon of awareness.

The premise that wireless communications, referred to as inter-vehicle communications (IVC) in the vehicular field, can enhance road safety and efficiency have led governments and private entities to support several national and international projects around the globe. These projects investigate the performance of mobile communication technologies in vehicular environments and, in particular, of IEEE 802.11-based technologies referred to as 5.9 GHz DSRC (Direct Short Range Communications).

The major efforts dedicated to the development of IVC systems in the world are: the Vehicle Safety Communication Consortium (VSC) [VSC] and the Vehicle Infrastructure Integration initiative (VII) [VII] in the USA; the Car2Car Communication Consortium (C2CCC) [C2C] and the COMeSafety program [COM] in Europe; and the Advanced Safety Vehicle project (ASV), now in its fourth
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phase [ASV], and the InternetITS Consortium [Int] in Japan. The results of these initiatives, at the same time, are used by standardization bodies to define the basic system architecture and protocols to support road safety services. Currently, the IEEE 802.11p working group [WAV] is specifying a standard tailored to vehicular environments.

This thesis has been developed within the ‘Network on Wheels (NoW)’ [NoW] project which strongly collaborates with the C2CCC in an European framework. The NoW project started in June 2004, is partially supported by the German Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF), and joins the efforts of German industry and academia. The goal of the NoW project is to solve the key challenges regarding communication protocols and data security in the design of a communication platform for future inter-vehicle communications. Among the different fields of research covered by the NoW project, this thesis focuses on the design of appropriate communication systems and robust communication protocols to support active safety applications in vehicular environments.

Overview on safety-related inter-vehicle communications

Wireless communication technologies combined with vehicular on-board sensors (e.g., positioning systems, speedometers) can support road safety by two means: the periodic transmission of broadcast ‘status’ messages and the dissemination of event-driven messages. The first type of messages, also called beacons in this thesis, contain vehicles’ status information such as position and speed vector. Upon reception of periodic messages issued by neighboring vehicles, a safety system is aware of its surrounding and is able to detect potential dangerous situations for the driver (e.g., traffic jam ahead). On the other hand, when an abnormal condition or an imminent peril is detected by a vehicle (e.g., airbag explosion), an event-driven message, also referred to as emergency message, is generated and disseminated through the vehicular network with high priority.

From a safety perspective, the main challenge for inter-vehicle communication technologies in the market introduction phase is to achieve a significant penetration rate of equipped vehicles [MML04]. However, IVC will be challenged more deeply in fully deployed, high density vehicular scenarios, where the load on the wireless channel must be carefully controlled in order to prevent the deterioration of the quality of reception of safety-related information.

In order to develop optimal solutions for inter-vehicle communications, the operating environment and the safety nature of this type of communications have to be taken into account. A vehicular network is characterized by specific node distributions and movement patterns, i.e., road-bounded and potential high mobility. Furthermore, vehicular environments present challenging characteristics to develop wireless communications. Multiple mobile and reflecting objects can lead to random attenuation of the received signal strength.
Safety applications are characterized by strong reliability and delay requirements as well as by the use of broadcast or geocast schemes, information is often addressed to all nodes located in a geographical area. Note that all vehicles in a node’s surrounding can benefit from the safety-related information carried on the transmitted messages.

Main contributions of this thesis

This thesis makes contributions in the wireless communications field in general and in inter-vehicle communications in particular:

Enhancement of wireless communications modules of the network simulator ns-2.28 [NS2]: In order to provide the simulator with the desired level of realism, we examine and extend several of its models. Specifically, the channel access mechanism and the physical layer models are revised according to the IEEE 802.11 [11] and IEEE 802.11a [11a] standards as well as the IEEE 802.11p [11p] draft. Furthermore, the reception and interference modules are enhanced to better model the current wireless interfaces characteristics. Finally, vehicular movement patterns validated with German highway traffic are included.

Characterization of 802.11-based one-hop broadcast wireless communications: We perform a detailed simulation study of one-hop broadcast communications. The setup is typical for monitoring and safety-related applications where nodes exchange data with only its direct neighbors by means of broadcast messages, such as in vehicular networks. In this scenario, we analyze the effect of different values for the contention window, the system data-rate and the transmission power, as well as the impact of the channel model, the hidden terminal problem and channel access prioritization.

The performed analysis provides valuable insights on general principles on 802.11-based broadcast communications, especially when utilizing probabilistic radio propagation models.

Identification of relevant challenges and criteria for active safety communications: We define the application scenario for IVC and take into account the results of the simulation study in order to analyze vehicular networks with respect to the different types of communications supporting active safety.

We identify channel congestion as the main challenge for beaconing messages and stress the need of a strategy to carefully control it. A high load on the channel is likely to result in an increased amount of packet collisions and, consequently, a decreased ‘safety level’ as seen by the active safety application. Beacon messages are most relevant at close distances from the transmitter, and show a lower relevance at further distances according to the ‘safety distance’ of vehicles.

Additionally, we identify fairness as a required criterion for communication protocols in order to achieve safety. If a vehicle is not assigned a fair portion of the resources, it can not announce itself to its closer neighbors, and can become a danger itself.
Finally, predefined links are identified as the major cause of failure on the emergency dissemination in geographical areas due to their unreliability. An information dissemination strategy for event-driven messages is required which provides short delay and robustness against packet losses due to i) received power fluctuations, ii) packet collisions and iii) node movement.

**Congestion avoidance by means of fair power control:** We design a fully distributed strategy capable of controlling the transmission power of each node such that the channel load in a wireless network is kept under a given threshold. Due to the safety nature of the communications, the optimization criterion is to satisfy max-min fairness constraints: a higher transmit power of a sender should not be selected at the expense of preventing other vehicles from sending/receiving their required amount of safety information.

The proposed protocol, called D-FPAV (Distributed Fair Power Adjustment for Vehicular environments), is inspired by the Water Filling algorithm of Bertsekas and Gallagher [BG87] and is formally proven to achieve fairness. Simulation results show that D-FPAV can successfully control the beaconing load on the channel while: i) ensuring that the probability of beacon reception is high within the ‘safety distance’ of the sending vehicle, and ii) enhancing the probability of successful reception of event-driven messages over a wide range of distances to the sender.

**Efficient dissemination of time-critical information:** We propose a communication protocol to deliver time-critical information to nodes located in a geographical area which is robust against received power fluctuations, packet collisions and node movement.

Our protocol, called EMDV (Emergency Message Dissemination for Vehicular environments), requires that nodes are aware of their own position and the position of neighboring nodes by, e.g., the pro-active transmission of status messages. EMDV combines i) a contention-based scheme (inspired by the routing protocol proposed by Füßler et al. [FWK+03]) in order to reliably designate forwarding nodes, ii) a unicast-like addressing scheme in order to reduce the delay, and iii) a repetition strategy to improve reliability. Simulation results in highway scenarios show that the proposed strategy is suitable for emergency information dissemination in the presence of probabilistic radio propagation phenomena and with frequent beaconing messages sharing the channel.

To the best of our knowledge, our suite of protocols is the first ‘comprehensive’ solution for improving active safety communications in vehicular environments.

**IVC system design:** We develop a set of design guidelines for a modular architecture tailored to IVC requirements with low complexity to be used as a basis for implementation of vehicular communication systems. The main characteristics of the proposed design are: i) the fundamental protocol organization is layered and the processing of a packet is vertical through the layers, and ii) an information connector provides a clean interface to allow the sharing of informa-
tion between protocol entities on each layer and vehicle sensors. Additionally, we specify the assignment of responsibilities to different layers, providing a scheme able to make an efficient use of the limited wireless resources and guarantee the compatibility between different types of IVC nodes, e.g., the ones with different computational capabilities.

Overview of this thesis

This thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 presents the underlying wireless technology to be used by IVC and outlines the focus of this thesis. We first describe the 5.9 GHz DSRC specifications, under development under the IEEE with the name of WAVE (Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments) [WAV], and sketch the current bandwidth allocation status in different parts of the world. In more detail, we describe the channel access mechanism necessary for the proper understanding of the performed analysis and the proposed protocols in the later chapters. Then, we define the different types of safety-related inter-vehicle communications and outline the general goal of this thesis, which consists in enhancing IVC performance to support active safety applications. Last, we specify the application scenario with the corresponding configuration parameters that can be found in IVC environments, which is used to develop this thesis.

For an accurate identification of relevant IVC challenges and prior to the design of IVC enhancing strategies, the performance of the corresponding wireless technology (IEEE 802.11p[11p]) has to be understood in detail. Chapter 3 presents a thorough simulation analysis of the performance of one-hop broadcast communications in vehicular environments. The main goal of this chapter is to obtain valuable insight in different setups of IVC and examine extreme working conditions. Previous to the analysis, we present our simulation framework for IVC, which consists in a set of modifications and enhancements to the network simulator ns-2 [NS2] to improve the degree of fidelity of its models as well as to adjust them with respect to the WAVE draft standards. At the same time, we introduce the required concepts and terminology common to wireless ad hoc networks research.

Chapter 4 utilizes the results obtained in the previous chapter as well as existing literature in order to identify the main challenges of safety-related IVC. We address the effects of the hidden terminal problem, the stringent mobility of the nodes, the received power fluctuations, the self organization and the high requirements of safety applications. This analysis, allows us to derive the required pieces to build a robust IVC system, which is the goal of this thesis. In particular, we point out the need of i) a versatile communication system design, ii) a strategy able to control the beaconing load on the wireless channel that guarantees a strict fairness, and iii) a strategy to disseminate time-critical emergency information, i.e., event-driven messages, in a robust and efficient manner. Furthermore, we outline the design criteria to be followed by both communication strategies.
In Chapter 5, we describe our two protocol proposals, D-FPAV and EMDV, outlined previously in this chapter. Afterwards, a simulation study is performed in Chapter 6 that evaluates the performance of both protocols in highway scenarios. The results obtained show how both protocols achieve their design goals. D-FPAV controls the beaconing load on the channel while maintaining fairness and high reception rates of periodic messages at close distances from the transmitter. EMDV disseminates in an effective and fast manner emergency information within a geographical area. Furthermore, we show the benefit of EMDV’s operation when combined with D-FPAV, i.e., when the beaconing channel load is kept under control.

Chapter 7 presents the design guidelines for an IVC system architecture, as outlined previously. The goal of this chapter is to propose an IVC system architecture as a basis for implementation and to assign packet forwarding responsibilities into protocol layers.

Finally, Chapter 8 reports the conclusions that can be drawn from this thesis' results and provides directions for further research. Appendix A defines the link and physical layer parameters of 802.11p that are relevant for the simulator extensions. Appendix B provides a detailed description of the effect that hidden nodes have on broadcast reception rates with a deterministic propagation model.

The contributions of this thesis have been previously published in [TMJH04], [STMHE04], [FTMT+05], [TMSH05], [TMKH05], [SELMTMH06], [TMFH06], [TMSEFH06], [TMSH06], [TMM06], [FTMK+06], [SETMT+06], [TMCSEH06], [SETMMH07] and [TM07].
Several projects, technologies and applications involving inter-vehicle communications (IVC) have been proposed in the last couple of decades. Moreover, commercial services enabled by wireless communication between vehicles and roadside equipment (or road side units) have become quite popular in the late 90s. The CEN (European Committee for Standardization) DSRC [CEN04], operating at 5.8 GHz, is currently used for interoperable electronic toll collection systems in Europe, China, Australia and major South American countries.

However, IVC-based safety systems have not become a mass product due to several reasons. Among them was the lack of a dedicated frequency band and commercially available high-performance, low-cost radio hardware. These dissuaded the automotive industry from investing much resource in developing DSRC (Direct Short Range Communications) services to improve road safety.

In October 1999 though, the FCC (Federal Communications Commission) allocated, in the USA, 75 MHz spectrum in the 5.9 GHz range to be used by intelligent transportation systems [FCC99]. This dedicated frequency band and the corresponding maturity of WLAN (Wireless Local Area Networks) systems have encouraged governments, industry and academia, to join efforts with the premise that DSRC is an appropriate technology to enhance safety and efficiency on the road.

The results achieved by these efforts, in turn, are used by standardization bodies to define the basic system architecture and protocols to develop road safety ser-
vices, e.g., the co-operation between ETSI ERM TG37 [ETS], ISO TC204 WG16 (CALM M5) [ISO], C2CCC [C2C] and IEEE P1609/802.11p (WAVE) [WAV].

In this chapter we present the enabling technology of IVC, 5.9 GHz DSRC, whose standardization effort is led by the IEEE WAVE [WAV] working groups. In more detail, we describe the IEEE 802.11-based channel access mechanisms, necessary for the understanding of the analysis and results presented in later chapters. In the second part of this chapter, we set the basis for the development of this thesis and define our focus as well as our general goal. To do this, we characterize safety-related communications with respect to their motivation and classify them in two categories, periodic and event-driven. Last, we outline the envisioned application scenario with the corresponding 5.9 GHz DSRC configuration parameters.

2.1 Underlying wireless communications technology

In this section, we provide an overview of the overall 5.9 GHz DSRC architecture, which is an OFDM-based (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) technology under development at the IEEE under the name of WAVE (Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments). WAVE includes IEEE P1609.1 [9.1], IEEE P1609.2 [9.2], IEEE P1609.3 [9.3], IEEE P1609.4 [9.4] and IEEE 802.11p [11p]. Afterwards, we describe the basic mechanisms of the standards IEEE 802.11 [11] and 802.11e [11e] required to understand the strategies and results obtained in following chapters. First though, we present the current situation of the dedicated bandwidth allocation in different parts of the world.

2.1.1 Bandwidth allocation

As commented above, the USA already has a dedicated 75 MHz band, between 5.850-5.925 GHz. The FCC decided the use of microwave systems in the 5 GHz range due to their spectral environment and propagation characteristics which are suited to vehicular environments. Indeed, waves propagating in the 5.9 GHz band can offer high data rate communications for distances up to 1000 m with low weather dependence.

The whole band must be operated under licenses in order to avoid the delay and interference that undesired data traffic could cause to high priority safety-

![Figure 2.1: Spectrum allocation for intelligent transportation systems in the USA.](image-url)
related applications. In order to accommodate different types of applications, the band is divided in eight different channels – one 10 MHz control channel (5.885-5.895 GHz, Channel 178), six 10 MHz service channels, and one 5 MHz channel that is held in reserve (see Figure 2.1). The control channel must accommodate the exchange of safety-related information as well as service announcements. The information transaction correspondent to non-safety related applications must take place on service channels. The decision to use 10 MHz channels for inter-vehicle communications, instead of the 20 MHz channels used in WLAN systems, was made to reduce the OFDM inter-symbol interference caused by multi-path propagation and achieve larger communication distances.

Contrary to the USA, Europe can not benefit from a dedicated band allocation yet. Currently, the ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute) is leading the allocation effort and requires: i) 2x10 MHz bandwidth for high-priority safety-related applications based mainly on inter-vehicle communications, ii) 30 MHz for road safety and road management applications based mainly in communications between vehicles and roadside units, and iii) 20 MHz bandwidth for non-safety related applications.

For compatibility reasons with the USA assignment, the ETSI proposes the frequency range between 5.855-5.925 GHz to be allocated where a control channel should be centered at 5.880 GHz (see [ETS05] and [ETS06]). This harmonization would allow a global compatibility and interoperability of the systems.

In the far east, Japan and Korea intend to deploy inter-vehicle communication systems in the 5.8 GHz range. In China, although an interest in the WAVE standards exist, there is no known initiative in terms of spectrum allocation. Australia and major South American countries have not presented their intentions with respect to WAVE systems.

### 2.1.2 IEEE 1609 family

The IEEE is developing the 1609 family in order to provide compatibility between communication interfaces of different automotive manufacturers, and thus, encourage externally-driven services to vehicles. The IEEE 1609 family is composed of four draft standards which define the architecture, interfaces and messages to support secure wireless communications in vehicular environments, including vehicle safety. These draft standards combined with the specification of the Medium Access Control (MAC) and the physical layer (PHY) defined in IEEE 802.11p provide the complete set of future WAVE standards.

**IEEE P1609.1 – WAVE resource manager**

This draft standard [9.1] defines the services, interfaces and data flows corresponding to the WAVE Resource Manager. The WAVE Resource Manager is an application designed to enable the communication of remote applications, which are potentially located outside of the vehicular environment, with WAVE equipped vehicles.
IEEE P1609.2 – WAVE security services for applications and management messages

The motivation for this draft standard [9.2] is to protect WAVE communications from attacks such as eavesdropping, spoofing, alteration and replay, as well as to provide privacy to its users. It specifies secure message formats and their processing methods.

IEEE P1609.3 – WAVE networking services

This draft standard [9.3] sets the basis for a protocol architecture and defines services, operating at the OSI [Zim80] network and transport layers to support WAVE communications.

The WAVE architecture draft is composed by two planes (see Figure 2.2), a Management Plane (WME - WAVE Management Entity) used to configure and maintain the system, and a Data Plane which consists of the communication protocols and hardware used to deliver data. Additionally, the Data Plane provides two protocol stacks, Internet Protocol (IPv6) and WAVE Short Message Protocol (WSMP).

WSMP is a low overhead protocol designed to optimize WAVE operation, which permits applications to control physical parameters such as the transmission power, the data rate and the channel number.

On top of IPv6, although both TCP (Transport Control Protocol) and UDP (User Datagram Protocol) are supported, the latter one is expected to be used by most applications due to its low overhead and latency.

IEEE P1609.4 – WAVE multi-channel operation

This draft standard [9.4] specifies the operators and primitives designed to manage the different channels to be used by WAVE systems. The following services

![Figure 2.2: The WAVE architecture draft as depicted in IEEE 1609.3.](image-url)
are described: channel routing, user priority, channel coordination and MSDU (MAC Service Data Unit) data transfer.

WAVE systems must support two types of channels, a control channel where WSM and WAVE service announcements are transmitted, and multiple service channels where the transactions corresponding to the different services take place. IP datagrams are not allowed on the control channel.

The channel coordination among WAVE devices is based on a coordinated universal time (UTC). Coordination among WAVE devices ensures that all of them will be monitoring the control channel during a common interval where safety information can be exchanged. The UTC could be provided by road side units or by GPS receivers, which typically provide a precise 1 PPS (pulse per second) with an error below 200 nanoseconds. In case no UTC is present, WAVE devices should not monitor other than the control channel.

Additionally, 1609.4 designates up to eight levels of priority to be used by the different applications using the mechanisms defined in 802.11e [11e].

2.1.3 IEEE 802.11p draft standard

IEEE 802.11p [11p] is a variant of 802.11a [11a] that modifies its MAC and PHY to support low latency vehicular communications. As the previously described WAVE draft standards, 802.11p is under development at the time this thesis is written. However, the basic characteristics and functionalities are provided, which are described in the following.

With respect to the MAC specifications, it adapts the IEEE 802.11 [11] standard to the requirements of WAVE environments. Due to the safety nature of WAVE communications, active scanning, passive scanning, or authentication and association procedures are not used. Additionally, it specifies that a WAVE device must monitor and operate on the control channel upon startup. WAVE devices can switch to service channels after the reception (or transmission) of a WAVE announcement frame.

The channel access mechanisms are, so far, inherited from IEEE 802.11 which specifies the DCF (Distributed Coordination Function) as the fundamental strategy in case of ad hoc communications, i.e., in the absence of a central coordinating entity. DCF is the dominant channel access strategy used to exchange safety information among cars and is explained in more detail later in this section.

EDCA (Enhanced Distributed Channel Access) is supported in order to differentiate different priorities among applications. The set of EDCA parameters specific to WAVE, which differs from the ones suggested in the 802.11e standard, are listed in Section 2.1.4.

The WAVE physical layer, which consists of a 10 MHz OFDM system, provides data payload communication capabilities from 3 to 27 Mbps. Also, the option to operate in 20 MHz channels is supported, what would double the mentioned data rates.
The WAVE PHY description indicates the transmitter and receiver specifications, such as the maximum power levels depending on the channel or the minimum sensitivity with respect to the data rate. The power value utilized for public safety in North America is specified with a maximum EIRP (Equivalent Isotropically Radiated Power) of 44.8 dBm. The intention is to provide communication distances up to 1000 m, when using the most robust modulations, i.e., the lowest data rates. Also, the WAVE OFDM PHY characteristics are specified, which are summarized in Appendix A. The main differences with respect to the values of 802.11a are the extension of the air propagation time (AirPropagationTime) and the slot time (SlotTime), as well as the introduction of the WAVE channel switching time (CHSwitchTime).

Distributed coordination function

The medium access mechanism of IEEE 802.11 in its ad hoc mode is the distributed coordination function, which is a form of CSMA/CA (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance), see Figure 2.3. This medium access protocol specifies that when a frame arrives at the MAC layer to be transmitted the status of the channel must be checked. If the channel is sensed idle at this point and during a DIFS (DCF Interframe Space) time interval, the station can proceed with the transmission. On the other hand, if the channel is busy, or becomes busy during that interval, the transmission is deferred using the backoff mechanism. The backoff mechanism is designed to avoid a collision with the station which is currently transmitting and with any other station which may be also waiting for the medium to become idle.

![Distributed coordination function for channel access.](image)

The backoff mechanism first sets the backoff timer with an integer random number of slots within [0,CW], where CW is the contention window size. The backoff timer is decremented by one unit for each slot time interval (SlotTime) that no medium activity is indicated until reaching 0. At this instant the station can transmit. If, on the other hand, the medium becomes busy before the backoff timer reaches 0, the process is suspended until the medium becomes idle again. However, before the backoff mechanism is allowed to start or resume decrementing the backoff timer, the medium has to stay idle for the duration of a DIFS.
After a transmitted frame a new backoff is performed even if there is no other frame waiting to be sent. This 'post' backoff ensures that the transmitting station will not have priority over any other waiting station, if any.

In unicast communications, the destination station must send an acknowledgment (ACK) frame following the successful reception of the message. The ACK is sent a fixed period of time after the reception of the DATA frame, which is referred to as short interframe space (SIFS). The SIFS, which is sensibly shorter than DIFS (see Table A.1) prioritizes the transmission of the ACK frame over any transmission from other stations.

Additionally, in order to reserve the medium a two way hand-shake is proposed prior to the DATA frame transmission. Figure 2.4 depicts the two additional frames RTS (Ready To Send) and CTS (Clear To Send) followed by DATA and ACK. Thus, the station intending to transmit a DATA frame, can send first an RTS frame to reserve the medium for the complete exchange, i.e., the four frames. Upon reception of the RTS frame, the destination station must wait for a SIFS period of time and then answer with a CTS. The DATA frame, can then be sent after another SIFS period from the moment the CTS frame is received. Any other station receiving the RTS or CTS frame will set their NAV (network allocation vector) to the time left until the exchange is completed, not being allowed to transmit during this period.

![Figure 2.4: Unicast channel reservation and acknowledgment exchange scheme.](image)

The RTS/CTS exchange intends to avoid packet collisions caused by the hidden node problem. A potential hidden node is any station which is located out of range\(^1\) of the transmitting node but close enough to the destination one so it can disturb an information exchange with a simultaneous transmission. The impact of the hidden nodes on a broadcast environment is analyzed in Chapter 3 and addressed again in Chapter 4.1.

In case the CTS or the ACK frames are not successfully received, the exchange is determined to be failed. The transmitting station can use its MAC-level recovery mechanism which will repeat the procedure in order to retransmit the DATA frame up to a certain number of times\(^2\), after performing a new backoff and read-

---

\(^1\) Out of range in this context refers to a location where a transmission from another node cannot be sensed on the medium and, therefore, it does not prevent a station from transmitting.

\(^2\) The default maximum number of retransmissions defined in IEEE 802.11 is 4 for frames larger than 3000 Bytes and 7 for shorter ones.
justing the CW value. The CW is initially assigned to $\text{CW}_{\text{min}}$, and is increased by the following expression:

$$2x(CW + 1) - 1,$$

in each transmission failure with an upper limit of $\text{CW}_{\text{max}}$.

Broadcast messages do not reserve the medium before the DATA frame transmission and are not followed by a corresponding ACK. Note that there is no specific node addressed by the transmitted message. Therefore, two special considerations must be taken into account when focusing on broadcast messages. The first one is that there is no MAC-level recovery mechanism for broadcast frames and, thus, the value of the contention window CW will not be increased. Secondly, since the RTS/CTS exchange is not used, the hidden node problem is not alleviated.

In vehicular environments both types of addressing, uni- and broadcast, are expected to be utilized. However, broadcast communications, or the variant addressing all nodes within a geographical area (commonly known as geocast), are expected to be the fundamental addressing scheme utilized by safety-related applications.

### 2.1.4 Prioritized channel access

The wireless LAN standard IEEE 802.11 proposes with its enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA) [11e] a strategy to provide differentiated channel access to data traffic with eight different priorities.

These priorities are classified in four different access categories (AC) which have an independent queue, each with their corresponding configuration parameters. $\text{AIFS}[\text{AC}]$ (Arbitration InterFrame Space), $\text{CW}_{\text{min}}[\text{AC}]$ and $\text{CW}_{\text{max}}[\text{AC}]$ are utilized for each access category instead of the basic channel access mechanism values DIFS, $\text{CW}_{\text{min}}$ and $\text{CW}_{\text{max}}$ respectively.

The $\text{AIFS}[\text{AC}]$ is determined as follows:

$$\text{AIFS}[\text{AC}] = a\text{SIFS} \times a\text{SlotTime},$$

where $a\text{SIFS}$ (AIFS Number) is fixed by the access categories. The corresponding configuration values proposed by IEEE 1609.4 to be used in the control channel can be found in Table 2.1.

All outgoing traffic must be mapped into one AC and, therefore, introduced in their corresponding queue, see Figure 2.5. Each queue is a single EDCA entity and computes a backoff timer independent from the other queues with its corresponding configuration parameters. The AC with shorter backoff timer accesses the medium first, after all queues contend for the medium with the other stations. In case two or more queues finalize their contending period simultaneously, the frame with higher priority is transmitted.

Note that with this mechanism, a frame with lower priority may access the medium with a shorter delay due to the ‘virtual internal contention.’ As mentioned
2.2 General goal of this thesis

There exist a wide range of candidate applications which are being considered for future inter-vehicle communications. These applications can be divided in two main categories according to their final goal: safety and non-safety.

In this thesis, we focus on wireless communication protocols and systems designed to support active safety applications which, in turn, assist drivers to reduce accidents and fatalities on roads. These communication protocols must be designed in order to satisfy strong requirements in terms of awareness. Each vehicle must be aware of, or in other words, obtain the status information, about its surrounding with the required promptness in order to avoid a potential danger.

Non-safety applications can be of many diverse types such as vehicular traffic efficiency, entertainment, information download, remote vehicle diagnosis, etc. All these applications can add a significant value to the end user, especially in the introductory phase of the 5.9 GHz DSRC technology when a small number of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AC</th>
<th>CW&lt;sub&gt;min&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>CW&lt;sub&gt;max&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>AIFSN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>aCW&lt;sub&gt;min&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>aCW&lt;sub&gt;max&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(aCW&lt;sub&gt;min&lt;/sub&gt;+1)/2 - 1</td>
<td>aCW&lt;sub&gt;min&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(aCW&lt;sub&gt;min&lt;/sub&gt;+1)/4 - 1</td>
<td>(aCW&lt;sub&gt;min&lt;/sub&gt;+1)/2 - 1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(aCW&lt;sub&gt;min&lt;/sub&gt;+1)/4 - 1</td>
<td>(aCW&lt;sub&gt;min&lt;/sub&gt;+1)/2 - 1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Configuration values for the WAVE enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA) mechanism when utilized in the control channel.

Figure 2.5: EDCA access category queues for one WAVE channel.

above, this draft standard is not finalized yet. Therefore, a deterministic priority mechanism strictly prioritizing an AC over the others could still be adopted in case safety applications would require it.

2.2 General goal of this thesis

There exist a wide range of candidate applications which are being considered for future inter-vehicle communications. These applications can be divided in two main categories according to their final goal: safety and non-safety.

In this thesis, we focus on wireless communication protocols and systems designed to support active safety applications which, in turn, assist drivers to reduce accidents and fatalities on roads. These communication protocols must be designed in order to satisfy strong requirements in terms of awareness. Each vehicle must be aware of, or in other words, obtain the status information, about its surrounding with the required promptness in order to avoid a potential danger.

Non-safety applications can be of many diverse types such as vehicular traffic efficiency, entertainment, information download, remote vehicle diagnosis, etc. All these applications can add a significant value to the end user, especially in the introductory phase of the 5.9 GHz DSRC technology when a small number of
vehicles are equipped. However, their requirements differ from the ones of safety applications and are not addressed in this thesis.

Wireless technologies can support road safety applications by two means: by the periodic transmission of ‘status’ messages of each node and by the dissemination of ‘hazard’ messages once a potential danger has been detected.

The first type of messages, called periodic messages or beacons in this thesis, are transmitted in a broadcast fashion and contain vehicle’s status information such as position, speed and direction. Periodic messages are exchanged by neighboring vehicles and can be considered as a preventive safety strategy: upon reception of beacons issued by neighboring vehicles, a safety system is aware of its surrounding and is able to detect potential dangerous situations, e.g., at intersections or highway entrances with low visibility, see Figure 2.6. Note that the beaconing mechanism can also be fundamental to enable non-safety applications (e.g., road traffic monitoring), or to support protocols (e.g., geocasting). However, the main goal of periodic messages is to provide up-to-date status information, or awareness, about all surrounding vehicles.

In this thesis, we are interested in mechanisms capable of ensuring the successful reception of ‘status’ information from surrounding nodes under all network conditions. Special attention is devoted to the challenges present in scenarios where high vehicular speed is found with a high level of channel saturation, since they might be critical situations from a safety point of view.

![Figure 2.6: Exemplary road situation where the existence of periodic messages can assist the driver in low visibility conditions. The vehicle entering the highway is aware of the near vehicle when it receives a beacon. The shaded circle represents the direct communication range of the vehicle driving on the highway.](image)

The second type of messages, called event-driven messages in this document, shall rapidly and reliably disseminate information of a hazard to alert other drivers of an imminent peril. The dissemination of the information will be originated by a node detecting a potential dangerous situation, e.g., a high deceleration or a car crash, and should be forwarded by other nodes in order to disseminate the information into larger geographical areas than the direct communication range, see Figure 2.7. The key aspect of the dissemination techniques is how to select
appropriate forwarders to efficiently provide the required reliability and satisfy the delay constraints within a geographical area.

There exist different types of hazards depending on the safety risk involved. Clearly, information regarding a slippery road five kilometers ahead and information regarding a car crash just occurred fifty meters ahead should be treated with different priority and communicated following different requirements, or even with different strategies. Our interest in this work focuses on the latter case, which is related to imminent collisions and are referred to as safety-of-life situations in the DSRC Industry Consortium [DSR05]. In these situations, the rapid dissemination of emergency information is required to take immediate driving measures. Therefore, from this point on we will refer to as event-driven messages the ones used to deliver emergency information within a specific area in a reliable and rapid manner due to a safety-of-life hazard.

![Figure 2.7: Exemplary road situation where vehicle D detects a hazard and issues an event-driven message. Vehicles F1 and F2 forward the message to cover the area of dissemination where the information is relevant. The shaded circles represent the direct communication ranges of the nodes originating and forwarding the event-driven message, D, F1 and F2.](image)

Note that roadside units could also take part and improve inter-vehicle communications’ performance. This type of stations could serve as a relay or information originator, however their benefit is not addressed in this thesis.

In summary, the goal of this thesis is to provide the required inter-vehicle communication protocols and systems capable of supporting active safety applications achieving the following objectives: i) detecting dangerous driving situations and ii) informing other vehicles about detected emergencies. The detailed design criteria of our protocol proposals are derived in Chapter 4, which take into consideration the insight gained by the simulation analysis performed in Chapter 3.

2.3 Specification of the IVC system setup

Designers of safety applications have not yet agreed on a standardized set of safety requirements nor does a standardized set of IVC applications exist to improve safety on roads. Therefore, it is not possible to design or evaluate safety-related
communication strategies according to a common set of specifications. However, reliability, robustness, delay and fairness present the basic set of parameters to measure the quality of a safety communication protocol and are taken, therefore, as design criteria for our protocol proposals (see the definition of our evaluation metrics in Chapter 4).

In the following, we present the different DSRC configuration values that can be found in the literature and can be used as guidelines, which we utilize to define our nominal setup later. Table 2.2 presents a summary of the described parameters and their values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transmission data rate</td>
<td>from 3 to 27 Mbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One hop communication distance</td>
<td>up to 1000 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beaconing generation rate</td>
<td>up to 20 packets/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet size</td>
<td>from 250 to 800 Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissemination distance</td>
<td>up to few km (time-critical information)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Configuration values for inter-vehicle communications.

As described in the IEEE 802.11p [11p] draft, we assume the utilization of 10 MHz channels, which provide data rates from 3 to 27 Mbps. Lower data-rates are preferred for safety applications due to their robustness against noise and interference [MFW05]. Indeed, it is assumed a default data rate of 6 Mbps for the exchange of safety information, e.g., [DSR05] and [CJTD06].

The IEEE 802.11p [11p] draft also specifies that IVC will occur over distances up to 1000 m between high-speed vehicles. According to previous studies, such as [XMKS04] or [RRR05], it is envisioned that several messages per second from each vehicle will be needed in order to provide the required accuracy for safety applications. The authors of [XMKS04] derive a minimum of 2 and a maximum of 20 packets/s (a period of 50 ms) from vehicle driving speeds and driver reaction times [OS86]. Also, system latencies below 50 ms are specified by the DSRC Industry Consortium prototype team [DSR05]. The size of a safety message is relatively large, between 250 and 800 Bytes depending on the utilized PKCS (Public Key CryptoSystem), due to security-related overhead (i.e., digital signature plus a certificate), see [RH05].

In case of an existing hazard, the emergency (time-critical) information should be disseminated with minimum delay at distances up to a few kilometers in order to allow a proper coordination and prompt reaction of the drivers, e.g., 1 mile according to [STC+06] or 5 km according to [BSH00]. Clearly, this information can be relevant for further distances also, and could be disseminated with lower requirements to larger areas.

Finally, we recall that although WAVE is a multi-channel approach, a multi-transceiver solution is not yet being considered, due to cost reasons. Additionally, the FCC recently reserved one channel, 5.855 to 5865 GHz, for high availability,
low latency vehicle safety communications [FCC06], where non-safety data traffic can not be exchanged. Therefore, according to the one-transceiver approach and due to our focus on safety critical situations, we consider the case in which nodes operate continuously in one single channel where only safety-related communications take place.
As specified in the previous chapter, the goal of this thesis is to design robust communication protocols and systems to support vehicular active safety applications. In order to identify the relevant challenges of inter-vehicle communications (IVC) and propose appropriate solutions, the performance of the underlying wireless technology has to be understood in detail. In particular, we are interested in identifying and analyzing critical working conditions from a safety perspective.

In this chapter, we study the performance of IEEE 802.11p [11p] by the analysis of the basic strategy to exchange status information in vehicular networks, which makes use of periodic one-hop broadcast messages. These messages, also called beacons, contain updated status information acquired by the on-board sensors of the transmitter. Beacons are periodically generated and each of them is sent only once to the channel due to their broadcast fashion, i.e., there is no default reliability mechanism that would re-transmit the message in case of packet or frame collision.

We set up a vehicular scenario with different configurations outlined in Chapter 3.4 in order to observe the working conditions of the wireless network. Additionally, we evaluate the performance of the EDCA mechanism to see the benefit of utilizing an access category with a higher priority. The goal of this analysis is twofold: i) obtain valuable insight on the performance of IVC (which is used in Chapter 4 to define the main challenges faced by safety-related IVC), and ii) identify the IEEE 802.11p configuration values appropriate for our scenarios,
especially for the ones where a high vehicular speed can be encountered with a high load offered to the channel.

In order to perform our analysis, an extended implementation of the network simulator ns-2.28 [NS2] is utilized. Simulators are a valuable tool to evaluate the performance of wireless communication protocols. On the one hand, analytical models are sometimes not sufficient to perform detailed studies without the need of idealistic assumptions. On the other hand, real world testbeds with the desired dimension are not a feasible option due to their elevated cost and required effort in the case of vehicular networks.

However, the development of a proper simulation framework for inter-vehicle communications is not straightforward. One must take into consideration all technological and environmental aspects in order to perform simulations with the desired ‘closeness to reality’. Appropriate and up-to-date models are critical in the simulations of IVC due to the expected extreme working conditions, i.e., amount of nodes, amount of wireless load and the robustness required by the challenging goal of improving safety.

We devote special attention to the random characteristics of the radio channel which is often omitted in wireless networks research. While the hidden node problem is usually treated as well understood, it changes its shape when we look at it in the presence of realistic radio propagation phenomena. Indeed, there exist as many wireless channel conditions as different environments. These situations are modeled with different radio propagation models, deterministic or probabilistic, with adjustable parameters that can affect the communication performance in diverse manners. With probabilistic radio propagation, hidden nodes can appear much closer to a sender than typically expected with a deterministic model.

Before presenting the results obtained from our analysis, we present the main extensions and enhancements that were implemented to the network simulator ns-2.28 [NS2] in order to improve its accuracy to model inter-vehicle communication systems. Additionally, we define the main metrics utilized to evaluate IVC performance, including the performance of the protocols proposed later in this thesis, see Chapter 6.

In the following section, we outline the most relevant studies related to our work addressing one-hop broadcast communications, prioritized channel access and the improvement of simulation tools for wireless and inter-vehicle communications.

### 3.1 Related work

Wireless ad hoc networks and their hidden node problem have been an intense field of research for many years. Performance measures have been analyzed using both event-based simulators and analytical approaches that modeled these types of networks under different conditions.
As early as 1975, [TK75] treated analytically the hidden node problem in an ALOHA system using a deterministic radio model. Later, [Bia00] presented an analytical model of the 802.11 DCF able to estimate the throughput of unicast flows assuming a deterministic channel model. This work was extended in [GK04] which took into account channel errors modeled as a 2-state Markov chain, retransmissions and multi-hop communication.

Addressing the performance of broadcast communications we can find studies such as [CSK05], which analytically modeled a broadcast scheme and addressed the achievable throughput in the sense of the fraction of time that the channel is successfully transmitting user data. In [LNM04a], an analytic model is proposed that predicts the optimal range for maximizing 1-hop broadcast coverage.

However, all the studies mentioned above assumed an optimal coordination among neighboring nodes when accessing the medium. Indeed, the variety of possible communication states needed to be modeled when taking into account probabilistic radio propagation make a deep analysis highly complex.

Similar to the analytical approaches, simulation studies often assumed unicast flows and idealistic radio conditions. A broadcast study introducing a random behavior of the propagation model is [LNT02], which introduces ‘communication gray zones’ as regions where severe packet loss is experienced. This study focuses on AODV (Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector) routing flows in an in-door scenario and does not, therefore, present the characteristics of a vehicular network.

Broadcast communications in the vehicular field are addressed in [XMKS04], where the performance of several layer-2 repetition strategies is evaluated in terms of number of updates per period of time and probability of reception failure for different fractions of channel capacity assigned to this type of messages. Furthermore, they identify ‘infeasible regions’ (situations) where potential safety applications’ requirements cannot be satisfied due to technological limitations. However, their assessment is based also on a wireless channel with deterministic properties, which does not provide the insight we intend to obtain with our study.

We analyzed different broadcast scenarios in several studies where different protocol configurations and propagation models were utilized [TMJH04], [TMM06], [TMCSEH06] and [SETMMH07].

In terms of prioritized channel access, most of existing work aims to characterize or improve unicast flows. The simplistic or idealized scenarios addressed in these papers, however, make it difficult to apply their results into vehicular networks. In this category we can find interesting analytical studies that model the most important EDCA parameters, e.g., [AC01] and [ZC03], which either do not consider or consider briefly the relevant issue of the hidden node problem. Other studies addressing unicast flows propose service differentiation strategies which are not valid for dynamic topologies since they require a period of time in order to tune the protocols, e.g., [KLS+02] and [RNT03]. Prioritized channel access has been treated in vehicular environments within the Fleetnet project [Fle] with [Lot02] and [MLJ03]. However, the selected radio interfaces for these studies
were based on UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System) terrestrial radio access, time division duplex technology. They make use of synchronized slotted superframes and, thus, are not comparable to CSMA/CA. We addressed the performance of the EDCA mechanism in vehicular one-hop broadcast scenarios in [TMJH04].

Due to the increasing interest generated by vehicular networks, we can find recent efforts, in parallel to our work, proposing improved models to evaluate IVC appropriately. Indeed, inter-vehicle communications are different from other wireless communications in terms of mobility, radio propagation phenomena and application (safety) requirements.

With respect to node mobility, Choffnes et al. [CB05] proposed street-bounded node movement and showed the unsuitability of random two-dimensional movements for studying communication protocols in vehicular environments. Since then, other simulation tools where published that provided movement patterns for vehicular environments, e.g., [HFFB06] and [VO07]. In our simulation platform we make use of the highway movement patterns proposed in [FTMK+06] which are described in Section 3.2.4.

Other modeling work addresses the inaccuracy of the ns-2.28 wireless channel as well as its reception and interference model. Xiuchao [Xiu04] describes how to add an error model based on BER (Bit Error Rates). Yin et al. [YEY+04] derive BER curves tailored to IVC by implementing a realistic channel simulator and adjusting it with values found in the literature. Also addressing vehicular communications, Chen et al. [CJTD06] developed an improved reception model of the ns-2.28 simulator with a better software design. Their implementation includes a physical layer state machine which allows managing the signal and interference of OFDM systems as well as cumulative noise capabilities. Their implementation includes the Nakagami fading model that they previously suggested in [TJM+04] after verifying and adjusting it with empirical data collected on USA highways. Their channel fading model is adopted for the studies of this thesis. The result of their work is a simulator adjusted to 5.9 GHz DSRC including the modeling of all IEEE 802.11p supported data rates. However, their implementation does not include the improved capture effect (see Section 3.2.1) which we believe is required for a proper evaluation of wireless broadcast communications. The extensions that we realized to the network simulator ns-2.28 are reported in [SELMTMH06], [SETMT+06] and [SETMMH07], and are summarized in the next section.

Note that ray tracing techniques, although more accurate to model the radio channel e.g., [MFW05], make the simulation of networks of hundreds of nodes infeasible due to their high computational cost.

### 3.2 Simulation framework for IVC: extended ns-2.28

In this section, we present the developed simulation platform for the design of inter-vehicle communication protocols. The core building block is the network
3.2 Simulation framework for IVC: extended ns-2.28

The simulator ns-2.28 [NS2] which is a widely used tool in the field of computer networks research. Moreover, we have modified and extended many modules of the standard distribution of ns-2.28 in order to provide our simulations with a higher level of fidelity with respect to current development status of inter-vehicle communication systems. The main blocks modeling inter-vehicle communication technology and environments are: a) a reception model with improved capture capabilities according to current chipsets; b) a fading radio propagation model selected according to empirical data; c) adjusted medium access control and physical models according to the IEEE 802.11p draft [11p]; and d) realistic highway movement patterns validated with German highways’ traffic.

In the following, we describe separately each building block in more detail in order to provide the required background to understand the simulation results presented in later chapters. Additionally, the modifications and extensions implemented in the ns-2.28 simulator are justified and outlined. A detailed description of our ns-2.28 modifications can be found in two technical reports, [SETMT’06] and [SELMTMH06].

3.2.1 Reception and interference model

When analyzing the performance of wireless networks via simulation, the implementation of the reception and interference models has to be well understood. The network simulator ns-2.28 manages the reception of messages using three power level thresholds. These are implemented in the standard distribution of ns-2.28 and can be described as follows (we assume all power values to be expressed in dB):

- **Carrier Sense Threshold (CSTh):** Any node is able to sense a transmission of another station if the signal arrives with a power higher than CSTh. In this case, the wireless interface sets the state of the channel as busy. Any transmission arriving at a node's location with power below CSTh is not sensed and is discarded immediately by the simulator.

- **Reception Threshold (RxTh):** Any node is able to successfully receive another station's transmission, in the absence of other nodes' signals, if the signal arrives with power higher than RxTh.

- **Capture Threshold (CpTh):** A packet (with power above RxTh) can be successfully received in the presence of interferences if: i) the packet arrived at the interface while the channel is idle, and ii) the power of the packet is CpTh above the power of the strongest interfering signal. A packet arriving while the channel is sensed busy can not be successfully received.

As pointed out in existing studies, e.g., [TMB01], ns-2.28 has lower accuracy in its lower layers’ modules in comparison to other network simulators. In our implementation, we modified the way the reception of a signal is handled with
respect to interference in order to better model reality. First we implemented cumulative noise capabilities. The original ns-2.28 code does not keep track of all ongoing messages at a node’s interface, i.e., it does not accumulate the power level of all ongoing interferences. As depicted above, a message is determined to be successfully received if its power is CPTh higher than the strongest interfering signal. As other network simulators already do, e.g., GloMoSim [Glo], we accumulate the power of all interferences signals together with the existing background noise (Noise), in order to determine if the reception of a message is successful. Assuming that the co-channel interference in a OFDM system, such as IEEE 802.11p, behaves similar to AWGN noise, we set the CPTh value to the required SINR (Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio) specified for each modulation. Now, a message is determined to be successfully received if during the complete reception time the following inequality is satisfied:

\[ P_r \geq I + CPTh, \]

where \( P_r \) is the power of the received message, \( I \) corresponds to the cumulative power level of all existing interferences plus Noise, and all powers are expressed in dB. In order to have a higher level of accuracy, we take into consideration all signals arriving at the interface with a power higher than Noise, instead of discarding signals below CSTh as in the original ns-2.28. The finite state machine implemented to model cumulative noise has been validated by setting up a table of all possible combinations of triggers and conditions for each state, eliminating non-feasible combinations and determining the finite state machine’s transactions to the remaining ones.

We also modified the capture feature since the standard distribution of ns-2.28 only allows a message to be captured if it arrives when the channel is idle. According to current wireless chipsets’ capabilities [KVSA04], our implementation also allows to successfully receive a message that arrives during a busy period of the channel as long as the inequality (3.1) is satisfied. In this case, however, the second packet can not be received correctly if it arrives between 4 and 10 \( \mu s \) after the previous one due to resynchronization issues\(^1\).

The configuration values of the thresholds described above, corresponding to IEEE 802.11p’s default data rate of 6 Mbps [ETS05] are reported in Table 3.1. Apart from the data rate of 6 Mbps, also 3 Mbps is addressed later in the chapter due to its robustness and, therefore, its corresponding thresholds are also included in Table 3.1. A data rate of 3 Mbps requires the lowest SINR (signal to interference plus noise ratio) to successfully receive a message, namely 4 dB.

\(^1\)The physical layer model of our ns-2.28 implementation is configured according to the values obtained from private conversations with the electronics company Siemens within the ‘Networks on Wheels’ project [NoW].
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#### Parameter values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>6 Mbps data rate:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reception Th. (RxTh)</td>
<td>-92 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture Th. (CpTh)</td>
<td>7 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3 Mbps data rate:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reception Th. (RxTh)</td>
<td>-95 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capture Th. (CpTh)</td>
<td>4 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier Sense Th. (CSTh)</td>
<td>-96 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>-99 dBm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Configuration values of the reception and interference models configured in our extended version of ns-2.28 for data rates of 6 Mbps and 3 Mbps.

#### 3.2.2 Radio propagation model

In order to obtain valuable results, not only the transceiver technology model has to be correctly implemented but also the radio propagation characteristics have to be carefully modeled.

In a real scenario, the attenuation of a transmitted signal is characterized by the effect of path loss and fading. Path loss can be defined as the attenuation caused by the free-space loss together with the interaction caused by reflections, diffractions or scattering between the radio waves and the environment. Fading phenomena consists of the distortion of the transmitted signal that is caused by the movement of the environment relative to the sender along the time.

In the literature [Rap02], models that estimate the attenuation of a transmitted signal in the wireless channel are classified as deterministic and probabilistic. The latter ones are characterized by an attenuation that follows a probabilistic distribution, which estimates the variation over time of the signal power at specific transmitter-receiver distances. Deterministic models estimate the average attenuation and predict a fixed value for a given transmitter-receiver distance at any time.

Previous studies, such as [TMSEFH06], [BM05], [TMJH04], [STMHE04] and [TMB01], have shown the significant difference of using a deterministic propagation model, which assumes a fixed received signal strength at a fixed distance, in comparison to probabilistic ones which include fading phenomena.

The standard distribution of ns-2.28 offers three radio propagation models, two deterministic (the free-space model and the two ray ground model) and one probabilistic (the log-normal shadowing model).

The free space propagation model estimates the received signal power at a receiver assuming that the signal propagates only on one clear line-of-sight path. The two ray ground model\(^2\) derives the signal attenuation modeling the direct

\(^2\)The two ray ground model implemented in ns-2.28 is a simplification of the commonly known model in the electromagnetic radio waves propagation field.
path of radio waves between sender and receiver as well as one reflection on the ground. Both of them predict a signal attenuation as a deterministic function of the distance to the transmitter assuming no change in the interface configuration, e.g., carrier frequency or antennas’ gains.

The log-normal shadowing (LNS) models the path-loss of radio waves relative to a reference distance and the shadowing effect of the possible variations of the environment, i.e., obstacles or relief. LNS uses a log-normal random variable to reflect the variations of the received power and is characterized by two parameters, the path loss exponent $\beta$ and the shadowing deviation $\sigma$.

Besides the ones used in ns-2.28, there exist many other radio propagation models in the literature. Among them, the Nakagami distribution [Nak60] is utilized and suggested by many authors as a suitable model to estimate the physical propagation phenomena of mobile communication channels due to the good match with empirical data collected from mobile communications experiments, such as in [SMSA00], [BD91], [Zha99] and [LZG04]. Recently, Taliwal et al. performed real world tests on highways and suggest the use of the Nakagami fading model for these type of vehicular scenarios [TJM+04]. Furthermore, they implemented the model into ns-2.28, which we use in this thesis.

Therefore, we select the Nakagami fading model to perform our simulation studies and, additionally, the two ray ground implementation from the standard distribution of ns-2.28 for comparison.

Two ray ground implementation in ns-2.28

The two ray ground model, as implemented in ns-2.28, is often used in the evaluation and characterization of wireless communication protocols due to its simplicity. As commented above, it is deterministic and estimates the average signal reception power considering the direct path and one reflection on the ground. The two ray ground model predicts two different values of the path loss exponent depending on the distance between sender and receiver, which changes from 2 to 4 at a specific distance commonly referred to as cross-over distance ($d_c$):

$$d_c = \frac{4\pi h_t h_r}{\lambda} \quad (3.2)$$

where $h_t$ and $h_r$ are the antenna heights of the transmitter and the receiver respectively and $\lambda$ is the carrier wavelength. The cross-over distance identifies where the signal changes from following a free-space propagation to being influenced by the ground reflection. The expressions to compute the average received power, at a distance $d$ from the transmitter, according to the two ray ground model are the following:

$$P_r(d) = \frac{P_t G_t G_r \lambda^2}{(4\pi)^2 d^2 L} \quad \text{if} \quad d \leq d_c \quad (3.3)$$

$$P_r(d) = \frac{P_t G_t G_r h_t^2 h_r^2}{d^4 L} \quad \text{if} \quad d > d_c \quad (3.4)$$
where $P_t$ is the power that the signal was transmitted with; $G_t$ and $G_r$ are the antenna gains of the transmitter and the receiver respectively; and $L$ is the system loss. Table 3.2 reports the configuration values required by the two ray ground model used in all our simulations, except the transmission power which varies for different experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antenna gain ($G_t$ and $G_r$)</td>
<td>2.512 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna height ($h_t$ and $h_r$)</td>
<td>1.5 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier wavelength ($\lambda$)</td>
<td>50.85 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System loss ($L$)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Configuration values to compute the reception power with the two ray ground model in inter-vehicle communication scenarios.

Figure 3.1: Received signal power with respect to the distance to the transmitter computed by the ns-2.28 implementation of the two ray ground propagation model.

Figure 3.1 presents the deterministic values of the received signal power expressed in dBm with respect to the distance assuming a transmission power of 9.95 dBm. It is worth noting the strong decrease suffered by the transmitted signal, following the inverse square law, at short distances from the sender, i.e., up to 200m. This behavior results in the known ‘near-far effect’ that refers to the situation where a node $R$ is close to one specific transmitter $T_1$ and further away from another one $T_2$ when both are simultaneously sending a message to the wireless
channel. In the case that both messages are transmitted with the same power, $T_1$’s message can be successfully received (captured) by $R$ since its signal received power is much higher than the one from $T_2$.

Due to its deterministic nature, the two ray ground model, together with the threshold based reception model of ns-2.28 (see Section 3.2.1) results in a model commonly referred to as Disc Range model. Consequently, given a transmission power one can derive two widely utilized concepts in wireless communications research:

- **Carrier Sense Range (CS)**: Given a transmission power, the CS is the distance up to which a node’s sent message can be sensed by another station, i.e., $RxPower \geq CSTh$. In other words, a transmission prevents nodes in its CS range from sending.

- **Communication Range (CR)**: Given a transmission power, the CR is the distance up to which a node’s message can be successfully received by another station in the absence of other nodes’ interferences, i.e., $RxPower \geq RxTh$.
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Figure 3.2: Communication and carrier sense ranges obtained for a signal transmitted power of 12.95 dBm with a data rate of 6 Mbps, and 9.95 dBm with a data rate of 3 Mbps.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the CR and CS values corresponding to the thresholds specified in Table 3.1 according to a transmission power of 12.95 dBm with a data rate of 6 Mbps and of 9.95 dBm with a data rate of 3 Mbps. Note that for higher data rates, the required SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) is higher and, therefore, the transmission power must be also higher in order to achieve the same CR.

However, communication and carrier sense ranges are not accurate when using probabilistic propagation models since the received power is not a fixed value,
i.e., it follows a random distribution over time, at each distance. Therefore, there
exist no fixed CR and CS ranges when using a probabilistic radio model.

In the rest of the thesis, we use the term intended communication range, or simply communication range (CR), to refer to the CR value that would be experienced with the deterministic propagation two ray ground model. Additionally, for clarity, intended CR, or solely CR, is also used equivalently to express the transmission power that provides this CR value with the two ray ground model.

The Nakagami-m fading model

The Nakagami-m model derives the received signal strength from a multi-path environment where the different signal components arrive randomly because of the different propagation phenomena. It is used to estimate the signal amplitude at a given distance from the transmitter as a function of two parameters, \( \Omega \) and \( m \). The following expression describes the Nakagami probability density function (pdf) of the received signal amplitude \( x \):

\[
f_{amp}(x; m, \Omega) = \frac{2m^m}{\Gamma(m)\Omega^m}x^{2m-1}\exp\left(-\frac{m}{\Omega}x^2\right), \quad m \geq \frac{1}{2}
\]

where \( \Omega \) defines the average received power at a specific distance; the value \( m \) identifies the fading intensity and depends on the environment and the distance to the sender; and \( \Gamma \) is the Gamma function.

The Nakagami-m model can be also used to approximate other multi-path distributions. Indeed, it offers via the \( m \) parameter a wide range of fading severities or amount of fading\(^3\) [SMSA00]. For \( m = 1 \) it represents the Rayleigh distribution, which considers non-line of sight communications. For scenarios with a lower level of fluctuations (\( m > 1 \)), Nakagami-m can be used to approximate a Rice distribution. When \( m \) is set to a positive multiple of 0.5 the Nakagami can be described by an Erlang distribution, which is how it is implemented in the simulator.

In next chapters, we set \( \Omega \) to match the two ray ground model for a proper comparison, and we take different values of \( m \) to model different levels of fading intensity, resulting from a different weight of the line of sight component.

Figure 3.3(a) illustrates the pdf of the Nakagami distribution of the received power for different values of \( m \) at a distance of 100 m when assuming a transmission power of 9.95 dBm, i.e., with a resulting \( \Omega \) of -69.9 dBm (see Figure 3.1) or the corresponding 0.102 nW. We present in Figure 3.3(b) the corresponding received power values in a dBm scale. Note the higher probability of obtaining lower reception power values with \( m \leq 1 \), also called 'heavy tail' case. Also, it is worth noting the lower variance experienced by smaller intensities of fading.

\(^3\)The fading figure, or amount of fading, was proposed by Charash [Cha74] as a unified measure for the fading severity.
i.e., higher values of $m$, which result in a higher probability to obtain a received power around the mean value $\Omega$.

As mentioned above, a random behavior of the channel model does not provide deterministic values for the carrier sense range. This characteristic challenges the coordination of CSMA approaches as we can observe in the simulation results presented in Section 3.4.

### 3.2.3 IEEE 802.11p model

As described in Chapter 2, the IEEE 802.11p draft of the future standard introduces modifications mainly in the physical and management domain. Features like channel scanning or authentication and association procedures will not be used due to the safety nature of WAVE communications. On the other hand, elaborated channel management capabilities are envisioned due to its multi-channel approach. On the physical layer, the carriers use the 5.9 GHz band and channels are set to 10 MHz in order to reduce inter-symbol interference. With respect to the basic channel access mechanisms of 802.11, i.e., the distributed coordination function (DCF) based on CSMA/CA (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance), no changes are expected.

Since ns-2.28 does not implement management functions and our study focuses on safety-related information exchange performed in one single channel, no modifications have been implemented in the management entities. Likewise, no extensions have been introduced on the channel access mechanisms apart from the bug fixes described in [SELMTMH06] and the different channel access categories from EDCA (Enhanced Distributed Channel Access [11e]) to provide traffic prioritization.

With respect to the physical layer, ns-2.28 models a Lucent WaveLAN 802.11 DSSS (Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum) radio interface. In order to model a WAVE OFDM system, which operates at 5.9 GHz with 10 MHz channels, several modifications were required according to the IEEE 802.11a [11a] standard and the IEEE 802.11p [11p] draft. Independently from the data rate used to transmit a message payload, the preamble and the PLCP header are always transmitted using the lowest data rate, 3 Mbps. The modulation scheme that provides 3 Mbps is the most robust one, Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) with the lowest coding rate (1/2). However, note that 16 service bits of the PLCP header are transmitted with the payload data rate, instead of the basic rate, and that padding and tail bits are added in order to fill up the last symbol of a message. Additionally, the slot time parameter is adapted to support larger communication distances. Again, we refer the reader to [SETMT+06] for a detailed report on the implementation issues. Table 3.3 presents the main parameters configured in our version of the simulator for two modulations, corresponding to data rates of 6 Mbps and 3 Mbps. Further details and a brief description of IEEE 802.11p MAC and PHY parameters can be found in Appendix A.
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Figure 3.3: Probability density function of the Nakagami-m fading model for different fading intensity values.

(a) nW scale, $\Omega = 0.102$ nW.

(b) dB scale, $\Omega = -69.9$ dBm.
### Table 3.3: Ns-2.28 MAC and PHY configuration values for simulations of inter-vehicle communications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>5.9 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data rate</td>
<td>6 Mbps / 3 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RxTh</td>
<td>-92 dBm / -95 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CpTh</td>
<td>7 dB / 4 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSTh</td>
<td>-96 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>-99 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna gain</td>
<td>2.512 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna height</td>
<td>1.5 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot time</td>
<td>16 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIFS time</td>
<td>32 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preamble length</td>
<td>32 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLCP header length</td>
<td>8 µs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2.4 Vehicular movement patterns

The choice of an appropriate movement scenario is an important factor for a correct design and/or analysis of wireless communication systems and protocols. The potential high speeds and the street-bounded mobility presented by the nodes in vehicular environments must be taken into consideration in order to develop tailored solutions. During the realization of this thesis, we contributed on the development of the HWGui tool [FTMK+] which is publicly available under [HWG].

The HWGui project was developed during the FleetNet [Fle] and NoW [NoW] projects and transforms highway movement data, provided by DaimlerChrysler, into ns-2.28 tcl movement traces. The original data from DaimlerChrysler was generated by means of microscopic traffic simulation and validated against real-world data collected on German highways. Additionally, the HWGui provides the statistical analysis of the scenarios from a communication perspective as well as a graphical visualization. Figure 3.4 presents a snapshot of the visualization and analysis tool HWGui.

The ns-2.28 movement traces correspond to vehicles driving during 60 seconds in a straight bidirectional highway with different settings of number of lanes, 2 or 3 per direction, and node density, from 2 to 15 vehicles per kilometer in each lane. Several scenarios of each configuration are provided. The average speed of the nodes driving on the highway segment depends on the vehicle density, varying from 140.8 km/h to 111.2 km/h. The lane width is configured to be 2.5m and the median strip to 2m, according to realistic values for German highways.

Note that all possible configurations correspond to free-flow traffic conditions, the highest node density per lane (15 vehicles per kilometer per lane) presents an average distance between vehicles of 66.6m and an average speed of 111.2 km/h.
3.3 Evaluation metrics

We have selected the configuration of 3 lanes per direction and 11 vehicles per kilometer and lane as our nominal case. From our point of view, this is one of the most critical situations from a safety point of view, i.e., fast moving ‘heavy’ traffic. However, during the analysis we also offer the performance results of a scenario with lower vehicular density, namely 3 lanes per direction and 6 vehicles per kilometer and lane.

Although the original highway scenarios offered with the HWGui tool are 15 km long, we chop them into 6 km long segments to gain computational efficiency.

3.3 Evaluation metrics

Another important task in simulation studies is the proper evaluation and interpretation of the obtained data. In the following, we introduce the main metrics utilized to evaluate the performance of inter-vehicle communications. Note that, due to the safety nature of the information contained in IVC messages, we compute some of the metrics with respect to the distance from the originator.

- Probability of successful message reception: The probability that a transmitted message can be successfully decoded by the receiving node at a specific distance from the transmitter. This metric represents the reception ratio of one-hop messages without retransmission schemes, i.e., when messages are not retransmitted to improve reliability.
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- **Probability of information reception**: The probability that the information generated by a specific node is received by another node located at a specific distance from the information originator. Contrary to the previous metric, this one accounts for multi-hop forwarding and retransmission techniques.

- **Channel Access Time (CAT)**: The span between the time an application generates a packet and the time this packet is eventually transmitted to the channel. This metric includes the time a packet has to wait in the interface queue as well as the delay introduced by the MAC protocol with the DCF access strategy.

- **Information reception delay**: The span between the time a safety application generates a message and the time this message is received by the corresponding application at another vehicle located at a specific distance from the originator.

- **Channel Busy Time (CBT)**: The time ratio that a specific node determines the channel as busy, i.e., the time ratio that the accumulated power of packets and interferences is higher than CSTh at the node’s location.

Note that in this chapter, only the probability of successful message reception and the channel access time are used to study the performance of the IEEE 802.11p-based one-hop communications. The other three metrics are used in Chapter 6 to evaluate the communication protocols proposed in Chapter 5.

3.4 Analysis of periodic one-hop broadcast reception rates

In this section, we analyze via simulation the performance of periodic one-hop broadcast communications in a vehicular scenario. We configure each vehicle to send beacons in a shared wireless channel according to the different parameters specified in Chapter 2.3 and compare the results obtained. The selected packet generation rates are 10 pkts/s and 20 pkts/s. The communication ranges utilized are 250 m, 500 m, 750 m and 1000 m and the contention window (CWmin) values are 15, 31 and 63, corresponding to the three lower values specified in [11]. We also consider two different data rates, 3 Mbps and 6 Mbps, and fix the packet size of all packets to 500 Bytes as a middle value among the ones presented in [RH05]. The density and movement patterns are configured utilizing the highway scenarios described in Section 3.2.4. The chosen environments consist of a fast-moving ‘heavy’ traffic bidirectional highway with 3 lanes per direction and 11 cars per kilometer and lane, and a smoother traffic situation with 3 lanes per direction and 6 cars per kilometer and lane. Note that both scenarios correspond to free flow vehicular traffic, the vehicular density can be much higher in many real highways.
3.4 Analysis of periodic one-hop broadcast reception rates during several hours per day. However, we are interested in high speed scenarios with high dynamism where the utilization of high transmission power and packet generation rates is envisioned. Finally, the propagation models used are the deterministic two ray ground, and the probabilistic Nakagami with different fading intensities, namely $m = 1, 3, 5$ and $7$. The configuration values are summarized in Table 3.4.

Each studied configuration is simulated with 10 different highway scenarios (with the same vehicular density) and 10 different random seeds. The results obtained are averaged over 10 s of simulated time and presented with a 95% confidence interval. Also, in order to avoid border effects, the presented reception probabilities correspond to the messages sent by a reference node, located two kilometers away from the edge of the scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Rate</td>
<td>3 Mbps, 6 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet generation rate</td>
<td>10 pckts/s, 20 pckts/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet size</td>
<td>500 Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intended communication range</td>
<td>250 m to 1000 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle density</td>
<td>36 cars/km, 66 cars/km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio propagation models</td>
<td>Nakagami, two ray ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fading intensity m</td>
<td>1, 3, 5, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contention Window</td>
<td>15, 31, 63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4: Configuration values of the simulated one-hop broadcast communications in highway scenarios.

3.4.1 Radio propagation models

For a better comprehensibility of the broadcast reception rates in scenarios where all nodes send periodic messages, we present first in Figure 3.5 the probability of successful reception in the absence of interferences from other nodes, i.e., collision-free. The transmission power is set to 1.83 dBm, which provides a communication range of 500 m (CS = 664 m) with two ray ground when utilizing a data rate of 6 Mbps. In the same figure we present the values obtained with Nakagami $m = 1, 3, 5$ and $7$. The difference between deterministic and probabilistic models can be clearly observed: the deterministic two ray ground model experiences a probability of reception equal to 1 within its communication range and drops to zero exactly at its edge. On the other hand, the probabilistic models show a smoother decrease over the distance, with different decrease slopes depending on the chosen fading intensity.

Note how a reliable communication range significantly differs from the intended CR when taking into consideration fading phenomena. For example, with a fading intensity $m = 7$ reception failures can be experienced at 300 m from the
transmitter. This situation is more critical with higher fading intensities, e.g., with \( m = 1 \) only within the first 30 m we can consider a transmission as reliable. All curves present reception rates at the edge of the intended communication range around 40%.

Consequently from a transmitter perspective, a higher transmission power than the one corresponding to the intended CR should be used in the presence of a probabilistic radio channel. However, note that increasing the transmission power also increases the level of interference and the amount of nodes sharing the channel. As we show later in this chapter, a high transmission power used by all nodes in the network can be harmful from a system perspective due to an increased amount of collisions.

Another key observation with respect to probabilistic channel models is that there are chances of successful reception outside of the CR. The probabilistic behavior of the channel challenges the nodes coordination provided by the DCF mechanism: transmissions from neighboring nodes may suffer a high attenuation while further nodes’ messages may suffer low attenuation. Furthermore, the resulting variance is accentuated with higher fading intensities, which may cause lower reception probabilities within the intended communication range but higher reception probability for larger distances.

In the following, we study a highway scenario where all vehicles are equipped with 5.9 GHz DSRC technology and send periodic messages to the channel.

---

**Figure 3.5:** Probability of successful packet reception without interferences from other nodes with respect to the distance with a transmission power corresponding to a CR of 500 m with a data rate of 6 Mbps and different radio propagation models.
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Figure 3.6: Probability of successful beacon reception with respect to the distance in a 3-lane per direction highway scenario with 36 vehicles/km. Comparison of the results obtained by using different propagation models with a data rate of 6 Mbps, an intended communication range of 500 m and a packet generation rate of 10 pkts/s.

Figure 3.6 presents the successful reception rates from the lower vehicular density scenario where all cars are configured to send 10 packets per second with an intended communication range of 500 m. The contention window in this setup has been configured to 31, which allows all generated messages to be transmitted to the channel (see the next section for further details). The average amount of load offered to the channel within a node’s CS, referred to as beaconing load (BL), can be computed as follows:

\[
BL = VD \text{ (cars/km)} \times 2CS \text{ (km)} \times PGR \text{ (pkts/s)} \times PS \text{ (bits/pckt)} = 1.9 \text{ Mbps}
\]

where \(VD = 36 \text{ cars/km} \) is the average vehicular density (taking into account the 6 lanes); \(CS = 0.664 \text{ km} \) is the carrier sense range corresponding to a \(CR = 500 \text{ m} \); \(PGR = 10 \text{ pkts/s} \) defines the packet (beacon) generation rate of each node; and \(PS = 4 \text{ kbits/pckt} \) represents the size of beacons\(^4\). Therefore, we obtain a resulting beaconing load of 1.9 Mbps in a 6 Mbps medium.

Contrary to the scenario illustrated in Figure 3.5, nodes must contend with their neighbors before transmitting a message and packet collisions are experienced. There are two reasons that can cause a collision at a receiver: \(i) \) two or

\(^4\)For the sake of simplicity, we account the packet size of a packet to include the amount of bits corresponding to the MAC header, the preamble length, the PLCP header, the tail bits and the padding bits [11a].
more nodes select the same slot to transmit after a channel busy period, and
ii) one or more nodes could not sense an ongoing transmission and access the
channel at that time. The second case is commonly known as the hidden node (or
hidden terminal) problem and is illustrated in Figure 3.7. See how, in comparison
to a collision-free scenario (Figure 3.5), the reception rates shown in Figure 3.6
present lower values at the edge of the CR, at 500 m. There is a 50% drop in case of
two ray ground and around 22% drop in case of Nakagami, due to the collisions
Corresponding to hidden nodes.

It is also worth noting in Figure 3.6 how the probability of successful recep-
tion of all curves, except for Nakagami m = 1, is close to 100% up to a distance of
200 m approximately. These high reception rates are achieved due to two reasons.
First, since the wireless channel does not experience a high saturation in this sce-
nario, there is a low probability that two nodes within the CS range of each other
select the same slot to transmit creating a collision. Second, radio interfaces can
successfully receive a message if the signal level is $C_p \theta_h$ above the interference
level due to the capture feature. Therefore, we call this distance ‘robust distance
against hidden nodes’, which represents the range where the power of the trans-
mittced signal is (in average) $C_p \theta_h$ higher than the interference caused by hidden
nodes located outside of the CS range of the sender. See Appendix B for a detailed
description of how the robust range against hidden nodes is computed.

Figure 3.7: The hidden node (or terminal) problem: In a CSMA/CA scenario assum-
ing a deterministic propagation model, node R is inside the Communication
Range of T and node HN is placed outside of the Carrier Sense range (CS) of T,
i.e., HN can not sense ongoing transmissions from T. In that case, the hidden
node problem occurs when T’s message is interfered by an HN’s transmission at
R’s position.

With a data rate of 6 Mbps and an intended communication range of 500 m, we
obtain a robust range against hidden nodes of 192.4 m. At this distance the curves
in Figure 3.6 present a ‘knee’ where they start decreasing with a high slope, which
corresponds to the amount of hidden nodes that can collide with these transmissions at each distance. The amount of such nodes is increasing due to the fact that, with higher distances, the reception power experienced at the potential receiver \(R\) is decreasing while potential hidden nodes are closer to this node \(R\). The resulting curves of Nakagami present a ‘smoother’ shape (i.e., without sharp knees\(^5\)) than the two ray ground one due to the probabilistic nature of the radio propagation phenomena. Indeed, hidden nodes can also be located within the intended CS range with Nakagami, which causes uncoordinated transmissions even among nodes located within the CS range of each other. The curve presenting lower reception rates within the communication range is Nakagami with \(m = 1\), due to its heavy tail as seen in Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b). Fading intensities corresponding to \(m = 3, 5\) and 7 present similar results according to the similar probability density functions, see Figure 3.3(a). We refer the reader to Appendix B for a description of the impact of hidden nodes and, in particular, the case of utilizing the two ray ground propagation model.

We now present the results obtained in a highway scenario with a higher vehicular density, i.e., 66 cars/km, see Figure 3.8. In this case, the beaconing load increases up to an average of 3.5 Mbps. First, note how all curves present lower reception rates within the robust range against hidden nodes. The higher amount of neighboring nodes increases the probability that two or more nodes select the same slot to access the channel and, therefore, they generate a packet collision also at close distances from the transmitter. Second, the probability of successfully receiving a message is also decreased at all distances compared with Figure 3.6 due to the higher incoordination among nodes accessing the channel experienced for all propagation models. In this scenario, the reception rates at the edge of the intended communication range is below the 10% for all propagation models.

The results obtained show the challenge of achieving high reception rates in vehicular scenarios. The solely existence of probabilistic phenomena causes increasing reception failures with respect to the distance from the transmitter. Furthermore, the reception rates significantly decrease when the wireless medium is shared with other nodes, and is dependent on the amount of nodes and the resulting load on the channel. In the following sections, we study different configuration options.

In the rest of the thesis, we illustrate the results obtained with the Nakagami model and a (medium) fading intensity \(m = 3\). Moreover, we utilize the scenario with 3 lanes per direction and 11 vehicles per kilometer and lane as our nominal case. The results obtained with the lower vehicular density scenario are discussed in Section 3.4.5, and comments with respect to the results obtained with the other radio propagation options are provided when appropriate.

\(^5\)The shape of the two ray ground curve is addressed in more detail in Appendix B.
3.4.2 Configuration options

In this section, we study the effects that different contention window values, data rates, transmission powers and packet generation rates have on the performance of one-hop broadcast periodic transmissions. As mentioned above, the results presented correspond to the highway scenario with 66 cars/km and assuming the Nakagami propagation model with $m = 3$.

First, we intend to select the appropriate contention window (CWmin) value to be utilized on the rest of the thesis. The existing trade-off when selecting the contention window value is the following: on the one hand, a higher value decreases the probability that two nodes select the same slot to access the medium; on the other hand, it also increases the delay experienced by a packet until it is transmitted to the channel.

Table 3.5 presents the results obtained when configuring all vehicles in the highway with the maximum intended communication range utilized (1000 m), for three contention window values (15, 31 and 63), two data rates (6 Mbps and 3 Mbps), and two packet generation rates (10 pckts/s and 20 pckts/s). The values presented in Table 3.5 correspond to the average channel access time experienced by nodes whose middle position lays within the four center kilometers of our highway, i.e., the nodes that are within 1 km to one of the borders of our

![Figure 3.8](image-url) Probability of successful beacon reception with respect to the distance in a 3-lane per direction highway scenario with 66 vehicles/km. Comparison of the results obtained by using different propagation models with a data rate of 6 Mbps, an intended communication range of 500 m and a packet generation rate of 10 pckts/s.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CW size</th>
<th>63</th>
<th>31</th>
<th>15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 Mbps, 10 pckts/s</td>
<td>298.3 ms</td>
<td>78.3 ms</td>
<td>19.3 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Mbps, 10 pckts/s</td>
<td>231.6 ms</td>
<td>39.8 ms</td>
<td>16.1 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Mbps, 20 pckts/s</td>
<td>293.6 ms</td>
<td>270.0 ms</td>
<td>213.0 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Mbps, 20 pckts/s</td>
<td>301.4 ms</td>
<td>266.6 ms</td>
<td>208.7 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5: Average channel access time in a 3-lane per direction highway scenario with 66 vehicles/km. Comparison of the results obtained by using different data rates, packet generation rates and contention window values with a communication range of 1000 m.

highway segment are not taken into account. The middle position of a vehicle represents the middle point between its position at the beginning of the simulation and its position at the end.

With a packet generation rate of 10 pckts/s and a data rate of 6 Mbps, the contention window value of 63 should not be utilized. Setting CWmin = 63 causes that the resulting average CAT is larger than the beaconing period, i.e., 100 ms. Therefore, not all generated packets are transmitted to the wireless medium. In case of 3 Mbps, a contention window equals to 15 and 31 presents all CAT values below 100 ms.

Note that when configuring PGR = 10 pckts/s, the CAT values experienced in case of using a data rate of 3 Mbps are shorter than in case of 6 Mbps. This result might appear counterintuitive at first due to the shorter time that messages reside on the channel with higher data rate. However, it must be taken into account that the transmission power corresponding to a CR = 1000 m with a data rate of 3 Mbps is lower than in the case of 6 Mbps for the same intended communication range due to the required CpTh. Accordingly, the resulting CS for 3 Mbps is 1059 m, instead of the 1259 m obtained with 6 Mbps, which results in an average of 26 nodes less sharing the wireless medium.

In the case of 20 pckts/s both data rates present significantly larger CAT values than the 50 ms beaconing period for all contention window values. Therefore, we can state that 20 pckts/s can not be supported for the vehicular density configured (66 cars/km) and the selected communication range (1000 m).

Let us now look at the achieved reception rates with respect to the distance from the transmitter for the two selected data rates: IEEE 802.11p’s default one, 6 Mbps, and the most robust against interference, 3 Mbps. Figures 3.9(a) and 3.9(b) present the results for two different PGR values (10 pckts/s and 20 pckts/s) and two different CRs (1000 m and 500 m) with the contention window set to 31. The curves presented correspond to the ratio of generated packets

---

6The computed average channel access time (CAT) only takes into consideration messages that are transmitted to the medium, and not the ones remaining in the interface queue or the ones dropped due to queue overflow. Therefore, resulting values above the beaconing interval are just used to identify situations where not all generated messages can be transmitted to the medium.
Figure 3.9: Probability of successful beacon reception with respect to the distance in a 3-lane per direction highway scenario with 66 vehicles/km. Comparison of the results obtained by using different data rates, communication ranges, and packet generation rates with a contention window of 31.
that are successfully received. Beacons not transmitted to the medium due to the high saturation experienced are considered not successful.

We observe in Figure 3.9(a) how for both PGR values the data rate of 3 Mbps achieves higher successful reception rates than 6 Mbps, e.g., a 37% higher in case of 10 pkts/s at half of the communication range (250 m) and a 16% in case of 20 pkts/s. The same conclusion can be drawn when configuring the communication range to 500 m (Figure 3.9(b)), a data rate of 3 Mbps appears to be a better option for our scenarios.

With respect to the different packet generation rates, as expected, a higher amount of generated packets turns into a higher saturation on the medium and, therefore, a higher rate of reception failures is experienced. More interesting is the effect of different CR values, which is further studied in the next section. For a detailed analysis of the reception success and failure in vehicular, one-hop, broadcast communications we refer the reader to our work [SETMMH07].

In this section, we have shown the importance of selecting an appropriate contention window value and data rate. In the rest of the thesis we make use only of the 3 Mbps data rate and configure the contention window to 31, due to the results outlined in high channel load vehicular scenarios. Moreover, we consider 10 pkts/s as our nominal case, which is a common value used in inter-vehicle communication research, e.g., [RRR05], [EGH+06] and [CJTD06].

3.4.3 Transmission power values

To clearly observe the impact of adjusting the transmission power (TxPower) we set up a scenario with our nominal values designated in the previous sections and compare the resulting reception rates for different intended communication ranges. Figure 3.10 presents the results obtained with a fixed PGR = 10 pkts/s, a data rate of 3 Mbps and a contention window of 31, while increasing the intended communication range from 250 m to 1000 m.

In general, increasing the transmission power of one message increases its robustness against power fluctuations as well as interference and, thus, it is capable of reaching further distances. However, increasing the transmission power of all nodes in a network increases their CS ranges and, therefore, the amount of nodes sharing the channel at all locations. We can observe that, while the channel is not over-saturated, increasing the transmission power does not significantly decrease the reception rates at close distances, and provides improved reception rates at further ones, i.e., curves corresponding to 250 m and 500 m. We consider the channel to be over-saturated when collisions caused by neighboring nodes are not negligible. On the other hand, a CR = 750 m already experiences a significantly higher amount of collisions due to not only hidden nodes but also neighboring nodes. With a highly saturated channel, there exist a large number of messages transmitted from nodes at close distances which can not be captured due to the high power of the interferences. The reception rates at close distances from the
sender are further reduced in case of CR = 1000 m. We remark that due to the kinetic energy of moving vehicles reception rates at close distances are more relevant from a safety perspective. Therefore, with a PGR of 10 packets per second a CR of, e.g., 500 m would be a better choice than 1000 m, even though a higher CR provides increased probability of reception at far distances.

![Probability of successfull beacon reception](image)

**Figure 3.10:** Probability of successful beacon reception with respect to the distance in a 3-lane per direction highway scenario with 66 vehicles/km. Comparison of the results obtained by using different communication ranges with a data rate of 3 Mbps, a contention window value of 31 and a packet generation rate of 10 pckts/s.

It is worth noting the resulting shape of the reception rates curve in a high saturation case. For example, even though the offered load to the channel achieves 5.6 Mbps in case of CR = 1000 m, beacons achieve a probability of successful reception above 50% up to 200 m thanks to the capture feature. This effect and the sharp slope present at close distances (up to 150 m) are due to the abrupt decrease of the signal power experienced in this range, i.e., the near-far effect introduced in Section 3.2.2.

From the results obtained, we identify (transmission) power control as a critical issue of inter-vehicle communications. On the one hand, a higher transmission power can be used in order to achieve higher reliability of one specific message. On the other hand, not controlling the system (meaning all nodes in the network) transmission power can result in a lower safety level due to the decreased reception rates experienced at close distances from the transmitters.
3.4.4 Priority channel access

When a node detects an emergency situation, it is expected to transmit a message with high priority. In this section, we evaluate the benefits of the EDCA mechanism [11e] in a vehicular environment. For this purpose, we configure the set up utilized in the previous section with one node in the highway, the reference node, with a higher priority than all the other nodes. Specifically, while ‘non-priority’ nodes are configured with a CWmin = 31 and a standard distributed interframe space (DIFS) of 64 µs, the high priority node has a CWmin = 7 and an interframe space one slot time shorter, i.e., 48 µs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Com. Range</th>
<th>Non-priority</th>
<th>Priority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500 m</td>
<td>3.5 ms</td>
<td>1.3 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 m</td>
<td>39.8 ms</td>
<td>5.3 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.6: Average channel access time experienced in a 3-lane per direction highway scenario with 66 vehicles/km. Comparison of the results obtained by a priority node and a non-priority one with different communication ranges, a data rate of 3 Mbps, and a packet generation rate of 10 pkts/s.

Table 3.6 presents the average channel access time experienced by the reference node for CR values of 500 m and 1000 m, which result in a beaconing load of 2.9 Mbps and 5.6 Mbps respectively. We can observe how, in case of CR = 500 m, the access time with the priority scheme decreases from 3.5 ms to 1.3 ms, a 63% reduction. In case of CR = 1000 m, the time reduction reaches a 87%, from 39.8 ms to 5.3 ms. Therefore, the EDCA mechanism achieves its goal of reducing the CAT of high priority messages and its benefit depends on the data load experienced on the channel. Note that this benefit can be more relevant when disseminating information to distances larger than the direct communication range, as evaluated in Chapter 6, since the time reduction is additive with each forwarding node in each traveled hop.

Figure 3.11 presents the probability of reception with respect to the distance achieved by the reference node in the cases described above. The resulting curves show that when the beaconing load is high, EDCA can provide not only a shorter CAT but also an increased probability of reception for priority messages. For example, for a CR = 1000 m the probability of reception increases from a 43% to a 71% at 300 m from the transmitter.

In order to explain this effect we have to refer to the 802.11 DCF (Distributed Coordination Function) [11]. Under certain conditions, the high priority node is able to access the channel earlier than all others, therefore sending without any chance to collide with any other node that can sense its signal on the channel. Assuming a deterministic propagation model to simplify the explanation, there are two situations from which the high priority node can benefit:
During a busy period a priority node generates a packet and selects a backoff timer equal to 0. In this case no other node inside its carrier sense range is able to collide with it, since they have to wait, at least, one slot more to start decrementing their backoff timer.

A backoff timer different than 0 is picked during a busy period and later the decrementing process is paused when only one slot is left to decrement. In this case, the high priority node will only be able to collide with nodes inside its CS range that generate a packet during this last busy period and, additionally, select 0 for their backoff timer.

Figure 3.11: Probability of successful beacon reception with respect to the distance in a 3-lane per direction highway scenario with 66 vehicles/km. Comparison of the results obtained by a priority and non-priority node with different communication ranges, a data rate of 3 Mbps, a contention window of 31, and a packet generation rate of 10 pckts/s.

In case of assuming wave propagation according to the two ray ground model, all nodes within the CS range of a transmitter are able to sense its transmission due to the deterministic characteristics of the radio channel. This behavior favors, therefore, the node with high priority. The results obtained with the two ray ground model with the larger CR value, which are not shown here, present a higher reception probability for the priority node. At 300 m from the sender, for example, the probability of successful reception reaches a 74% for prioritized messages, instead of the 71% obtained with the Nakagami model (m = 3).
3.4.5 Lower vehicular density

In order to evaluate the performance of the channel access protocol under a lower vehicular density environment we re-run the setup discussed in Section 3.4.3 with another highway scenario. In this case, the vehicular density is 36 cars/km, corresponding to 3 lanes per direction with 6 cars per kilometer and lane.

Figure 3.12 presents the probability of successful reception with respect to the distance to the transmitter for different CR values, from 250 m to 1000 m. In this scenario, increasing the transmission power of all nodes does not significantly decrease the reception rates at close distances of the transmitter, contrary to what is observed in Figure 3.10. The probability that two nodes select the same slot to transmit after a busy period is not significant for this vehicular density due to the lower load resulting on the channel.

![Figure 3.12: Probability of successful beacon reception with respect to the distance in a 3-lane per direction highway scenario with 36 vehicles/km. Comparison of the results obtained by using different communication ranges with a data rate of 3 Mbps, a contention window value of 31, and a packet generation rate of 10 pkts/s.](image)

Therefore, for low vehicular density scenarios power control does not appear to be as relevant for controlling channel congestion. Although beaconing load values can be also high, i.e., 3 Mbps in case of CR = 1000 m in our scenario, increasing the transmission power of all nodes does not present the before mentioned drawback and, at the same time, can be beneficial in case of sparse networks.

In terms of priority access, the benefit of being capable of accessing the channel earlier does not present a high impact on the resulting probability of reception.
either. For example, in case of CR = 1000 m the reception rates increase from a 95% to a 96% at 300 m distance from the transmitter. Note though, that the average CAT is still significantly reduced for the priority node, e.g., from 2.51 ms to 1 ms in the case of CR = 1000 m.
In Chapter 2, we defined two types of communications, or messages, to support vehicular active safety. These communications differ with respect to their motivation and consist i) of ‘status information’ exchange via beacon messages and ii) of emergency information dissemination via event-driven ones. In Chapter 3, we analyzed the performance of IEEE 802.11p-based one-hop broadcast communications under different vehicular networking conditions.

In this chapter, our goal is to identify and analyze the challenges faced by both of the safety-related communications to achieve their goals. We first identify the challenges based on the insight gained from the performance analysis presented in Chapter 3 as well as from the literature and from empirical data. Then, we classify these challenges according to the two types of safety-related messages. Finally, we derive the design criteria for the required strategies to support both beaconing and event-driven messages overcoming the challenges presented.

The results of this chapter are utilized to design, in Chapter 5, two communication protocols capable of overcoming the identified challenges for enabling IVC-based active safety applications. Furthermore, key aspects identified here are used in Chapter 7 to derive design guidelines for a communication system architecture tailored to vehicular environments and to propose a model to be used as a basis for implementation.
4.1 Challenges of inter-vehicle communications

Inter-vehicle communications have to be able to cope with adverse conditions such as received radio signal strength fluctuations, channel load saturation, and high mobility to provide robust communication services as a basis for safety-related applications. In the following, and as we did in [TMKH05], we identify and outline the main challenges of robust inter-vehicle communications with respect to their specific characteristics and motivation.

4.1.1 Lack of connectivity and channel congestion

Vehicular networks will suffer from poor connectivity during the early deployment phase. When only a small number of vehicles are equipped with 5.9 GHz DSRC technology, resulting from a low market penetration, communication among nodes will be clearly a challenge. Indeed, according to recent projects [Fle], a penetration rate of at least 10% is required to enable a typical active safety application by inter-vehicle communications. A 10% of penetration could take around one and a half years from the time when the technology is ready to be installed, if all new vehicles would be sold with an incorporated 5.9 GHz DSRC system; three years if only trucks and vehicles of middle and upper classes are to be equipped; or up to six years if only vehicles with a navigation system would be equipped, see [MML04]. In this market introduction phase, not all safety applications can be deployed and they will benefit from strategies such as 'store and forward' [LA05] which uses the node movement to transport the information until a new neighbor (an equipped vehicle or a road side unit) appears.

On the other hand, when the penetration rate is high and many vehicles are equipped with 5.9 GHz DSRC systems, vehicular networks will present several scenarios where a high number of nodes are concentrated in a small area. In these cases the number of packet collisions might be too high to support safety systems when using the CSMA/CA link-layer broadcast scheme of 802.11 without any additional control mechanism (see Chapter 3).

Additionally, in the draft of the 802.11p technology [11p] it is considered that transceivers could switch between different radio channels. In that case, the safety information exchange could be restricted to only a portion of the total usable time for systems with one transceiver. Xu et al. address this situation in [XMKS04], where they define feasibility regions that depend on the required probability of successful packet reception. These regions outline which requirements are feasible to be met depending on the time ratio that safety messages can make use of the control channel and the number of nodes located in a specific area.

4.1.2 Radio channel characteristics

As described in Chapter 3.2.2, the attenuation of a transmitted signal in a real scenario is not only caused by free-space loss. Phenomena such as path loss or fading
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can lead to unpredictable losses in the power of the received signal. Indeed, vehicular environments present unfavorable characteristics to develop wireless communications: multiple reflecting objects could degrade the strength and quality of the receiving signal and, therefore, have a negative impact on messages reception rates. Additionally, fading effects have to be taken into account due to the mobility of the surrounding objects and/or the sender and receiver themselves. Because of fast fading phenomena a transmitter can experience a different multi-path environment each time it sends a packet and, therefore, each message can experience a different degree of attenuation.

We present in Table 4.1 the results obtained from empirical data from tests performed within the Network on Wheels (NoW) project [NoW]. We utilized two cars equipped with 5.9 GHz DSRC prototypes provided by DENSO Corporation operating at 5.9 GHz and 10 MHz channels. Each car sent ten broadcast packets per second with a transmission power of 20 dBm while driving at different distances from each other on a German Highway with medium traffic conditions. We recorded the RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator) of all received packets and the position of the cars at transmission/reception times for post-processing. Each run took a minimum of seven minutes and was repeated five times. In Table 4.1, we can see how the ratio of received packets decreases with the distance between the vehicles, as outlined by the models presented in Chapter 3, due to the radio propagation characteristics. Note that the amount of obtained data does not present enough statistical significance in order to characterize the channel\(^1\), but enough to observe the non-deterministic behavior.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Avg. Reception Rate</th>
<th>Avg. RSSI values</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 m</td>
<td>97.5%</td>
<td>-73.8</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 m</td>
<td>97.5%</td>
<td>-80.3</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 m</td>
<td>93.4%</td>
<td>-83.6</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 m</td>
<td>84.3%</td>
<td>-89.0</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 m</td>
<td>67.2%</td>
<td>-89.6</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 m</td>
<td>61.5%</td>
<td>-91.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Reception rates and RSSI values obtained from empirical data on a German Highway. The RSSI values only reflect those of the received messages.

4.1.3 Hidden terminal problem and lack of coordination

Due to the safety nature of inter-vehicle communications, it is envisioned that broadcast will be the most common addressing strategy to transmit messages to the wireless medium. The broadcast channel access mechanism though is espe-

\(^1\)The high cost of each test in a real environment prevented us from obtaining the critical amount of required data to properly derive a channel model.
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especially sensitive to hidden terminals since no strategy like RTS/CTS is used to reserve the channel before a data frame transmission.

Additionally, assuming a non-deterministic behavior of the radio channel as described in the previous section, the hidden terminal appears in a new flavor. Due to the variable attenuation suffered by transmitted messages in different directions, hidden terminals may be located closer to the original transmitter than expected. We illustrate in Figure 4.1 the nodes that do not sense a transmission from the node located in the middle of the highway scenario configured with our nominal case. All these nodes could potentially transmit an overlapping message resulting in message reception failures from nodes located between both transmitters. We remark that the closest distance between the sender and nodes that are not able to sense the message is only 735.9 m when using a transmission power of 9.95 dBm (corresponding to an intended carrier sense range of 1059 m).

Figure 4.1: The node represented with a black square, transmits one message to the channel with an intended CR range of 1000 m, what corresponds to a CS of 1059 m. Using the non-deterministic Nakagami radio propagation model, with an $m$ parameter set to 3, white circles represent nodes that sense the message on the medium and 'x's represent those which do not.

As presented in Chapter 3, hidden nodes challenge the CSMA/CA mechanism used by IEEE 802.11p with respect to the coordination among transmitting nodes in the network. Under such conditions, the amount of packet collisions are likely to quickly increase with the number of nodes and load to the channel. As can be seen in Figure 3.8, the amount of successfully received packets could decrease below a 20% at the edge of the intended communication range (500 m) when a high amount of neighbors and a high load on the channel is experienced.
4.1 Challenges of inter-vehicle communications

4.1.4 High mobility and lack of centralized management entity

One of the characteristics that differentiates vehicular networks from many other mobile networks is the high node speed. The relative speed between two nodes is even higher in case they drive in opposite directions. For example, two vehicles driving in opposite directions in a highway at 120 km/h and experiencing a reliable communication range of 500 m could have a 7.5 s communication window. Therefore, the high mobility of driving vehicles might compromise existing iterative optimization algorithms aiming to make a more efficient use of the channel bandwidth (e.g., [XYLW05]) or the use of predefined routes to forward information (e.g., [FWK+03]).

Figure 4.2 shows the performance of the AODV (Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector) [PR99] topology-based routing protocol for a connected network in a highway scenario. It presents the probability that a ping packet successfully travels (two ways) a distance of up to 4500 m when configuring the communication ranges to 500 m. Observe the impact of mobility (the two ray ground curve) on broken routes in a totally connected network. In this case, the delivery ratio falls to a 84% for few hops. The protocol is further challenged when the channel follows the Nakagami model (configured with $m = 3$). The success rates fall down to 27% when the destination node is at 1500 m or to a 6% when the destination node is at 3000 m. See our previous work [TMSEFH06] for a complete description.

![Figure 4.2: Ping message delivery ratio in a multi-hop highway scenario with a connected network and utilizing AODV, a communication range of 500 m, and the propagation models of two ray ground and Nakagami. Values presented with a 95% confidence interval.](image-url)
Additionally, the high mobility of the nodes together with the large areas covered by vehicular networks make it infeasible to have a centralized management entity. Fair and efficient use of the resources is a hard task in a totally decentralized and self-organizing network. The Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) is a totally asynchronous approach and it is known for its inability to efficiently manage the media resources, especially in case of broadcast messages. Therefore, the inexistence of an entity able to synchronize and manage the transmission events of the different nodes in a network results in a less efficient usage of the channel (e.g., the use of random backoff timers is needed) and in an increased number of packet collisions (see Chapter 3).

The authors of [MLS04] propose an approach to coordinate the information exchange in the surrounding of a roadside unit. However, the resulting strategy requires to silence all vehicles in a circle of radius 536 m during the coordinated message exchange of nodes within a much smaller circle of radius of 80 m.

4.1.5 System architecture design

In comparison to other communication networks, vehicular networks present unique characteristics with respect to applications, types of communication and self-organization. Contrary to traditional systems, safety-related communications do not consist of point-to-point unicast streams, but rather of broadcast or geocast dissemination of data. Also, it is expected that some information is of high value for many protocol entities, e.g., position of surrounding vehicles which can be used by both driver assistance and packet forwarding decisions. Additionally, control parameters should have a fine granularity, e.g., to send two consecutive packets through different channels or using different transmission power.

Furthermore, systems compatibility and cost related decisions can influence the architecture design of an IVC system and its features. For example, on the one hand, the compatibility of nodes with limited computational capabilities, e.g., cheap roadside units, with others with strong computational resources may be required. On the other hand, the integration of one or multiple transceivers should be specified. The latter option must be carefully considered when assigning different types of data traffic to the available channels. Note that a prioritization among safety-related messages would be necessary in the (reasonable) case that they share one single channel or transceiver.

Last, communication control mechanisms must take into consideration the safety nature of the information carried on the different types of messages, i.e., it must be avoided that in order to ensure a stable system, the overall safety level is decreased in a specific environment.

All properties mentioned above make the system design of an IVC system itself a challenge. In Chapter 7, we discuss the main characteristics of IVC and reason the structuring of functionalities into modules in order to propose a system architecture tailored to vehicular networks’ needs.
4.2 Design options of safety-related IVC

In the following, we address the two types of messages defined in Chapter 2 (beacon and event-driven messages) in more detail, including the requirements and challenges involved with both of them. Based on this analysis we will define in Section 4.3 the design criteria of the required communication strategies.

4.2.1 Periodic messages

In order to develop systems capable of detecting unsafe driving situations, communication protocols must provide to every node accurate and updated information about the state of all surrounding vehicles. We remark that even though the reception of a beacon is somehow ‘expected,’ the information contained can be of critical importance in close distances to the sender since it can make possible to detect an unsafe road situation (e.g., proximity of crossing vehicles at an intersection). Therefore, it is important that all vehicles are able to transmit their state to the channel and, therefore, a fair assignment of the resources is fundamental. On top of that, we expect that for the system to be trustworthy, safety information should be delivered within a specific maximum time and with some minimum reliability. In the following, we outline the main requirements and discuss different design options in order to achieve a robust information exchange.

Requirements

Minimum update rate and minimum range: The baseline approach to inform the surrounding vehicles about one’s state is to send an updated broadcast message in every specific period covering a specific area. These two parameters should be specified by application designers, who should take into consideration the requirements to improve safety as well as relevant matters such as reaction time of the human drivers, time needed to brake until stopping the car completely, accuracy of the positioning systems, etc. However, as mentioned in Chapter 2.3, a set of standardized requirements does not exist yet. Therefore, it is up to the communication protocol designers to find the technology limitations and propose the best alternatives to efficiently use the existing resources.

High reliability and controlled channel load: When intending to find technology limitations or to satisfy safety requirements, the challenges presented in Section 4.1 must be considered. More specifically, the hidden terminal problem and the radio channel characteristics result in a relevant amount of packets not being successfully received by their targeted destinations. Therefore, repetition of these messages (by the node generating the message itself or by some other one) or a higher packet generation rate will be required to guarantee a minimum reliability. Note though, that the physical channel presents a load limitation and a broadcast environment is likely to raise rapidly the number of collisions when the channel load is increased. Therefore, the amount of load added to the channel by all nodes sharing a medium has to be controlled to guarantee the system performance.
**Fairness:** In a communication network where safety is the main goal, fairness becomes a critical issue. Trying to optimize, e.g., packet delivery ratio, achieved bandwidth, etc., without taking fairness into consideration can turn to be a harmful approach. In other words, improving, e.g., the overall packet delivery ratio of the system while not satisfying the safety requirements of a single node (transmission power, channel access opportunities, etc.) can become a danger for the surrounding nodes.

Additionally, it is very important to address fairness considering the different requirements, or ‘level of danger’, specific of each individual node in a network. Indeed, there exist a wide variety of nodes and situations in vehicular environments where different nodes could require a higher share of the resources due to their current status, e.g., their speed.

**Design options**

*Packet generation rate:* The straightforward approach to increase information accuracy is to raise the number of transmitted information updates. However, if all nodes on a network follow the same strategy it can be counterproductive due to an increased amount of packet collisions, as seen in Chapter 3. Assuming that all nodes act according to the same principles, increasing the packet generation rate has to be controlled. Indeed, the load offered to the channel has to be limited due to the challenges described above, i.e., the high amount of equipped vehicles expected in the future and the increasing amount of packet collisions experienced in broadcast environments with higher channel loads.

*Transmission power control:* How to select the intended transmission range of all nodes in a vehicular network is a key point for safety communication protocols. As with the packet generation rate, increasing the transmission power of a message can result in an increased safety, a larger range of awareness in this case. However, the listed characteristics of vehicular environments have to be taken into account to thoroughly balance the existing trade-offs.

On the one hand, we encounter two reasons to use a high power, a safety-related and a communication related. For safety purpose, the higher the area addressed by all state messages from a node the higher the level of safety can be achieved. For communication purpose, a higher power would help us fight against the radio channel propagation phenomena described in Chapter 4.1.2, as can be observed in existing analyses, e.g., [YEY+04]. On the other hand, having a higher communication range can result in a poorer system performance as shown in many topology or capacity studies, e.g., [GK00], [PS02] or [LNM04b].

Basically, as we have shown in Chapter 3.4.3, increasing the transmission power of all nodes on the road implies having to share the medium with a higher number of neighbors and, therefore, increasing the probability of packet collision at all distances from the transmitter. Especially, situations where the successful reception probability of messages significantly decreases at close distances from the transmitter should be avoided, see Figure 3.10.
Power control is also a versatile scheme in particular vehicular environments. A higher transmission power could improve road safety for special cases of the car state (e.g., speed, time to break completely), special situation on the road (e.g., last car in a traffic jam) and low vehicular density scenarios.

*Single- or multi-hop:* The range of awareness experienced by a vehicle could be extended without the need to increase the transmission power. Vehicle status information could be delivered to vehicles outside of direct communication range with the use of a multi-hop forwarding scheme based on aggregation, i.e., transmitting within the same message the sender’s own status information together with the information gathered via the wireless channel about its neighbors. Of course, the impact in terms of additional load and reliability has to be studied. Moreover, this approach could benefit from the decreasing safety value of information for higher distances to adjust the re-transmission interval of some information and, thus, save some bandwidth.

### 4.2.2 Event-driven messages

In situations of danger the rapid dissemination of alert-messages may allow an intervention to avoid an accident. In *safety-of-life* situations, it is very important that the information is delivered reliably to all drivers in a certain geographical area with enough time to react. As with the periodic messages, in this section we outline the requirements of event-driven messages from a communication perspective and depict their design options.

**Requirements**

*Geographical area of dissemination:* Unlike periodic messages, event-driven messages are not used to detect a potential dangerous situation in the vehicle surrounding. Event-driven messages are the result of the detection of an existing hazard and, therefore, they are expected to travel larger distances than beacons by the use of multi-hop strategies. Depending on the type of safety application and the type of road, different geographical areas can be required for dissemination of the information.

*Delay:* In order to provide enough reaction time to a driver approaching a hazard, event-driven messages have to be disseminated with the maximum promptness. However, as in the case of periodic messages’ requirements, there is no strict reference value to evaluate information dissemination protocols yet.

*High reliability:* The information carried by event-driven messages must be delivered to *all* vehicles located in the relevant area for dissemination, which is selected by the corresponding application. Note that at the moment a road accident occurs, all drivers with no exception must be warned of the peril. Any driver not realizing the anomaly of the situation can result in a danger itself.
Design options

Forwarding scheme: The most straightforward approach to disseminate information among nodes would simply flood the entire area, broadcasting an emergency message to all nodes in transmission range that, in turn, would retransmit the message again. Due to the multitude of retransmissions such a mechanism comes along with packet collisions and increased contention on the transmission channel, decreasing the reliability and speed of information dissemination. This problem is commonly known as the Broadcast-Storm-Problem (see [NTCS99]). However, many strategies have been proposed that improve the flooding mechanism and smartly choose specific nodes to forward the information. Among them, optimistic results are obtained by schemes that make use of position information, see Chapter 5.1. Note that it is a reasonable assumption that vehicles equipped with 5.9 GHz DSRC technology will also be equipped with a positioning system such as GPS.

Hop distance: When designing and adjusting a forwarding scheme the probabilistic radio channel characteristics and the possible channel load have to be taken into consideration. Selecting a forwarding node at further distances to the sender increases the probability of reception failure due to the radio channel phenomena and collisions from hidden nodes. On the other hand, choosing a closer node increases the reliability of the information delivery at the cost of an increased delay and overhead caused by a higher amount of wireless hops needed to reach all nodes in the selected area.

4.3 Design criteria for safety-related IVC protocols

In this chapter, we have identified the challenges of robust inter-vehicle communications that arise from the high mobility of the nodes, the hidden terminal problem, likely high channel load and unfavorable radio propagation conditions. In more detail, considering safety as the main and most beneficial goal of IVC, we discussed how the different challenges affect the safety-related communications in their effort of providing awareness of the vehicle's surroundings.

This thesis focuses on fully deployed vehicular networks, where all vehicles are equipped with IVC systems, and where situations are encountered where the technology limitations described above become a challenge. Unfortunately, these situations are often critical in terms of safety. For instance, consider scenarios with medium to high vehicle densities and relatively high speeds, such as highways near the entrance of big cities or a temporary working area. Due to a large number of vehicles sharing the medium, it is not clear whether the channel capacity is sufficient to support the data load generated by beaconing while at the same time leaving enough available bandwidth for event-driven safety messages.

In the following we outline the rationale behind the strategies proposed in Chapter 5. In more detail, we i) present the link between safety and fairness as
a sequence of reasonings that eventually define the requirements for fair power adjustment for vehicular networks, and ii) outline the need of a multi-hop strategy able to cope with an unreliable wireless channel.

1. Relevance of safety messages. Event-driven messages should be able to access the channel with short delay, and they should have low probability of collision even when targeting large areas, i.e., when being transmitted with high power and using multi-hop strategies. Beacons, on the other hand, show a high relevance in the close neighborhood of the sender, but they are less relevant at higher distances (in analogy to the standard ‘safety distance’ of vehicles\(^2\)). Additionally, under the reasonable assumption that safety-related messages will share one single channel (or one transceiver): a resource allocation strategy is needed that achieves a clear prioritization, or balance, among the messages according to their relevance for safety.

2. Controlling the beaconing load. In Chapter 3, we have evaluated the reception rates of periodic broadcast messages for different configurations of transmission power and packet generation rate. On the one hand, the results of our evaluation have shown that, as expected, lower beacon generation rates achieve higher probability of message reception due to a lower channel load. However, a maximum time span between updated beacon messages is strictly required by safety applications in order to be capable of detecting a dangerous situation. On the other hand, we observed that while increasing the transmission power extends the communication range, it could also lead to a congested channel where reception rates for vehicles close to the sending vehicle decrease due to packet collisions. Accounting for these observations, we propose to adjust the transmission power of beacons in case of congestion. The proposed mechanism should keep the load on the wireless medium below a certain level, called Maximum Beaconing Load (MBL) in the following.

We are aware of the fact that before decreasing the transmission power of beacons other strategies should be implemented, such as an admission control mechanism to drop all non-safety related packets before they are sent to the channel, or dynamically adjusting the packet generation rate to the minimum required by the safety applications. Nevertheless, there will be many situations where decreasing the transmission range of certain nodes on top of that is necessary (e.g., fast moving medium density traffic conditions).

Although transmit power control has been a deeply studied subject in the mobile networks field already (see related work in Section 5.1), vehicular environments present new challenges. Most of previous studies addressing power control try to ensure connectivity and/or optimize capacity of ad hoc networks. However, the primary goal of transmit power control when applied to IVC is not to opti-

\(^2\)The safety distance of a vehicle commonly refers to the distance that a driver needs in order to stop the vehicle completely, and it is approximately calculated (in meters) as half of the value of the speed (in km/h). For example, a car driving at 120 km/h has a safety distance of approximately 60 m.
mize data transport capacity for several ongoing point-to-point communications, or to build a connected network topology (see the toy examples depicted in Figure 4.4), but instead to improve as much as possible the driver’s awareness of a vehicle’s surroundings.

Figure 4.3: If nodes from Cloud B would try to be connected with far away Vehicle C, they can create a high level of interference disturbing information exchange among vehicles inside Cloud A.

Figure 4.4: If nodes forming Cloud A would try to optimize capacity they would adjust their transmit power to reach only the closest car [GK00]. In this case, they would not have direct awareness of the next vehicle in the same lane even though it is very close.

3. The elements of fairness. To limit the beaconing load offered to the medium below the specific common MBL, vehicles should restrict their beacons’ transmission power. From an individual safety point of view (e.g., looking at the kinetic energy of vehicles) a higher range of awareness is preferable. From a system perspective the vehicle with the minimum transmission power can be considered a hazard to other cars. Note that, it is very important that every vehicle has a good estimation of the state of all other vehicles (with no exception) in its proximity. Thus, essentially, a max-min fairness concept is required. One might argue that due to different velocities of vehicles – or more generally due to different ‘states’ of the vehicles – the vehicles should send beacons with a transmission power value related to their velocity or states. In this case, the transmission power should be restricted by a weighted scheme to satisfy MBL.

4. Fairness with low complexity. Vehicular networks are composed of highly mobile nodes. Therefore, the power adjustment mechanism cannot be based on a
strategy which converges to stable power settings over a relatively long period of time. Instead, it must be able to quickly react to changes of nodes’ requirements and locations, and operate in a distributed fashion.

5. **Balancing event-driven messages and beacons.** As mentioned in the first point, in case that both event-driven messages and beacons share one channel, a ‘congestion control mechanism’ considering their relevance to safety is required. This way, by restricting the transmission power of beacons but not the one of the event-driven messages, the MBL threshold can be seen as a handle to fine-tune the level of prioritization between both types of messages: by increasing the MBL, the beaconing activity is assigned a larger portion of the available bandwidth and a relatively ‘lower’ priority (although still higher than that of beacons) is implicitly assigned to event-driven messages.

6. **Dissemination of Emergency information.** The strategy responsible to disseminate event-driven messages has to be robust against the uncertainties caused by node mobility, packet collisions and radio propagation phenomena. To overcome these challenges, contention-based approaches are a promising candidate to select the nodes to forward the message, as we showed in [TMSEFH06]. These schemes make use of contention periods to designate the node that forwards the message next (next hop). This way, after a message transmission, all receivers wait a certain time before forwarding the message, using the newly forwarded message as an ‘implicit ack’ to cancel the running contention process. Indeed, not selecting the next hop prior to transmission alleviates the dependence on one single node, allowing all neighbors to be potential forwarders at once. Additionally, in safety-of-life situations message retransmission strategies could be added in order to achieve a higher reliability, if needed.
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In this chapter, we propose two protocols to overcome the challenges and achieve the goals specified in Chapter 4. First, we develop D-FPAV (Distributed Fair Power Adjustment for Vehicular environments) in order to adjust the transmission power of beaconing messages. While beaconing messages are necessary to enable IVC-based active safety applications, we observed in Chapter 3 that an uncontrolled load on the channel results in a high amount of packet collisions and therefore in a decreased safety level. The goal of D-FPAV is to control the resulting load of beacons on the channel such that it is below an MBL (Maximum Beaconing Load) limit. The D-FPAV protocol is formally proven to achieve fairness, which we believe is fundamental in order to accomplish IVC’s ultimate goal of increasing road safety.

Then, we propose the EMDV (Emergency Message Dissemination for Vehicular environments) protocol to disseminate emergency information within a geographical area. The EMDV protocol is to be utilized in safety-of-life situations when a hazard is detected, and its goal is to deliver to the approaching vehicles the information required to avoid the hazard. The key objectives of EMDV are robustness against packet reception failures (due to packet collisions and received power fluctuations) as well as to provide a short delay.

Before the protocols description, we present the studies and approaches related to our work.
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5.1 Related work

As outlined above, in this chapter we propose two protocols for safety-related IVCs with different goals: channel congestion avoidance and dissemination of emergency information. Therefore, we address the relevant work related to both subjects separately.

We first discuss the related work of our congestion control strategy which is based on power control and fairness. To the best of our knowledge, the only proposal that exists in the IVC field to alleviate the load on the wireless channel is to prevent lower priority messages of being transmitted. The IEEE 802.11p draft [11p] proposes to transmit only messages with the highest priority if the channel occupancy rate is higher than 50%. However, as observed in Chapter 3 further strategies are needed to control solely the load on the channel generated by beaconing messages. Apart from congestion control, our work is related to research in two other fields: topology control and fairness.

Power control in ad hoc networks has been an intensively studied subject for many years in the field of topology control. However, vehicular networks’ specific paradigms and the particularity of having safety as the main goal make all these analyses or proposed algorithms not valid to satisfy IVC’s requirements. Most of these power control studies address unicast environments and intend to improve the spatial reuse by minimizing the interference or energy consumption. These studies find the path to the destination that minimizes energy consumption and/or maximizes the overall throughput, see [KK05]. References [CSW03], [KKW+03] and [CFK03] propose ‘energy aware’ adaptive algorithms that make use of only local information to adjust their power. Further, the study [XYLW05] also considers non-uniform transmission ranges. A slightly different approach is taken in [PS02], [PS03] and [LL02] where the authors agree that the minimum transmission power does not always maximize throughput and then propose an adaptive algorithm as a function of the traffic load. Although we can find related issues and interesting methodologies in all these studies we have to remember that energy efficiency is not an issue in vehicular networks where nodes have almost unlimited power supply for communication. Another common goal of these approaches is to keep the network connected for unicast flows, which is totally different from the goal of our system design. As specified in Chapter 4.3, our goal is to make sure that nodes close to the sender receive the messages with high probability while ensuring fairness in the overall system.

Maybe the most related study to our work is performed by Li et al. in two steps [LNM04a] and [LNM04b]. The authors propose, first, an analytical model able to find a transmission power that maximizes 1-hop broadcast coverage and, second, an adaptive algorithm that converges to a given fixed transmission power. Although they focus on a pure broadcast environment, their assumptions make their approach infeasible for vehicular networks: a) all nodes are static and b) all nodes have the same priority (i.e., the same required transmission power levels).
The second area of research related to our power control work is the one addressing fairness in order to share the wireless media. In the literature, there exist two main principles to assign network resources based on fairness criteria: proportional fairness, introduced by Kelly et al. [KMT98], and max-min fairness, utilized as a design objective for communication networks first by Bertsekas and Gallager [BG87]. Both principles present a different balance with respect to the existing trade-off between ‘efficiency’ and ‘fairness’. As stated in Chapter 4.3, in order to maximize safety, the awareness of the close surrounding should be maximized, i.e., a vehicle without a fair assignment of resources becomes a danger itself. Therefore, max-min fairness is the selected criterion to be followed by our proposed protocol.

Strategies to achieve fairness in conventional networks often consider only unicast communications and either i) assign a portion of the estimated bandwidth to each flow, such as [FB04], or ii) provide a scheduling mechanism to achieve its fairness criteria, e.g., [GNB01]. Recently, due to the increasing attention gained by inter-vehicle communications, some studies have tried to apply these methodologies to vehicular environments. The work [ARP05] addresses power control in IVC with the goal of producing a connected network topology. [WR05] describes a scheme based on a utility fair function to share the broadcast media. In the latter, a scheduling approach is proposed that is applicable to non-safety IVC applications, however, it does not satisfy all the safety requirements presented in Chapter 4.

With respect to our second proposed protocol, for information dissemination, several studies exist in the mobile ad hoc networks literature for improving efficiency of data dissemination. These include probabilistic [NTCS99], area-based [DPIK05], and neighbor-knowledge schemes [DPIK05, SM00]. However, they do not consider the key aspects of vehicular communication, especially the high requirements of safety-of-life applications.

Furthermore, we can find several strategies in the field of IVC that take advantage of the existence of positioning systems, e.g., GPS, to improve simple flooding. These approaches are designed according to different criteria corresponding to different types of applications and environments.

On the one hand, there is a group of studies which address non-safety applications and, therefore, are not designed according to strong reliability constraints and pay little or no attention to the reduction of the delay experienced during the dissemination process. These schemes, e.g., [SFL+00], [WFGH04], [LA05], [WER05], [NSI06] and [CGM06], intend to deliver information over large distances, from several kilometers to complete cities. Also, there exist non-safety information dissemination schemes addressing smaller areas, e.g., in order to enable cooperative driving, such as [TAF00].

On the other hand, several proposals exist which consider time-critical safety applications such as [DDB05], [STC+06], [BTD06] and [BSH00], which intend to deliver the information to all vehicles within local areas (up to a couple of kilome-
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Dursesi et al. propose in [DDB05] to construct a hierarchical structure among cars driving in the same direction in order to manage efficiently the dissemination process. However, highly dynamic topologies cannot be supported, e.g., with cars entering or leaving the road.

Sormani et al. [STC⁺'06] suggest selecting message forwarders by the use of a probabilistic scheme, which is not proven to be a valid approach to reliably deliver time-critical information.

The authors of [BTD06] and [BSH00] propose interesting schemes to disseminate the emergency information in a certain direction making use of contention periods, i.e., after a message transmission all receivers wait a certain time before forwarding the message. Briesmeister et al. [BSH00] favor the re-transmission of receivers located at further distances from the sender by the selection of shorter waiting times. Biswas et al. [BTD06] propose selecting random waiting times and utilize an implicit acknowledgment scheme to cancel re-transmissions from nodes closer to the danger (where the message was originated).

Our proposed approach for information dissemination described in Section 5.3 makes use of the two latter principles (from [BTD06] and [BSH00]) and further complements them with mechanisms aimed at reducing dissemination delay and improving reliability. Furthermore, contrary to all above cited studies, we consider probabilistic radio propagation and high medium load conditions resulting from beaconing, as described in Chapter 4.3.

5.2 Congestion control with fair power adjustment

Based on the rationale described in Chapter 4.3 we propose a power adjustment strategy in order to limit the beaconing load on the wireless channel. This strategy is built upon the concept of fairness since, as previously discussed, it is the design concept that best fits the safety nature of inter-vehicle communications. Before presenting the protocol, we specify the scenario we focus on and provide the formal description of the problem.

5.2.1 Reference application scenario

We consider a scenario in which a set of vehicles is moving along a road and periodically send beacon messages to inform the nodes in their vicinity about their current position, direction, velocity, etc. For clarity reasons in the problem formulation, we assume that the beaconing frequency is the same for all the nodes in the network and that all beacons have a fixed size (or average size). However, the power used to transmit the beacons can be adjusted, so that the overall network bandwidth used for beaconing can be controlled.

In principle, a node will send its beacon at maximum power, as this in general guarantees that more nodes will receive the beacon, resulting in increased safety conditions. However, the higher the power used to send beacons, the higher is the network load generated by the beacon exchange activity.
In the envisioned application scenario, the beaconing activity is assigned with a limited portion of the available network bandwidth $MBL$, in order to avoid saturating the wireless channel, as shown in Chapter 3. Thus, the ‘node optimal strategy’ of sending the beacon at maximum power in general conflicts with the network-wide task of keeping the network load offered by beaconing below a certain threshold. As a consequence of this, we need a distributed strategy for setting the node transmit power levels such that the beaconing network load does not exceed the threshold, and the beaconing transmit power levels are maximized.

### 5.2.2 Formal problem definition

Assume a set of nodes $N = \{u_1, \ldots, u_n\}$ is moving along a road. To simplify the problem statement, we assume that the road is modeled as a line\(^1\) of unit length, i.e., $R = [0, 1]$, and that nodes can be modeled as points in $[0, 1]$. Given a node $u_i \in N$, $x(i, t)$ denotes the position of $u_i$ in $R$ at time $t$. To simplify the notation, in the following we drop the argument $t$, focusing our attention on a snapshot of the system at a certain time instant.

Each of the network nodes sends a beacon with a pre-defined beaconing frequency $F$, using a certain transmit power $p \in [0, P_{\text{max}}]$, where $P_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum transmit power. In order to simplify the presentation, we assume that all the nodes have the same maximum transmit power level. We remark that this assumption is made only to simplify the notation, and the framework described in this section can be applied to the case when the nodes have different maximum transmit power levels.

**Definition 1** (Power assignment). Given a set of nodes $N = \{u_1, \ldots, u_n\}$, a power assignment $PA$ is a function that assigns to every network node $u_i$, with $i = 1, \ldots, n$, a ratio $PA(i) \in [0, 1]$. The power used by node $u_i$ to send the beacon is $PA(i) \cdot P_{\text{max}}$.

**Definition 2** (Carrier Sensing Range). Given a power assignment $PA$ and any node $u_i \in N$, the carrier sensing range of $u_i$ under $PA$, denoted $CS(\text{PA}, i)$, is defined as the intersection between the commonly known $CS$ range of node $u_i$ at power $PA(i) \cdot P_{\text{max}}$ and the deployment region $R$. The $CS$ range of node $u_i$ at maximum power is denoted $CS_{\text{MAX}}(i)$.

The above definition of carrier sensing deserves some further explanation. As discussed in Chapter 3.2.2, modeling the $CS$ range as a deterministic situation is a simplification of what occurs in practice, where the wireless channel conditions fluctuate over time. It is not difficult to extend our definition of carrier sensing to account for variable channel conditions: essentially, it is sufficient to associate a certain probability density function over $[0,1]$ to each pair $(u_i, PA(i))$. However, in order to simplify the presentation of our framework, we assume that the

---

\(^1\)Modeling the road as a line is a reasonable simplification in our case since we assume the communication ranges of the nodes to be much larger than the width of the road.
notion of carrier sensing range is deterministic and it is defined by the received signal power mean value.

Besides the deterministic carrier sensing assumption described above our notion of carrier sensing range is very general, as we do not assume that the CS range is regular – e.g., a segment centered at $x(i)$ – nor that it is contiguous – due to the presence of obstacles, there might exist ‘holes’ in the carrier sensing region. The only other assumption necessary for the correctness of the proposed framework is a monotonic property, namely that the carrier sensing range of node $i$ at power $(PA(i) + \epsilon) \cdot P_{\text{max}}$ contains the carrier sensing range of node $i$ at power $PA(i) \cdot P_{\text{max}}$, for every $\epsilon > 0$.

Given a power assignment $PA$, the network load generated by the beaconing activity under $PA$ is defined as follows:

**Definition 3** (Beaconing load under $PA$). Given a set of nodes $N$ and a power assignment $PA$ for the nodes in $N$, the beaconing network load at node $u_i$ under $PA$ is defined as:

$$BL(PA, i) = |\{ u_j \in N, j \neq i : u_i \in CS(PA, j)\}|,$$

where $CS(PA, j)$ is the carrier sensing range of node $u_j$ under power assignment $PA$.

We remark that the above definition of beaconing load can be extended to account for beacon messages of different size, and for different beaconing frequencies in the network. The framework for distributed power control discussed below can be applied also with a more general definition of beaconing load.

![Figure 5.1](#)

**Figure 5.1**: Network load based on carrier sensing: the maximum load is experienced in $R = [0, 1]$ where the number of intersecting carrier sensing ranges is maximal. In the example, we have $BL(PA, 5) = 3$.

An example clarifying our notion of network load based on carrier sensing is depicted in Figure 5.1. The intuition is the following: since the beaconing frequency is pre-determined, the network load depends on the transmit power levels used for beaconing – the higher these levels, the higher the network load\(^2\). Assuming that nodes are not allowed to transmit while they sense some message in

\(^2\)Here, we use the assumption of monotonic carrier sensing range.
the channel, the maximum load is experienced in those subregions of R where the number of intersecting carrier sensing ranges is maximal.

We are now ready to define the beaconing with max-min transmit power problem addressed in this thesis:

**Definition 4.** *(Beaconing Max-Min Tx power Problem (BMMTxP)): Given a set of nodes \( N = \{u_1, \ldots, u_n\} \) in \( R = [0, 1] \), determine a power assignment \( PA \) such that the minimum of the transmit powers used by nodes for beaconing is maximized, and the network load experienced at the nodes remains below the beaconing threshold MBL. Formally,

\[
\max_{PA} \left( \min_{u_i \in N} PA(i) \right)
\]

subject to

\[
BL(PA, i) \leq MBL \quad \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}
\]

where \( PA \) is the set of all possible power assignments.

Essentially, we are interested in finding the power assignment scheme such that the minimal ‘quality of service’ guaranteed to the network nodes is maximized, i.e., is fair to all nodes, while not exceeding the portion of network bandwidth assigned to the beaconing activity. Notice that in our problem formulation we assume that the portion of bandwidth assigned for beaconing can be expressed in terms of the maximal number of overlapping nodes’ carrier sensing ranges in a single point. This assumption is reasonable under our working hypothesis of fixed beaconing frequency and message size.

Also, note that our problem definition differs from the standard formal definition of max-min fair allocation, as in [BG87]. As we further discuss in Section 5.2.3, we do not require all the ‘resources’ to be assigned.

Therefore, in general there exist several power assignments that can be regarded as optimal solutions to BMMTxP. For instance, assuming a certain power assignment \( PA \) is optimal for BMMTxP, and there exists a node \( u_i \in N \) such that the power assignment \( PA(i, \epsilon) \) obtained from \( PA \) by increasing \( u_i \)’s transmit power to \((PA(i) + \epsilon) \cdot P_{max}\) for some \( \epsilon > 0 \), does not violate the constraint on the network load. It is immediate to see that \( PA(i, \epsilon) \) is also an optimal solution to BMMTxP.

### 5.2.3 The FPAV algorithm

In this section we present a centralized algorithm for solving BMMTxP. The algorithm, called FPAV (Fair Power Adjustment for Vehicular environments) and based on a ‘water filling’ approach [BG87], is able to compute \( PA \) when global knowledge is assumed.

The FPAV algorithm, which is summarized in Figure 5.2, works as follows: every node starts with the minimum transmit power, and all the nodes increase their transmit power simultaneously with the same amount \( \epsilon \cdot P_{max} \) as long as the
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constraint on the beaconing network load (MBL) is not violated. Note the strict fairness is achieved at the end of this stage where all nodes increase their power the same number of steps $k$ and end up with a power of $p = (ke) \cdot P_{\text{max}}$.

Algorithm FPAV:

**Input:** a set of nodes $N = \{u_1, \ldots, u_n\}$ in $[0, 1]

**Output:** a power assignment $PA$ which is an $(\epsilon \cdot P_{\text{max}}$-approximation of an) optimal solution to BMMTxP

\[
\forall u_i \in N, \text{ set } PA(i) := 0 \\
\text{while } (BL(PA) \leq MBL) \text{ do} \\
\quad \forall u_i \in N, \text{ set } PA(i) := PA(i) + \epsilon \\
\text{end while} \\
\forall u_i \in N, \text{ set } PA(i) := PA(i) - \epsilon
\]

---

Notice that in a previous work [TMSH05] we proposed a ‘second stage’ of the FPAV algorithm in order to achieve per-node maximality. At the second stage, specific nodes could further increase their transmission power until no node was able to increase without violating the condition on beaconing load, in accordance to the formal definition of max-min fair allocation as in [BG87]. However, simulation experiments where global knowledge was assumed showed that the second stage could only achieve a marginal gain in scenarios with high network dynamics. Therefore, and due to the higher complexity that it would add to the distributed protocol presented in the next section, the second stage of the algorithm is not considered here.

The following theorem shows that the FPAV algorithm results in an optimal solution to BMMTxP. Technically, the power assignment computed by this strategy is an $\epsilon \cdot P_{\text{max}}$-approximation of the optimal solution to BMMTxP. Since the step size $\epsilon$ is an arbitrarily small constant, the solution computed by BMMTxP can be regarded as optimal for all practical purposes.

**Theorem 1.** The FPAV algorithm computes an $\epsilon \cdot P_{\text{max}}$-approximation of the optimal solution to BMMTxP for any constant $\epsilon > 0$.

**Proof.** First, we observe that the power assignment $PA$ computed by FPAV, with a power level $p = (ke) \cdot P_{\text{max}}$, is the minimal assignment among all the power assignments with minimum power level $p$, since in $PA$ all the nodes have the same power level $p$. Thus, if a power assignment $PA'$ with minimum power level
p does not violate the constraint on the network load, then also does PA because the nodes’ carrier sensing ranges under PA’ are at least as large as those under PA. This is true because of the assumption of monotonic carrier sensing range. Let \( \varphi \) be the minimum of the node transmit powers in an optimal solution to BMMTxP, and assume \( (k\epsilon) \cdot P_{\text{max}} < \varphi \leq ((k + 1)\epsilon) \cdot P_{\text{max}} \) for some \( k \geq 0 \). The following cases can occur:

1. \( \varphi = ((k + 1)\epsilon) \cdot P_{\text{max}} \). Given the observation above it follows immediately that the power assignment computed by FPAV is optimal, indeed our algorithm would compute \( \varphi \) in this case;

2. \( (k\epsilon) \cdot P_{\text{max}} < \varphi < ((k + 1)\epsilon) \cdot P_{\text{max}} \). In this case, given the observation above and the assumption of monotonic carrier sensing range we can conclude that the power assignment PA computed by FPAV is a feasible solution to BMMTxP, which is at most \( \epsilon \cdot P_{\text{max}} \) away from the optimal solution.

This concludes the proof of the theorem.

Observe that we had to introduce the constant \( \epsilon \) in our algorithm to discretize the process of increasing the nodes’ transmit power. The smaller \( \epsilon \), the more accurate the solution computed by FPAV, the longer the running time of the algorithm. On the other hand, in a practical setting we expect that nodes can set the transmit power only to a limited number of different levels, and discretizing the transmit power increase process is not an issue. It is immediate to see that, under the assumption that all the nodes use the same power levels \( \{p_1, \ldots, p_h\} \), the FPAV algorithm computes an optimal solution to BMMTxP (subject to the constraint that the possible power levels for the nodes are \( \{p_1, \ldots, p_h\} \)).

5.2.4 The D-FPAV protocol

Clearly, a centralized strategy is impractical for a real and dynamic vehicular scenario. In this section, we present a fully distributed, asynchronous, and localized protocol called Distributed Fair Power Adjustment for Vehicular environments (D-FPAV) for solving BMMTxP.

D-FPAV is based on locally executing the FPAV algorithm at each node, on exchanging the locally computed transmit power control values among neighbors, and on selecting the minimum power level amongst the one computed locally and those computed by the neighbors.

D-FPAV is summarized in Figure 5.3. A node \( u_i \) continuously collects the information about the status (current position, velocity, direction, and so on) of all the nodes within its \( CS_{\text{MAX}} \) range. These are the only nodes that node \( u_i \) can affect when sending its beacon. In order to obtain the information from nodes outside of the communication range, a strategy based on multi-hop communication has to be utilized. Various alternatives of the strategy are discussed later in this section. Based on this information, node \( u_i \) makes use of FPAV to compute
PROTOCOL D-FPAV: (operation at node \(u_i\))

**INPUT:** status of all the nodes in \(CS_{\text{MAX}}(i)\)

**OUTPUT:** a power setting \(PA(i)\) for node \(u_i\), such that the resulting power assignment is an optimal solution to BMMTxP

1. Based on the status of the nodes in \(CS_{\text{MAX}}(i)\), use FPAV to compute the maximum common tx power level \(P_t\) s.t. the MBL threshold is not violated at any node in \(CS_{\text{MAX}}(i)\)

2a. Deliver \(P_t\) to all nodes in \(CS_{\text{MAX}}(i)\)

2b. Collect the power level values computed by nodes \(u_j\) such that \(u_i \in CS_{\text{MAX}}(j)\); store the received values in \(P_j\)

3. Assign the final power level:
\[
PA(i) := \min \{P_t, \min_{j: u_i \in CS_{\text{MAX}}(j)} \{P_j\}\}
\]

Figure 5.3: The D-FPAV protocol. Note that in order to deliver/collection information to/from nodes outside the communication range multi-hop communication is involved (steps 1, 2a and 2b).

the maximum common value \(P_t\) of the transmit power for all nodes in \(CS_{\text{MAX}}(i)\) such that the condition on the MBL is not violated (step 1). Note that this computation is based on local information only (the status of all the nodes in \(CS_{\text{MAX}}(i)\)), and it might be infeasible globally, it might violate the condition on MBL at some node. To account for this, node \(u_i\) must deliver the computed power level \(P_t\) to all nodes in \(CS_{\text{MAX}}(i)\) (step 2a). Also, node \(u_i\) collects the same information from the nodes \(u_j\) such that \(u_i \in CS_{\text{MAX}}(j)\) (step 2b). Node \(u_i\) can assign the transmit power level to the minimum among the value \(P_t\) computed by the node itself and the values computed by nodes in the vicinity (step 3). Setting the final power level to the minimum possible level is necessary in order to guarantee the feasibility of the computed power assignment (see Theorem 2 below).

**Theorem 2.** Assume the CS ranges of the nodes are symmetric, i.e., \(u_i \in CS_{\text{MAX}}(j) \iff u_j \in CS_{\text{MAX}}(i)\). Then, D-FPAV computes an optimal solution to BMMTxP.

**Proof.** First, we have to show that the power assignment computed by D-FPAV is a feasible solution to BMMTxP. Assume the contrary, i.e., there exists node \(u_i\) such that \(BL(PA, i) > MBL\), where \(PA\) is the power assignment computed by D-FPAV. This means that node \(u_i\) has too many interferers, all of which are located in \(CS_{\text{MAX}}(i)\) (assuming symmetric CS ranges). Let \(u_j, \ldots, u_{j+h}\), for some
h > 0, be these interferers, and let $PA_i$ be the power assignment computed by node $u_i$ for all the nodes in $CS_{MAX}(i)$. In step 1 of D-FPAV, $u_i$ computes an optimal solution $PA_i$ to BMMTxP restricted to $CS_{MAX}(i)$. Assuming symmetric CS ranges, this solution includes a power setting for the interferers $u_j, \ldots, u_{i+h}$, and this power setting is such that $BL(PA_i, i) \leq MBL$. At step 2 of D-FPAV, the power setting $PA_i$ is broadcasted to all the nodes in $CS_{MAX}(i)$, which includes all the interferers $u_j, \ldots, u_{i+h}$. Hence, each of the interferers receives from node $u_i$ a power setting $PA_i$ such that the condition on the beaconing load is not violated at node $u_i$. Since the final power setting of the interferers is at most $PA_i$ (this follows from the minimum operation executed at step 3 of D-FPAV), and assuming a monotonic CS range, we have that the beaconing load at node $u_i$ cannot exceed the MBL threshold – contradiction. This proves that the power assignment computed by D-FPAV is a feasible solution to BMMTxP.

We now prove that the computed power assignment is optimal. Let $PA$ be the power assignment computed by D-FPAV, and let $p_{\min}$ be the minimum of the node power levels in $PA$. Assume $PA$ is not optimal, i.e., that there exists another feasible solution $PA'$ to BMMTxP such that the minimum of the node power levels in $PA'$ is $p' > p_{\min}$. Without loss of generality, assume that $PA'$ sets the power level of all the nodes to $p'$. Since $PA'$ is feasible, we have that $BL(PA', i) \leq MBL \forall i \in 1, \ldots, n$. Hence, each node $u_i$ in the network computes a power setting $P_i \geq p'$ at step 1 of D-FPAV. Consequently, the final power setting of every node in the network as computed by D-FPAV is at least $p' > p_{\min}$, which contradicts our initial assumption. It follows that the solution computed by D-FPAV is optimal.

**Theorem 3.** D-FPAV has $O(n)$ message complexity, where $n$ is the number of nodes.

The straightforward proof of the theorem is omitted.

Let us use the scenario of Figure 5.4 to illustrate D-FPAV execution with a toy example. We have eight vehicles, denoted $u_1, \ldots, u_8$, which are placed on a 1km long road, with relative distance varying from 50 m to 150 m. For the sake of clarity, we assume that the carrier sensing range can be represented as a segment centered at the transmitting node, and that $CS_{MAX}$ is 250 m for all nodes. We also assume that all nodes send beacons of the same size with equal frequency and the maximum beaconing load MBL is such that any node can be in the CS range of at most two other nodes.

![Figure 5.4: Node deployment used in the example of D-FPAV execution.](image-url)
Table 5.1: Summarization of D-FPAV execution. Entries represent in meters the maximum allowed value of the CS range per node.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>u1</th>
<th>u2</th>
<th>u3</th>
<th>u4</th>
<th>u5</th>
<th>u6</th>
<th>u7</th>
<th>u8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>u1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u5</td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We summarize D-FPAV execution with the matrix reported in Table 5.1, where the row corresponding to node $u_1$ reports the values of the transmit power (actually, what is reported in the entries is the value of the CS range, which is defined by a correspondent transmit power level) as computed by node $u_i$ for all the nodes within its maximum CS range. For instance, the first row of the matrix represents the fact that node $u_1$ computes the maximum allowed CS range to be 100 m for all the nodes within its maximum CS range, i.e., nodes $u_1, \ldots, u_4$. On the other hand, columns represent all the values of the allowed CS range that a node receives from the nodes within its CS range. For instance, the first column represents the fact that node $u_1$ collects a power setting for itself from nodes $u_2, \ldots, u_4$. Then, the final power setting for every node in the network as computed by D-FPAV corresponds to taking the minimum over the values in its column. In our example, nodes $u_1, \ldots, u_6$ end up with D-FPAV setting the transmit power to a value such that the corresponding CS range is 50 m, while the CS ranges of nodes $u_7$ and $u_8$ can go up to 100 m and 250 m respectively.

**Estimation of status information**

Note that, while a perfect information accuracy from all nodes inside $CS_{MAX}(i)$ is required in order to guarantee a strict fairness, it is still impractical in a realistic and dynamic scenario prior to each beacon transmission. In the following, we discuss how node $u_i$ can collect the status information of all its surrounding nodes and the arising trade-off between information accuracy and additional overhead. Clearly, the only option to acquire status information from all nodes in $CS_{MAX}(i)$ is making use of a multi-hop strategy in addition to the existing beaconing, i.e., nodes re-transmit the status of their neighbors (this is because the CS range is larger than the communication rage). In order to determine this strategy, the following criteria should be defined: how often the neighbors’ status must be forwarded, what range of neighbors must be included, and which transmission power must be used to transmit this information. Note that D-FPAV also
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requires delivering the $P_i$ values to all nodes in $CS_{MAX}(i)$. Therefore, we propose to aggregate the $P_i$ values with the status information of the corresponding nodes inside $CS_{MAX}(i)$ and then, to improve efficiency, to piggyback this aggregated information in beacon messages.

Now, other choices must be made for what concerns how often the aggregated information should be piggybacked in the beacons, and which transmit power should be used to send beacons containing this additional information. In making these choices there is a trade-off between additional overhead on the channel and accuracy of the neighbors status information available at the nodes. In order to select the most appropriate option, we perform in Chapter 6 a set of ns-2 based simulations to evaluate their performance. In the following, we provide a brief description of each simulated configuration with their corresponding name:

1. 1over1: piggyback the aggregated status information with each beacon and transmit it with power $PA(i)$ (the value as computed by D-FPAV).

2. 1over5max: piggyback the information every 5 beacons and use power $P_{max}$ for sending the extended beacon.

3. 1over5: piggyback the information every 5 beacons and use power $PA(i)$ for sending the extended beacon.

4. 1over10max: piggyback the information every 10 beacons and use power $P_{max}$ for sending the extended beacon.

5. 1over10: piggyback the information every 10 beacons and use power $PA(i)$ for sending the extended beacon.

We considered that sending piggybacked beacons with a lower frequency than one every 10 beacons would cause D-FPAV to deal with too much outdated information.

5.3 Emergency information dissemination

The second main goal of IVC identified in Chapter 4.3 is the dissemination of event-driven emergency information within a geographical area. In order to deliver a message containing information about an existing threat an effective strategy offering short delay is required.

5.3.1 Reference application scenario

We assume a scenario where all nodes are equipped with a positioning system, such as GPS (Global Positioning System). Furthermore, all vehicles are equipped

3Unless otherwise stated, in this section by ‘message’ we mean ‘event-driven emergency message’.
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With IVC systems and transmit beacons. In such scenario, illustrated in Figure 5.5, a vehicle detecting a hazard in a safety-of-life situation issues an event-driven message in order to warn the drivers approaching the danger. The originating node, according to the corresponding safety application, specifies the relevant area for dissemination of the alert (dissemination area). The alert must be distributed up to the border of the dissemination area, possibly via multi-hop transmissions, with high reliability and short delay. In this thesis, we study the case where roads do not comprise intersections (or highway entry/exit), and make the reasonable assumption that the communication range of an emergency message is larger than the road's width. The protocol proposed in this section can be extended with smart strategies such as [LMFH05] or with the use of digital maps in order to support road junctions.

![Figure 5.5: Relevant area for dissemination of emergency information after an accident detection in a highway. Vehicles in the opposite direction are included in the dissemination area since they can support the dissemination process.](image)

The main purpose of our dissemination strategy is to select the appropriate nodes to forward the message in the direction of dissemination in order to cover the entire dissemination area. The proposed strategy needs to overcome the challenges existing in a vehicular environment, such as dealing with uncertainties resulting from node mobility, fading phenomena and packet collisions. Furthermore, since the same channel is utilized also for periodic beacon exchange, a relatively busy media can be encountered by event-driven emergency messages in dense vehicular traffic situations.

5.3.2 The EMDV protocol

In previous studies, [TMSEFH06] and [TM07], we showed the satisfactory performance of a forwarding strategy based on the use of the geographical positions of the nodes combined with a contention-based approach. According to this strategy, an event-driven message is transmitted in a broadcast fashion, and all vehicles receiving it are potential forwarders. In order to decide which node actually forwards the message, a contention period is started at each potential forwarder. The
length of the contention period is different at each node and inversely proportional to the progressed distance in the direction of dissemination with respect to the actual sender. The advantages of using a contention-based approach for forwarding is that, when compared to unicast-based forwarding, the probability that at least one node receives and, thus, forwards the message is significantly increased.

Additionally, in Chapter 3 we observed how the distances from the sender to where a broadcast message is received with high probability are significantly shorter than the configured communication range, due to the hidden terminal problem and the probabilistic characteristics of radio wave propagation.

Motivated by the idealistic environments assumed to design current forwarding strategies and by the findings of Chapter 3 and [TMSEFH06], we propose the EMDV (Emergency Message Dissemination for Vehicular environments) strategy for dissemination of safety critical information. EMDV is based on the following three design principles:

i) a contention scheme is used after the broadcast transmission of the message in order to deal with uncertainties in terms of reception failure caused by node mobility, channel fading and collisions;

ii) to minimize the delay, the contention strategy is complemented with the selection of one specific forwarder made at transmission time. This is possible due to the status information acquired from safety beacons. The selected node forwards the emergency message immediately in case it is successfully received;

iii) the reliability of the dissemination process is increased by a) assuming a forwarding range shorter than the communication range, and b) a controlled message retransmission scheme within the dissemination area.

![Figure 5.6: Illustration of the sender perspective when utilizing the EMDV protocol.](image)

To satisfy principle iii) we restrict the area within the communication range where potential next forwarders may reside, see Figure 5.6. The forwarding area
lies in the direction of dissemination and is limited by the forwarding range, which must be adjusted according to the probability of reception of one-hop broadcast message in order to increase the reliability of the dissemination scheme.

A pseudo-code description of the protocol is presented in Figure 5.7. Before providing the details, we define the main abbreviations and variables used in the figure for ease of presentation:

- countMessages: counter for messages of a specific emergency dissemination process.
- maxMessages: maximum amount of message repetitions allowed per node for a specific emergency dissemination process.
- messageDestinationAddress: node address of the sender’s pre-selected next hop.
- flag: indicator to differentiate if the contention is initiated by the reception or the transmission of an emergency message.
- borderDA: location on the highway where the dissemination area ends.
- myFA: own forwarding area of a node.
- myNeighborTable: structure that maintains the positions of the neighboring nodes with the information received in the beacon messages.
- neighbor: entry of myNeighborTable that contains the most recent position of a specific node, i.e., neighborPosition.
- neighborProgress: the progressed distance towards destination (borderDA) offered by a specific neighbor with respect to a node’s own position.
- senderPosition: position of the node that sent the emergency message.
- senderFA: forwarding area of the node that sent the emergency message.
- contending: boolean variable that is true when a node is contending to send an emergency message, and false otherwise.
- myPosition: own node’s position.
- maxContentionTime: maximum time that a node can contend, i.e., if its distance to the message’s sender is equal to forwardingRange.
- maxChannelAccessTime: expected maximum channel access time that an emergency message can experience.
- myProgress: the progressed distance towards destination (borderDA) offered by a node with respect to the message’s sender.
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Procedure: PrepareMessage()
  if countMessages < maxMessages then
    messageDestinationAddress ← FindNextHop()
    TransmitEMDVMessage( messageDestinationAddress )
    countMessages ++
    PrepareContention( flag = transmission )

Procedure: FindNextHop()
  address ← broadcastAddress
  if borderDA ∈ myFA then
    return address
  progress ← 0
  for each neighbor ∈ myNeighborTable do
    if neighborPosition ∈ myFA and neighborProgress > progress then
      progress ← neighborProgress
      address ← neighborAddress
  return address

Procedure: ReceiveMessage()
  if myPosition ∈ disseminationArea then
    if senderPosition ∈ myFA or borderDA ∈ myFA∩senderFA then
      countMessages ++
    if countMessages ≥ maxMessages then
      CancelContention( )
    else if messageDestinationAddress = myAddress then
      if contending then
        CancelContention( )
      PrepareMessage( )
    else if myPosition ∈ senderFA and not contending then
      PrepareContention( flag = reception )

Procedure: PrepareContention( flag )
  if flag = transmission then
    time ← maxContentionTime + maxChannelAccessTime
  else time ← maxContentionTime×(1−myProgress/forwardingRange)
  contending ← true
  Contend( time )

Figure 5.7: The EMDV protocol as pseudo-code for emergency message dissemination.
EMDV is composed of four main procedures. A node transmitting an emergency message invokes the \textit{PrepareMessage()} procedure. This procedure first checks whether the message has already been transmitted for the maximum number of times (\textit{maxMessages}) within the node's forwarding area FA. If not, the \textit{FindNextHop()} procedure is invoked to determine the message's destination node. Note that this address is used only for (possibly) selecting a specific forwarder and speed-up message propagation, but the message sent to the channel still has the broadcast address specified at link layer. This ensures that every node which receives an emergency message passes it to the upper layers, and that no acknowledgment is issued for a received message. Once the message has been transmitted, the message counter is increased, and a contention period is started to verify that at least one neighbor is forwarding the message. Procedure \textit{FindNextHop()} essentially scans the neighbor table of the sender in order to find (if any) the neighbor in the sender's forwarding area with the highest progress in the direction of dissemination within the node's forwarding area. If no neighbor in the dissemination direction can be found, or if the sender's forwarding area is at the border of the dissemination area (see Figure 5.5), no specific forwarder is selected, and \textit{messageDestinationAddress} is set to \textit{broadcastAddress}.

Procedure \textit{ReceiveMessage()} is invoked when a node receives an emergency message. It first ensures that the node lies inside the dissemination area before proceeding further. Then, it is checked whether the received message has been sent by a node which is further away in the direction of dissemination and lies inside the own FA. In this case, the message can be considered as a sort of 'implicit ack' of message forwarding and the corresponding message counter is increased so that contention for forwarding the message can be canceled if enough 'implicit acks' have already been received. If the above conditions are not satisfied, the dissemination criteria is used to determine whether forwarding is needed: if the receiving node's address corresponds with the \textit{messageDestinationAddress} field, then the message is forwarded with no contention by invoking procedure \textit{PrepareMessage()}; otherwise, a contention period is started by invoking the \textit{PrepareContention()} procedure.

Finally, the protocol has to be adjusted with respect to two specific situations. First, the contention period started after delivering the message to lower layers (\textit{PrepareMessage()}) must take into account the time that the message needs to access the channel and to be transmitted. For this purpose, the contention time is set to \textit{maxContentionTime + maxChannelAccessTime} when the variable \textit{flag} is set to \textit{sent}. Second, nodes located within \textit{forwardingRange} from the border of the \textit{disseminationArea} should act differently than other nodes since the message must not travel further than \textit{borderDA}. Therefore: \textit{a}) they do not select a neighbor as \textit{next hop}, instead the \textit{broadcastAddress} is utilized; and \textit{b}) they increment \textit{countMessages} when receiving a message from any node that is also located within \textit{forwardingRange} of \textit{borderDA}, instead of only counting the ones coming from their \textit{forwardingArea}. 
In this thesis, we study the performance of the protocol in challenging saturation conditions. However, EMDV can easily be adapted to perform well also in sparse network situations. For instance, cases when no vehicle is known in the direction of dissemination can be easily addressed either by storing the emergency message and issuing it when a beacon from a new vehicle is received, or by repeating the EMDV contention until a predefined lifetime timer expires.
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In the previous chapter, we have proposed a distributed transmission power control strategy called D-FPAV (Distributed Fair Power Assignment for Vehicular environments) that controls the beaconing load on the channel. D-FPAV operates under a strict fairness criterion which has to be met for safety reasons and also allows a clear prioritization of event-driven over periodic messages. Additionally, we described a strategy called EMDV (Emergency Message Dissemination for Vehicular environments) proposed to ensure a fast and effective dissemination of alerts in a target geographical area.

In this chapter, we make use of the extended version of the network simulator ns-2.28 described in Chapter 3 to evaluate the performance of D-FPAV and EMDV, and show how they achieve their design goals.

First, we study the different design options of D-FPAV outlined in Chapter 5 for acquiring the status information of surrounding nodes and identify the most appropriate one to achieve its purpose. Then, we show the ability of D-FPAV to control the beaconing load on the channel and its effect on the reception rates of both beacon and event-driven messages. A controlled load on the channel achieved by D-FPAV ensures high beacon reception rates at close distances from the transmitter, as specified by the safety design goals in Chapter 4.3.

Additionally, we analyze the dissemination delay and success ratio of emergency information achieved with EMDV. We show that EMDV is a robust protocol for dissemination of emergency information with a low delay in a wire-
less channel with heavy load. Furthermore, we show the synergetic performance achieved when combining both protocols. EMDV efficiently disseminates emergency information when the beaconing load is controlled by D-FPAV, being capable to achieve a 100% of delivery ratio in a highway segment.

Before presenting the results obtained, we describe the simulation setup, including the scenario utilized, and the communication strategies’ configuration.

### 6.1 Simulation setup

The evaluated vehicular scenario is configured according to the parameters presented in Chapter 2.3 and the values derived in Chapter 3.4. We simulate a 6 km long bidirectional highway with 3 lanes per direction. The selected case for this study consists of an average density of 11 vehicles per kilometer in each lane driving at an average speed of 121.86 km/h, what corresponds to a ‘heavy’ free-flow fast-moving German highway traffic. As in Chapter 3, we utilize free flow vehicular traffic scenarios due to our interest in highly dynamic environments where high transmission power values and packet generation rates are envisioned. Note though, that the amount of messages sent to the channel could be much higher in many situations, e.g., highways near big cities or temporary working areas. Figure 6.1 illustrates a 12 km long scenario (HWGui tool [HWG]) from which one of our segments was extracted for this analysis.

![Figure 6.1: Screen-shot of the HWGui tool [FTMK+06] corresponding to a utilized highway scenario, with 3 lanes per direction and 11 nodes per kilometer in each lane.](image)

All vehicles are equipped with wireless communication interfaces and generate 10 beacons per second with a size of 500 Bytes. According to the results obtained in Chapter 3.4, we utilize a data rate of 3 Mbps due to its robustness and set the contention window value to 31. The rest of MAC and PHY layer values are configured according to the parameters defined in Chapter 3.2.3. The communication range for beacon messages is initially configured to 1000 m, what corresponds to the $P_{\text{max}}$ in our setup. The corresponding transmission power to achieve a communication range of 1000 m is 9.95 dBm with our models configuration and a data rate of 3 Mbps.
Additionally, the reference node, or originator, generates event-driven messages destined to a dissemination area that comprises a segment of the highway starting at its position and going up to two kilometers opposite to the driving direction. The reference node, as in Chapter 3, is a node located around the kilometer 4 of our highway segment and, accordingly, the 2 km long dissemination area is located in the middle of the 6 km scenario. All event-driven messages, independently if D-FPAV is used or not, are sent with a CR = 1000 m. Also, event-driven messages are configured with a higher link-layer priority than beacons. We make use of differentiated access categories (EDCA mechanism described in IEEE 802.11e [11e]) as configured in Chapter 3.4.4.

With respect to the communication strategies, we set the maximum beaconing load (MBL) of D-FPAV to two different values, 2.5 Mbps and 2 Mbps, in order to evaluate the prioritization of event-driven messages over beacons. We fix each neighbor entry to 15 Bytes, corresponding to vehicle identifier and position. Finally, a node deletes neighbor entries from their neighbor table that are older than 1 second.

With respect to EMDV, we fix the maxContentionTime to 100 ms and the maxChannelAccessTime to 10 ms as appropriate values for our scenario according to the results obtained in Chapter 3.4.4. The forwarding range is configured to three different values, 300 m, 500 m and 700 m, in order to study the trade-off between reliability, overhead, and delay. Last, we study the performance of three different values for the amount of retransmissions (maxMessages) in a node’s forwardingArea, namely 1, 2 and 3.

In order to obtain statistical significance we simulate ten different highway scenarios, with the same average vehicle density, with ten random seeds for every selected configuration. Each simulation consists of 11 s of simulated time where the reference node initiates 10 emergency information dissemination processes. The time between two consecutive event-driven processes is 1 s. The statistics corresponding to the first second of simulation are not taken into account as transitory state. Last, the results obtained are represented with a 95% confidence interval.

The configuration details are summarized in Table 6.1.

### 6.2 Simulation results

In the following, we present the simulation results obtained in order to evaluate D-FPAV and EMDV performance. First, we discuss the five D-FPAV options to exchange the surrounding vehicle’s status information outlined in Chapter 5.2. Then, we analyze the performance of D-FPAV in terms of reception probability and channel access time of beacons and event-driven messages.

Additionally, we study the delivery ratio and delay obtained by the EMDV protocol when used to disseminate emergency information within the selected highway segment. Last, we evaluate the prioritizing effect that two different values of the MBL parameter have on the EMDV performance.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARAMETER</th>
<th>VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of lanes</td>
<td>3 \times \text{direction}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle density</td>
<td>11 \text{cars/km per lane}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average speed</td>
<td>121.86 \text{km/h}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propagation model</td>
<td>Nakagami $m = 3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>802.11p data rate</td>
<td>3 \text{Mbps}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contention window</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet size</td>
<td>500 \text{Bytes}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication range: Event-driven messages</td>
<td>1000 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beacons (without D-FPAV)</td>
<td>1000 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beacon generation rate</td>
<td>10 packets/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-FPAV</td>
<td>On, Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-FPAV $MBL$</td>
<td>2.5 Mbps, 2.0 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbor entry size</td>
<td>15 \text{Bytes}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissemination area length</td>
<td>2 \text{km}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMDV $forwardingRange$</td>
<td>300 m, 500 m, 700 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMDV $maxMessages$</td>
<td>1, 2, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMDV $maxContentionTime$</td>
<td>100 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMDV $maxChannelAccessTime$</td>
<td>10 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Configuration parameters for D-FPAV and EMDV evaluation.

6.2.1 D-FPAV’s performance

In order to evaluate D-FPAV performance we configure two main setups, D-FPAV On and D-FPAV Off. In D-FPAV Off simulations, all beacons are sent at maximum power (CR = 1000 m) since no power control is applied. On the other hand, for D-FPAV On, beacons are sent at the transmit power computed by D-FPAV. In this section, we fix the maximum beaconing load (MBL) to 2.5 Mbps.

The main metrics analyzed to evaluate D-FPAV’s performance are: i) the probability of successful reception of a beacon message with respect to the distance, and ii) the average Channel Access Time (CAT). For a definition of these two metrics, please see Chapter 3.3. The CAT is computed for all nodes in the highway and it is used to corroborate the claim that D-FPAV reduces the load on the channel uniformly in the network, i.e., it achieves fairness. The probability of reception is used to assess D-FPAV’s effectiveness and the appropriate prioritization of safety-related messages (design goals stated in Chapter 4.3), which is obtained by ensuring a high probability of correctly receiving beacons at close distances from the sender and, at the same time, increase the probability of successful reception of event-driven messages at all distances.

First, we assess the D-FPAV strategies to obtain the status information from vehicles driving inside a node’s carrier sense range (CS) described in Chapter 5.2.4.
Figure 6.2 presents the probability of successful reception of beacons for the different strategies as well as with D-FPAV Off for comparison. These strategies are differentiated by the generation rate of the extended beacons and the power used to transmit them. Extended beacons are messages that contain not only the status information of the transmitter, but also the information from its surrounding nodes.

Figure 6.2(a) shows the results obtained by the strategies which extended beacons are sent with the power computed by the D-FPAV protocol. Figure 6.2(b) shows the results of the strategies where extended beacons are sent with full power $P_{\text{max}}$. As described in Chapter 3.4.3 (see Figure 3.10), the reception rates with D-FPAV Off present low reception rates due to the high load existing on the wireless medium and the resulting packet collisions. With a high saturation on the wireless medium the major cause of packet reception failure is packet collisions, what causes the low reception rates at all distances, e.g., below 50% for nodes located located at 200 m and further. As described in Chapter 3.2.2, the near-far effect of radio wave propagation allows higher reception rates at very close distances from the transmitter, i.e., 80% at few meters, and causes the strong decrease up to 150 m.

Adjusting the transmission power of all beacons, including the extended ones, can achieve the result expected (Figure 6.2(a)): an increased probability of reception at close distances from the sender for 1over5 and 1over10. However, an unfavorable result is obtained with 1over1 due to the high overhead corresponding to extending all beacons with the status information of the surrounding nodes.

Comparing the 1over10 and 1over5 curves in Figure 6.2(a), we can see how sending a lower number of extended beacons achieves higher reception rates. Note the existing trade-off between information accuracy and message collisions caused by the associated overhead of D-FPAV. Sending a higher amount of extended beacons offers the possibility to obtain more up-to-date information about the status information from surrounding nodes (further than direct communication distances). Indeed, the average amount of entries in the neighbor table, what corresponds to nodes located within the $\text{CS}_{\text{MAX}}$, is higher in the case of 1over5 than in the case of 1over10. However, the additional load, i.e., larger size, of these beacons causes a higher amount of collisions from close nodes, what is critical for the detection of dangerous road situations. Note that extended beacons are significantly larger than non extended ones. The average size of extended beacon is, e.g., 2770 Bytes\(^1\) in case of 1over5, what corresponds to the status information from 151.3 neighbors. In case of 1over10, the obtained results show an average extended beacon size of 2391 Bytes, what corresponds to 126.0 neighbors’ information.

On the other hand, sending extended beacons with $P_{\text{max}}$ does not help improving the probability of successfully receiving messages at close distances, see Figure 6.2(b). Reducing the transmission power of 80%, or 90%, of the beacons and transmitting the other 20%, or a 10%, with extended information and full

---

\(^1\)The maximum MAC protocol data unit specified in the IEEE 802.11p draft is 4095 Bytes.
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Figure 6.2: Probability of successful beacon reception with respect to the distance for different options of the D-FPAV protocol to obtain the status of the surrounding vehicles.
power decreases the probability of beacon reception at all distances with respect to no power adjustment. Both 1over5 and 1over10 curves in Figure 6.2(b) present lower reception rates than D-FPAV Off.

Note that the D-FPAV On curves in Figure 6.2(b) show higher reception rates for far distances, e.g., from 300 m to 600 m, than the ones in Figure 6.2(a) due to the higher power utilized by the extended beacons. However, as outlined above, the reception rates at close distances are dramatically decreased, contrary to the main goal of this strategy.

Therefore, we conclude that sending one extended beacon every 10 transmissions with adjusted power presents the best trade-off between accuracy and overhead among the studied options. Note that due to the high amount of nodes within the communication range of each other, the same information is repeated by several nodes. Thus, extending one beacon of every 10 provides enough accuracy of the neighbor table at a lower price than 1over5 in terms of overhead. In the following, we study the performance of 1over10 D-FPAV strategy in more detail.

Figure 6.3 presents the probability of successful packet reception with respect to the distance of beacons and single-hop event-driven messages for D-FPAV On and Off. As outlined above, not using power adjustment results in a high load experienced on the channel which, in turn, causes a high amount of packet collisions and low reception rates. Note that if beacons and event-driven messages are sent with the same transmission power (D-FPAV Off), event-driven messages achieve higher reception rates at closer distances. As explained in Chapter 3.4.4, a prioritized channel access category decreases the probability to experience collisions with neighboring nodes.

Using the D-FPAV mechanism and setting the maximum beaconing load (MBL parameter) to 2.5 Mbps results in an average reduction of the beacon’s transmission power from 9.95 dBm to -1.34 dBm, which decreases their communication range from 1000 m to an average of 491 m. Therefore, the CS range is reduced to 551 m what, according to an average of 66 cars/km in each lane, corresponds to an average of 72.7 vehicles within the CS. Note that 72.7 vehicles correspond to an offered load of 2.9 Mbps. A higher offered load than the fixed MBL (2.5 Mbps) is experienced due to the missing nodes on the neighbor table commented above, i.e., lack of accuracy.

In order to evaluate the saturation on the channel we also computed the average channel busy time ratio. As intended, the reduction of the transmission power decreases the average channel busy time ratio experienced by all nodes in the highway, from about 86.6% with D-FPAV Off to 78.5% with D-FPAV On, a 9.3% decrease.

The resulting power adjustment allows D-FPAV to fulfill its design goal of ensuring high message reception rates at close distances from the sender, corresponding to the safety distance of a vehicle. As described in Section 4.3, achieving 2As described in Chapter 4, the safety distance of a vehicle driving at 120 km/h has a safety distance of approximately 60m.
a good estimation of the close environment is critical in order to identify dangerous situations. In our scenario, beacons’ probability of successful reception presents higher values up to distances of 160 m with D-FPAV On, e.g., an increase of 33% at 100 m (from 56.8% with D-FPAV Off to 75.6% with D-FPAV On). Additionally, we can observe a significant increase of the reception rates experienced by each transmission of an event-driven message at all distances with D-FPAV On. Experiencing a lower load on the medium allows event-driven messages, which are not restricted in terms of transmission power, to achieve improved reception rates not only at close distances (e.g., a 48.6% increase at 100 m, from 64.0% to 95.1%) but also at further ones (e.g., 117.7% increase at 500 m, from 27.1% to 59.0%). The price to pay for these improvements is the lower reception rates of beacons for distances further than the 160 m, which, however, are distances where the information conveyed by beacons is less relevant compared to the ‘closer beacons’ and emergency messages.

In order to evaluate the fairness of the algorithm we illustrate in Figure 6.4(a) the average channel access time experienced by all nodes in the highway. We represent each vehicle with their middle position\footnote{As in Chapter 3, we compute the middle position of a vehicle as the middle point between its position at the beginning of the simulation and its position at the end.} during the simulation run. In this case, the results of only one scenario are presented not to average out different vehicular densities in different segments of our highway. We can observe how the
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(a) Average channel access time experienced by each node with respect to its position on the highway.

(b) Probability of experiencing a channel access time.

Figure 6.4: Average channel access time experienced by beacons with and without D-FPAV and an MBL = 2.5 Mbps.
average channel access time has been reduced from an average of 39.8 ms to a 10.3 ms when using D-FPAV. Furthermore, if no power control is applied, nodes can experience considerably different values of CAT, ranging from about 24 ms to 69 ms, see Figure 6.4(b). Taking into account that the CAT obtained reflects the amount of load on the channel at that particular location, the results obtained with D-FPAV Off show that different nodes have different opportunities of sending and correctly receiving messages, impairing fairness. Even worse, nodes traveling in denser areas, where the likelihood of having an accident is higher, experience a higher CAT, which results in a longer expected delay in propagating event-driven messages. On the other hand, when D-FPAV is active all the nodes experience similar CAT values than their neighbors, ranging between 3 ms and 9 ms. Therefore, similar opportunities of sending and correctly receiving safety messages are experienced by the nodes in the network. In other words, D-FPAV achieves its design goal of fairness.

6.2.2 EMDV’s performance

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the EMDV protocol when operating with D-FPAV Off as well as in synergy with the D-FPAV protocol. In our scenario, the reference node generates an emergency message that has to be delivered within the relevant area for dissemination. In our case, the dissemination area is 2 km long and lays in the middle of our highway segment. Additionally, three different values of the maxMessages parameter are studied (1, 2 and 3), as well as three values of the forwardingRange (300 m, 500 m and 700 m). Unless otherwise stated, the utilized forwardingRange will be the middle value, 500 m. Among the different options of D-FPAV, 1over10 with adjusted transmission power is used due to the results obtained in Section 6.2.1.

Figure 6.5(a) presents the probability that the emergency information is successfully received by vehicles located inside the dissemination area and with maxMessages = 1. With D-FPAV Off, we observe a reception rate of 94.2% averaged over the dissemination area. The use of the D-FPAV protocol increases the emergency information reception rates up to an average of 99.9%. The result shows the dependency of the success of the dissemination strategy on the channel load conditions.

Figure 6.5(b) shows the probability of reception in the dissemination area obtained when setting maxMessages = 2. Note how the curve presenting the reception rates obtained with D-FPAV Off is increased with respect to the values observed in Figure 6.5(a) when maxMessages = 1, i.e., from 94.2% to a 99.2% in average. In order to achieve a 100% probability of reception within the dissemination area maxMessages must be set to 3 repetitions, see Table 6.2. As intended, allowing more message repetitions within a node’s forwardingRange enhances the reliability of the protocol at the cost of an increased overhead.
Figure 6.5: Probability of information delivery inside the dissemination area with respect to the distance from the message originator (with multi-hop retransmissions) with D-FPAV On/Off and MBL = 2.5 Mbps.
In Table 6.2, we present the average amount of retransmissions caused by the EMDV protocol, i.e., the amount of times that the emergency message is transmitted by any node within the dissemination area. Observe how with D-FPAV Off increasing $maxMessages$ from 1 to 2 causes the emergency message to increase from 66.2 to 107.6 repetitions per dissemination process, and to 135.9 in case of allowing 3 repetitions.

When using D-FPAV the most efficient EMDV choice is to configure $maxMessages = 1$ since it reaches a 99.9% delivery rate utilizing less messages in average than with $maxMessages = 2$ and 3, i.e., 15.4 and 27.7 messages less than configuring $maxMessages$ to 2 and 3 respectively. However, it is the responsibility of the application designer to define the requirements for communication protocols, i.e., $maxMessages$ 3 may be preferred due to the 100% reception rates achieved.

Furthermore, we analyzed the effect that event-driven messages have on beacon reception rates during the complete simulation. Figure 6.6 presents the probability of successful reception of beacons sent by the reference node for the three values of $maxMessages$ as well as for the case where no EMDV process is started, always with D-FPAV On. The obtained values do not show a significant impact of the different amount of event-driven messages sent to the channel. For example, the probability of successful reception at 100 m from the sender decreases a 1.7% in case information dissemination processes with $maxMessages = 1$ are started, presenting a 75.6% of probability of reception without EMDV processes and a 74.3% otherwise. In turn, when increasing $maxMessages$ to 2 and 3, the resulting reception rates present also a small decrease, obtaining a 73.2% and 72.1% respectively. Moreover, the difference between the curves is negligible for further distances than 200 m.

In the rest of the chapter we focus on the performance of $maxMessages = 1$, which provides a 99.9% of delivery ratio with D-FPAV On and utilizes the least amount of overhead.

Figure 6.7 shows the average delay experienced by the nodes in the dissemination area until receiving the emergency information with respect to the distance to the originator. Both curves present higher values for increasing distances, as

Table 6.2: Averages of the probability of reception, the maximum delay and the amount of retransmissions experienced within the dissemination area with a forwardingRange = 500 m and for three values of $maxMessages$, 1, 2 and 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$maxMessages$</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D-FPAV Off</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prob. reception</td>
<td>94.2%</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
<td>99.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retransmissions</td>
<td>66.2</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>107.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4Only the set of vehicles that receive the emergency message can be taken into account.
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Figure 6.6: Probability of successful reception of beacons with respect to the distance, with D-FPAV On, MBL = 2.5 Mbps and while disseminating emergency information for three values of `maxMessages`, 1, 2 and 3.

Figure 6.7: Reception delay of the emergency information inside the dissemination area with respect to the distance from the message originator (with multi-hop retransmissions) with D-FPAV On/Off and MBL = 2.5 Mbps.
expected due to the multi-hop dissemination approach. In case of D-FPAV Off, event-driven messages are disseminated up to 2 km with an average delay below 400 ms. This delay should be compared to the estimated driver reaction time, which is on the order of 700 ms and higher [OS86]. Furthermore, in case D-FPAV is utilized, the delay experienced falls significantly: from 144 ms to 37 ms for close distances to the sender and from 397 ms to 78 ms in case of a vehicle located 2 km away from the originator.

Another relevant parameter for safety is the maximum delay experienced by the information to be delivered. To account for this, we measured the maximum time of all simulated scenarios that a node located at 2 km of the originator, i.e., at the other edge of the relevant area, has to wait until receiving the emergency information. According to the results obtained, the maximum delay experienced in case of D-FPAV Off is 1224 ms, whereas in case of D-FPAV On it is reduced to 689 ms. Note a difference of 535 ms between both cases, which is a significant value when compared to the driver reaction time mentioned above.

Finally, we study the performance results obtained with a forwardingRange of 300 and 700 m. Setting a smaller range forces shorter hops, i.e., shorter distances between two consecutive forwarders, in the direction of dissemination. Accordingly, a smaller range causes a higher amount of message retransmissions, see Table 6.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>forwardingRange</th>
<th>300 m</th>
<th>500 m</th>
<th>700 m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D-FPAV</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prob. reception</td>
<td>91.7%</td>
<td>99.8%</td>
<td>94.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. delay at 2 km</td>
<td>552 ms</td>
<td>100 ms</td>
<td>397 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retransmissions</td>
<td>77.4</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>66.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: Averages of the probability of reception, the maximum delay and the amount of retransmissions experienced within the dissemination area for three values of the forwardingRange, 300 m, 500 m and 700 m.

Let us focus on the values obtained with D-FPAV Off first. We can observe that increasing the forwardingRange from 300 m to 500 m enhances the dissemination reliability, i.e., the probability of reception within the dissemination area increases from 91.7% to 94.2%. Note that increasing forwardingRange also increases the amount of potential next forwarders along the dissemination process. Furthermore, utilizing a forwardingRange = 500 m results in a shorter average delay at 2 km distance, 397 ms instead of 552 ms, and a smaller amount of overhead generated, 66.2 instead of 77.4 retransmissions.

On the other hand, configuring the forwardingRange to 700 m does not present a clear advantage for safety with respect to the 500 m case. Although the amount of retransmissions generated are lower, 63.1 instead of 66.2, extending the forwardingRange from 500 m to 700 m presents higher values for the average delay at 2 km (8 ms more) and slightly lower reliability (it decreases a 0.6%). The rea-
son for a lower dissemination reliability with a 700 m forwardingRange are the low one-hop reception rates experienced at these distances from a transmitter, see the ‘Event-driven D-FPAV On’ curve in Figure 6.3.

When D-FPAV is active, the observations outlined above are also valid. Increasing the forwardingRange from 300 m to 500 m results in lower values for the average delay at 2 km from the sender (100 ms and 78 ms respectively) as well as for the message retransmissions (27.8 and 26.0 respectively). Moreover, the higher amount of messages do not result on a higher reliability. Further extending the forwardingRange to 700 m does not present an advantage, as in the case of D-FPAV Off, due to the low one-hop probability of reception of a message at these distances. Although the amount of retransmissions are lower with forwardingRange = 700 m than with 500 m, the probability of reception is decreased a 0.3% within the dissemination area.

6.2.3 Effect of the MBL parameter

Finally, we evaluated the prioritization effect that a different choice of the MBL value has on both types of messages and, therefore, on the performance of our protocols. We simulated the same scenario as in the previous section with an MBL set to 2 Mbps and describe the results obtained in the following. A smaller MBL value further restricts the transmission power utilized for beacons, i.e., it achieves a more strict prioritization of event-driven messages over periodic messages.

![Figure 6.8: Probability of successful reception with respect to the distance of beacons and one hop event-driven messages (without retransmission) with D-FPAV On for MBL=2.0 Mbps and MBL=2.5 Mbps.](image-url)
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In case of configuring MBL = 2.0 Mbps (instead of 2.5 Mbps), the average transmission range of beacons is decreased down to 373 m (instead of 491 m) and the channel busy time ratio to 68.0% (instead of 78.5%). Figure 6.8 presents the effect of configuring MBL with the two selected values on the reception rates of single-hop messages. We can observe how with MBL = 2.0 Mbps event-driven messages benefit from a lower load on the medium, which increases their probability of being successfully received over the distance, e.g., achieving a 98.5% of successful receptions at 100 m and 66.2% at 500 m, instead of 95.1% and 58.9% respectively. On the contrary, beacons suffer the corresponding reduction of reception rates at distances higher than 100 m due to the lower transmission power. It is worth noting, though, that they also experience a small increase at close distances according to the lower load delivered to the wireless medium.

With a lower MBL, the EMDV protocol achieves a more efficient performance due to the lower channel load and the increased event-driven messages’ reception rates. The probability of information reception with maxMessages = 1 and forwardingRange = 500 m obtains a 99.9% along the dissemination area, as with MBL = 2.5 Mbps. However, the average amount of messages sent per dissemination process with MBL = 2.0 Mbps is 18.6, i.e., 7.4 packets less than with the higher MBL value.

Furthermore, a lower load on the channel results in a smaller channel access time for event-driven messages in every hop, which results in an average delay of 39 ms to deliver the emergency information at 2 km from the information originator, half the time when compared with an MBL = 2.5 Mbps. Also, the maximum delay experienced by nodes located at the edge of the dissemination area is reduced, down to 395 ms in this case (294 ms lower than with MBL = 2.5 Mbps).

### 6.3 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have evaluated the performance of D-FPAV and EMDV. The selected scenario corresponds to a high speed heavy traffic German highway where all vehicles send 10 beacon messages per second. Additionally, one node starts emergency information dissemination processes.

The simulation results show how D-FPAV achieves to control the beaconing load in the wireless channel while ensuring fairness. We saw, on the one hand, how the reduced load on the channel ensures high beacon reception probability within the vehicle's safety distance. On the other hand, the channel access time experienced by all nodes in the network was reduced down to similar values in comparison to not using D-FPAV. Adjusting the beaconing load results in a fair environment where vehicles have the same opportunities of sending and correctly receiving safety messages.

With respect to EMDV, we showed how it achieves its design goal of delivering information within a geographical area in a rapid and efficient manner. EMDV is a robust strategy able to cope with received power fluctuations, node mobility and
high channel load conditions. Furthermore, we saw how to adjust its parameters to favor the reliability of the dissemination process at the cost of a higher overhead.

Last, we showed that D-FPAV is a valuable mechanism to balance the trade-off between periodic and event-driven traffic. The synergistic effects can be clearly observed when combining both protocols since EMDV benefits from D-FPAV’s ability to lower the channel load in terms of delay and efficiency.
Within the Network on Wheels project [NoW], one of our responsibilities was to identify the key aspects of a protocol architecture for inter-vehicle communication (IVC) systems as well as to propose design guidelines. Our main goals were to achieve a simple and modular structure, identify relevant functions for information dissemination (the main goal of IVC) and define a proper assignment of the functions to the different modules. As a result, we achieved a robust system model with low complexity as a basis for implementation, whose design process is presented in this chapter.

The main requirements for an appropriate system design must be identified according to the main purpose and characteristics of the corresponding communication protocols as well as applications. As stated in Chapter 4, a flexible information exchange scheme is required since the same information is beneficial by different protocols and entities, e.g., status information of neighboring vehicles such as their position. Additionally, a high interaction among protocols is needed to obtain the versatility required to provide a reliable and efficient information delivery, and to control transmission parameters on a per-packet basis, as outlined also in Chapter 4.

In the following, and in order to depict an appropriate protocol architecture design, we consider two potential (and extreme) approaches for IVC systems. On the one hand, following the traditional approach, the overall functionality can be de-composed and organized in layers such that protocols fulfill well-defined tasks
and form a protocol stack as in TCP/IP [JP81, RFC81] and ISO/OSI [Zim80]. On the other hand, one could try to build a customized solution to meet the requirements of IVC with such a non-layered, but still modular approach. In the latter case, we are not restricted to the assignment of functions to particular layers and their limited layer interactions. In the following, we will describe both—fundamentally feasible but extremely opposite—approaches and briefly outline their advantages and disadvantages. Afterwards, having learned the benefits of both systems, we will describe a third approach emphasizing its key features that makes this protocol architecture be better suited for an IVC system.

Additionally to the protocol architecture of a communication technology, the assignment of responsibilities to its different layers is a relevant task. Indeed, it is a key aspect for communication systems developers as well as for application designers to have their responsibilities well specified. More in detail, the question we wanted to answer in the NoW project was whether (safety) applications should include message forwarding capabilities or if they can assume all functionality to be implemented in lower layers. For this reason, we discuss two different approaches, Packet-Centric Forwarding (PCF) and Information-Centric Forwarding (ICF), both aimed to disseminate information in a vehicular environment. Afterwards, it is argued where and how functions related to node connectivity should be implemented. This analysis is based on our previous work [TMFH06].

### 7.1 Protocol architecture design

In general, a protocol architecture achieves interoperability for communication among network nodes and provides the framework for implementation. In designing the communication suite for IVC, two approaches can be taken.
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Figure 7.1: Layered approach for an IVC system.

The first approach, called a *layered approach* and depicted in Figure 7.1, attempts to retain the order of functions and protocol layers with well-defined in-
terfaces between them, as in the Internet protocol stack (as described in [Hal05]). It adapts system functionalities to the needs of an IVC system, resulting in protocol layers for single-hop and multi-hop communication. The limitations and inflexibility of traditional network stacks when used in ad hoc networks are well known and have been previously addressed in several approaches, e.g., Protocol Heap [BFH03], Flexible Protocol Stacks [Tsc91], and Sensor Stack [KPCJR04], which influenced the design of our later proposal.

In a layered approach, each layer is implemented as an independent module with interfaces, or Service Access Points (SAPs) [JA90], only to the adjacent above and below layers. Consequently, protocols can not easily access state or metadata of a protocol on a different layer, which makes data aggregation difficult. It is also worth noting that every layer accesses external information separately with no common interface, which might lead to problems when this information influences the protocol flow. The latter point is relevant in IVC systems due to the existence of vehicular on-board sensors such as GPS.

The second approach, called un-layered approach, would be the result of tailoring a whole new system to the needs of IVC’s main focus, i.e., safety applications. Having accurate specifications of these applications and the intention to use the unreliable channel in the most efficient manner leads to having a highly coupled set of protocols. Therefore, all application and communication protocols are placed in one logical block right over the physical interface and connected to the external sensors, see Figure 7.2. Inside this block, all protocol elements are modularized such that there are no restrictions on interaction, and state information is arbitrarily accessible. Note though, that due to arbitrary and complex interactions of their modules this ‘architecture’ inherits a high design complexity. This makes protocol specification a complicated matter and so, once designed, it becomes an extremely inflexible system for other types of application. Also, it would be difficult to systematically avoid control loops, which is rather easy in the layered approach with its clean top-down or bottom-up packet traversal.

---

**Figure 7.2: Un-layered approach for an IVC system.**
While both approaches would certainly be feasible, each has strengths and weaknesses with respect to assignment of functions, information sharing, flexibility, complexity, and other IVC-specific requirements. In summary, the unlayered approach may lead to an unacceptable degree of complexity in terms of interactions among the modules and of inflexibility when trying to combine it with other types of applications. The traditional layered approach is potentially too restrictive with respect to assignment of functionality, protocol interaction, and exchange of state information inside a stack.

Figure 7.3 presents a concept in between the two 'extreme' options discussed above. In this proposal we intend to use the most adequate features of both options: i) having a layered approach that gives us a clear and modular structure in which to build our applications and protocols, but also offering ii) a clean way of sharing information and to cooperate between any protocol module on any layer as needed. Indeed, we consider a key feature the capability to share information in an efficient and clean manner without creating complex control interactions.

Figure 7.3: Sketch of the proposed protocol architecture for inter-vehicle communication systems.

In more detail, we identify the following key features:

**Presence of layers**: To facilitate a structured protocol design, we use the same core structure as in the layered approach. The original design purpose of each layer is still valid for IVC, however, modifications or extensions are required. Note that the traditional ISO/OSI [Zim80] names have been replaced in each layer to give a fundamental understanding on what has to be handled. The physical layer provides the means to transmit/receive a data frame over/from the wireless medium. The single-hop layer incorporates all functionality dealing with communication to direct radio neighbors. The multi-hop layer contains protocol elements for forwarding packets to non-neighboring nodes, using neighbors as forwarders. The data service layer allocates reliability mechanisms between multi-hop packet-forwarding and the application.
7.2 Discussion of layers’ responsibilities

Staircase approach: An application can select from among multiple service access points to interact with lower layers. Depending on its requirements, an application can choose whether to use or to bypass a service offered by a lower layer, logically expressed by a staircase shape. This is a relaxation of the ISO/OSI protocol architecture where applications can only access the directly adjacent layer. This proposal, which is already used by certain applications within the Internet (see [PD03]), offers more flexibility to send packets although the standard path for outgoing packets is still top-down through the layers accessing the available service access points. This scheme facilitates a finer granularity of control, per packet-basis, from the applications or multi-hop strategies to the appropriate transmission parameters. When a data packet traverses the stack bottom-up, every protocol layer has to decide whether the packet should be given to the next higher protocol layer or to one or more application protocols. A packet header element such as a port/protocol number is required to allow for multiple applications.

Information connector: All protocols can connect to an ‘information connector’, which is a common interface that efficiently exchanges sensor update information, data extracted from packets, and state information (and their change) of protocol layers. The information crossbar basically follows a publisher/subscriber pattern: published information services can be subscribed by any entity. Indeed any entity, protocols and vehicular sensors, can utilize the offered interface to publish and subscribe to events such as ‘Position Update Event’ or ‘Neighbor Position Change Event’. The information connector does not only provide a clean and potentially portable interface for sharing information, it also addresses most of the ‘cross-layering’ issues occurring in recent protocol proposals. This interface collects information from each source and in turn (synchronously or asynchronously) notifies subscribers of corresponding information.

External management plane: The external management plane symbolizes a configuration interface to set long-term system settings. In the sense of this proposal, it is not involved in the dynamic self-organization motivated by the different network conditions.

7.2 Discussion of layers’ responsibilities

In this section we intend to identify the communication related responsibilities that should be assigned to (safety) applications and to the communication system as well as their interoperability. Therefore, for clarity reasons, we take a simplifying assumption about a node’s model for the rest of the chapter: we consider that a node is basically comprised of two main interconnected entities, a communication domain (composed by the four lower layers described in Section 7.1) and an application domain. With this simple approach, we discuss the benefits and drawbacks to assign communication responsibilities with respect to the main goal of IVC, information dissemination.
In the following, we first list the most relevant aspects and assumptions that have to be taken into account when designing an inter-vehicle communication system. Then, we describe two approaches for information dissemination, which help identifying the most appropriate assignment of communication responsibilities in IVC systems. Finally, we describe and justify the derived assignment of responsibilities.

### 7.2.1 Relevant characteristics and assumptions

**Two different types of nodes:** In vehicular environments we distinguish between *smart* and *dumb* nodes. A smart node has relatively strong computational resources, typically access to on-board sensors of cars, and executes a number of applications for traffic safety and driving comfort. In contrast, a dumb node is a cost-efficient device with limited computational capabilities, typically but not only, installed as low cost road-side unit. From a complete system perspective, a dumb node works as a simple forwarder required to improve network connectivity with low penetration rates or in situations with low traffic density. Dumb nodes, therefore, will not be able to process the information contained in the message payload.

**Diverse types of applications:** As outlined in Chapter 2, we can classify IVC applications in three main groups with respect to the relevance of their information: *safety-of-life*, *safety* and *non-safety*. All three, as their names suggest, present very different requirements with respect to reliability and delay. Hence, not only a prioritization but also different communication strategies might be required to satisfy their specific demands in a shared communication medium.

**Hazard detection:** We consider two different ways of detecting a hazard that potentially compromises road safety:

- **On-board sensors and/or state information.** A node’s safety application detects a new hazard processing the different state information gathered from other nodes and/or the on-board sensor’s state, e.g., hard deceleration of the vehicle or two vehicles driving in different roads approaching an intersection at high speed.

- **Warning message.** A vehicle receives a wireless message from another node that detected an existing hazard. This ‘warning’ message already includes information about the detected hazard, e.g., car crash message or icy road message.

The main difference between both groups is the node originating the information, i.e., one detects the hazard directly, by its ‘own means’, and the other is informed by another node.

**Two opposite and challenging network situations:** As outlined in Chapter 4, in vehicular environments two scenarios can be identified that require two opposite communication strategies: sparse and dense networks. In dense networks,
such as cities or major highways with a large portion of equipped vehicles, the data load on the channel should be controlled in order not to exceed the limited wireless bandwidth. Furthermore, any forwarding strategy is required to be very efficient in terms of overhead while ensuring high reliability to messages with the most relevant payload, i.e., safety-of-life messages.

In contrast, channel saturation is not an issue in sparse networks, such as in the introduction phase of such a technology. Moreover, messages should be retransmitted since equipped vehicles are most likely out of wireless radio range of each other, i.e., vehicles inside a hazard’s area of influence, but not reachable at the time it is detected, should also be notified.

**Safety information must be kept ‘alive’**: Safety hazards can be associated with a time duration and geographical area while/where they can potentially affect vehicular safety state. Therefore, and taking into consideration the existence of sparse network scenarios, we assume that the distribution of some state information will be repeated (e.g., periodically or at detection of a new neighboring vehicle) for a defined duration of time while being inside a specific geographical area. We refer to this time and area as time of validity and area of validity respectively.

### 7.2.2 Information- and packet-centric forwarding approaches

We identify two opposite approaches for information dissemination in vehicular scenarios: packet-centric forwarding and information-centric forwarding. Packet-centric forwarding (PCF) refers to the conventional approach for packet-switched communication where the source breaks the information into data packets and address them to one or more network nodes. With PCF the responsibility of information dissemination resides on the network (or ‘multi-hop’, see Section 7.1) layer, i.e., specific forwarding algorithms, located at the multi-hop layer, should provide an efficient delivery of these packets over potentially multiple wireless hops. A vehicle detecting a hazardous situation by its ‘own means’ (i.e., not from a warning message) generates a data packet containing the application payload (commonly, type of emergency and location and time it was noticed). In order to disseminate the packet geographically by the multi-hop layer the application also determines the area of validity and the time of validity, and includes them into the packet header. In order to keep an information ‘alive’ inside the area of validity a ‘store and forward’ strategy (see [LA05]) can be implemented in the multi-hop layer.

In contrast, information-centric forwarding (ICF) does not rely on an end-to-end semantic implemented in multi-hop layer. With ICF, which can be considered as an adaption of the well-known concept in sensor networks ‘data centric routing’ [KEW02], the responsibility of information dissemination resides on the application. Basically, when a vehicle detects a hazard it ‘single-hop’ broadcasts a packet (containing the type of hazard, the point of time and the location when and where the hazard was noticed). A vehicle that receives this message will deliver
the message directly to the correspondent application, without any further action required from the multi-hop layer. Then, the application in turn merges the new information with the (locally-stored) safety information and decides about further procedures with respect to the hazard, i.e., whether and when to issue a new one-hop broadcast to the wireless channel.

**Motivation for a hybrid approach**

In the previous sections we have presented relevant aspects to take into consideration in the design process of IVC systems and two valid approaches for information dissemination, ICF and PCF. In this section we will point different benefits and drawbacks of both strategies due to the different IVC’s aspects and scenarios in order to assist the design process of the most appropriate communication system.

**Existence of dumb nodes:** Dumb nodes are an extremely important requirement for a successful initial deployment of an IVC, when only a small portion of equipped vehicles exist. Dumb nodes can act as simple data forwarder being able to temporary cache information and adapt its forwarding behavior to changing conditions in their vicinity. The limitation of dumb nodes is the fact that applications are not available as in smart nodes. The required compatibility with nodes that are not able to process or understand the information in a message payload makes a solution inappropriate where solely ICF is implemented. Consequently, the required existence of dumb nodes favors the use of the PCF approach, especially in the first years of deployment of such a system.

**Scalability:** ICF presents a clear benefit with respect to scalability. We assume that the available wireless bandwidth is limited and also that, in dense networks, vehicles in the vicinity might detect same or related safety events. Since with ICF the application would process the payload of a data packet, ICF facilitates the aggregation, modification, and invalidation of information. These procedures can considerably reduce the overhead created by redundantly transmitted information. Consequently, some portion of wireless bandwidth can be ‘saved’ with respect to a same hazard being noticed by different sources, especially when keeping a (variable over time) information ‘alive’.

**Safety-of-life messages in dense network situations:** In case an emergency is detected in a dense network a strategy capable to disseminate the information in an extremely reliable and rapid manner is required. In this situation, where a safety-of-life message is handled, ICF capabilities (aggregation, modification, and invalidation) may present a disadvantage in terms of forwarding delay. PCF offers the benefit of easily track the messages to avoid redundant –harmful– message duplicates in a simple and rapid way at multi-hop layer, i.e., safety critical packets should not be modified nor processed by the application before being forwarded. Therefore, this strategy can be implemented as a service of the (common to all applications and types of nodes) communication domain.
The conclusion of this argumentation points to a hybrid approach. A strategy combining both PCF and ICF would enable receivers of a safety message to include both remote and local knowledge before forwarding the safety information. At the same time, geo-addressing capabilities are offered from the multi-hop layer, e.g., for dissemination of safety-of-life data, and the compatibility of smart and dumb nodes is ensured. In the following section we present a proposal of an appropriate system design for information dissemination that fulfills all requirements presented above while trying to keep a clean and modular architecture.

7.2.3 Hybrid model for a vehicular node

In this section, we introduce a software architecture that allows a clear system design and an unambiguous assignment of functions. The software architecture structures the function set of an IVC node in the two different architectural domains, an application domain and a communication domain.

We regard the application domain as a component that comprises all safety applications. These applications gather all safety information available to inform the driver of unsafe situations and trigger the process of sending or forwarding relevant safety data to other nodes.

The communication domain is composed of all mechanisms and protocols needed to deliver the relevant information to the correspondent destinations with the reliability required by the different applications (when possible).

Note that a strong coupling between the application and the communication domain is implied. Applications must assist the communication domain in their task of delivering information respecting its relevance. At the same time, applications can benefit from the knowledge of the capacity limitations and actual status of the wireless channel.

Figure 7.4 depicts a high level structure of the proposed system. The figure basically shows the two main building blocks of an IVC node, the application domain and the communication domain, with the most relevant functions for dissemination of safety information. Application domain and communication domain interact via interfaces for the exchange of safety data to be sent to, or received from, other nodes and state information (via SAPs and the information connector). While the detailed specification of both domains and the correspondent interfaces is beyond the scope of this thesis, the rest of the chapter describes i) how the required functions in an IVC node are assigned to appropriate domains and structured into functional blocks (Figure 7.5), and ii) how the compatibility with dumb nodes can be achieved.

Communication Domain

The communication domain is common to smart and dumb nodes, and provides the following main functions:
**Location Service**: The *communication domain* has to provide to the application a distributed algorithm that resolves the location of other nodes in the network. This module is also responsible of maintaining the *Location Table* (LT, where positions of other nodes are maintained as soft state) to assist both routing/forwarding protocols and applications.

**Packet delivery**: The *communication domain* is capable of different addressing schemes. A unicast address identifies a single node and it is used for point-to-point communication. A broadcast address refers to all nodes within one wireless hop. A geocast address identifies all nodes that are located inside of a geographical area. Note that these addressing schemes also serve packets coming from the wireless medium (through the forwarding condition in Figure 7.5).

Also notice that we consider different instances of geocast packet delivery strategies, see Figure 7.5. This decision responds to the different requirements of future applications (including safety and non-safety related) and the existing trade-off between reliability and overhead. As shown in Chapter 6.2.2, the EMDV protocol, which should be implemented in this module, can provide a higher reliability for *safety-of-life* messages at the cost of higher, but controlled, redundancy.

**Beaconing**: Beacons are periodic messages broadcasted by the *communication domain* to support both, the ad hoc routing/forwarding protocols and the applications. Apart from the position of a vehicle, beacons also contain state information common to relevant applications, e.g., speed and direction, as described in Chapter 2. Note that due to the different requirements between safety applications and routing/forwarding protocols, applications should motivate the in-
Figure 7.5: IVC's node information flow with a generic smart application. Dashed arrows represent information to/from the information connector. Solid arrows between the application and communication domains represent interfaces via service access points.
crease of the message generation period, e.g., at high speeds or in the vicinity of an intersection (see the arrow at Figure 7.5 between the application domain and the beaconing module).

**Congestion control:** The *communication domain* has the goal of ensuring a perfect stability of the network at all times: it avoids network congestion by monitoring the network utilization and controlling the physical layer for packets transmission. Applications should assist the congestion control in order to ensure that the safety relevance of the different communications is respected. For this reason, we propose as a first approach the use of a simple priority value (supported by IEEE 802.11p [11p]); the application determines the priority based on the relevance of the information and assigns the value to each message. This value is used by the *communication domain* to take adequate decisions when controlling the load on the channel. Additionally, we consider that congestion control strategies combine a set of mechanisms including deferring packet transmission, smart discard of low-priority packets, and dynamic setting of transmission parameters on a per packet basis.

Although we expect different congestion control mechanisms implemented in different protocol entities, we assign a main congestion control module to the single-hop layer (Section 7.1). This congestion control strategy should serve as a bottleneck to all packets heading to the wireless link and it is, thus, able to control the packet flow based on its queue and the information gathered by the information connector. In Chapter 5.2, we defined the congestion control strategy for beacon messages, D-FPAV, which should be implemented in this module.

**Application Domain**

The *application domain* is where all applications reside. Apart from the default application (addressed later in Section 7.2.4), all safety-related applications include the following key functionalities:

**Information repository (IR):** In order to detect certain unsafe situations and be able to take the optimal decision in case an emergency occurs, each application contains a repository where information relevant to this specific application is kept. Local mechanisms and processes enable aggregation, modification, or invalidation of cached information when the IR is updated. Note that a higher benefit can be accomplished when a central IR common to all applications exists. Possible benefits are: memory efficiency, improved aggregation capabilities and interoperability between applications.

**Information processing:** When receiving state (safety) information, either from local sensors or through the *communication domain*, applications process the information and update the safety state of the IR.

**Driver presentation:** When detecting an unsafe situation the application assists the driver in preventing a potential accident. The presentation methods, e.g., the Human Machine Interface (HMI), can differ between car manufacturers and implementations.


**Forwarding state/safety information:** An application that detects or is aware of a certain hazard can decide to forward it either immediately (safety-of-life) or to trigger a forwarding process to periodically issue the information in application-specific intervals (safety). Also, it could motivate a higher frequency of communication domain’s beacons if necessary.

**Priority determination:** Once the decision to issue some safety information to other vehicles is taken, applications determine a safety value based on a priority function. This function takes into account the type of hazard, duration of time that has passed since the hazard occurred, distance between the local position and the position where the hazard occurred, and the local state of the wireless channel (network congestion). The result of the function is a single priority value that is assigned to the message and passed to the communication system. The priority value is used by the communication domain, within its congestion control module, in order to handle the message from a safety perspective.

Finally, another capability common to all applications should be considered. In order to save some bandwidth and channel access time, a module able to join different applications payloads into a single message should be implemented (Message Assembly in Figure 7.5). The same capability could be implemented in the communication domain’s module Packet Assembly in order to also combine beaconing information. Recently, the authors of [RCCL06] proposed a module referred to as ‘Message Dispatcher’, which was contributed to the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) [SAE], to efficiently combine the data generated by multiple safety applications.

### 7.2.4 Compatibility with dumb nodes and default application

The *application domain* of a dumb node is much simpler than of a smart node since many functions are not available, such as complex application logic, presentation to the driver, etc. Also, due to the requirement for cost efficiency the dumb node has limited processing resources. We propose that a dumb node contains a common *default application* that, at least, is able to interpret time and area of validity. In particular, a dumb node is not required to process and interpret the message payload. The default application is able to temporarily cache and to re-broadcast cached messages.

In contrast to a smart node’s *application domain*, a dumb node caches a safety message in a *Message Repository (MR)*. This message is re-broadcasted periodically while its time and area of validity are still valid. The re-send interval is either fixed with a default period or dynamic depending on the priority value. Note that safety-of-life messages will not be stored in the MR.

We recall that the described default application should also be part of the *application domain* of smart nodes. This way, the compatibility among nodes having different implementations or versions of future safety applications would be ensured.
7.3 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented an architectural concept for inter-vehicle communication systems. Motivated by IVC’s main goal of disseminating safety-related information, we identified the main building blocks and proposed design guidelines which satisfy the needs of safety-related communications.

The design is organized in protocol layers to avoid complex interactions among protocol entities and provide a clean and modular structure. At the same time, it allows a versatile exchange of information among different modules, a finer granularity of control on transmission parameters and ensures the compatibility between smart and dumb nodes. Furthermore, the different communication responsibilities as well as the D-FPAV and EMDV protocols (proposed in Chapter 5) are assigned to the different building blocks.

As a result, we achieve a simple and robust system model with low complexity as a basis for implementation.
Summary, Conclusions and Outlook

Improving the safety of drivers and passengers by wirelessly exchanging information between vehicles represents a major driving force for the design of vehicular networks. This thesis has proposed inter-vehicle communication (IVC) protocols and system design guidelines to overcome existing challenges and support active safety applications improving road safety.

We assumed that vehicular networks will use IEEE 802.11p, or an 802.11 variant, and the market penetration will be high. Under these assumptions, we first intended to identify the major challenges to design IVC systems with the goal of improving vehicular safety. We started with classifying two types of communications that can support active safety applications: the periodic transmission of broadcast ‘status’ messages, also called beacons, and the dissemination of event-driven messages. Both types of communications have been studied from a safety perspective in order to identify the existing challenges and characterize them in detail. Our study included a detailed simulation analysis of one-hop broadcast communications in vehicular environments using an extended version of the network simulator ns-2.28. The implementation work on the network simulator consisted of more accurate and updated models for radio wave propagation, wireless interfaces following the IEEE 802.11p draft standard and realistic vehicular movement patterns corresponding to fast-moving German highway scenarios.

On the one hand, the obtained results outline the hidden terminal problem, a high channel load, and the adverse radio propagation phenomena as the main challenges to reliably deliver broadcast messages. On the other hand, we identified the arising challenges caused by the high saturation conditions expected in dense
fast-moving vehicular networks and the fact that both beacons and event-driven messages share one common channel.

Based on the analysis realized, we identified the need of a mechanism to control the resulting beaconing load on the channel. High load on the channel results in a high amount of packet collisions, which decreases the probability of receiving these beacon messages. In turn, a lower probability of reception results in a lower ‘safety level’ as seen by the applications, particularly at close distances from the transmitter where they are most important. In the case of event-driven messages, a robust emergency dissemination strategy able to satisfy the time-critical safety requirements in spite of all the challenges is needed. This strategy has to deliver the information to all vehicles in a geographical area in an efficient and rapid manner.

Thus, we have proposed two protocols respectively for the two types of vehicle safety messages to overcome the main challenges identified. The D-FPAV (Distributed Fair Power Adjustment in Vehicular environments) mechanism limits the beaconing load on the channel below a predefined threshold while ensuring a high probability of beacon reception at close distances from the sender. The EMDV (Emergency Message Dissemination in Vehicular environments) strategy disseminates emergency information within a geographical area. Additionally, we evaluated the performance of the protocols with the extended simulator.

The key elements of the design of these two communication schemes and their main properties can be summarized as follows:

- We make use of the max-min fairness criterion and apply it to the power control of beacon messages since in our opinion it is the criterion that best addresses safety.

- We have shown that fairness with respect to power control can be achieved in a distributed fashion. The communication overhead required is reasonable to achieve fairness.

- For robust and effective information dissemination we make use of the idea of contention-based forwarding that can very well deal with the unreliability of the channel and with the mobility of the nodes.

- For delay reduction in the dissemination process we also make use of the beacon information and use standard position-based forwarding techniques in combination with the contention-based approach.

- Synergy is gained when using both protocols together since D-FPAV ensures that the channel load is kept on a level such that EMDV can achieve an improved performance in terms of efficiency as well as delay.

Furthermore, according to the results obtained from their evaluation, we can conclude that we accomplished our goals of supporting active safety applications by: i) ensuring a high reception probability of beacon messages within the ‘safety
distance’ of vehicles and ii) achieving to deliver emergency information to vehicles within a geographical area reliably and with short delay.

Last, assuming safety as the main goal of inter-vehicle communications, we have proposed a versatile protocol architecture that provides a clear modular structure with flexibility for protocol interaction and information exchange at a reasonable complexity. Among the key features of this protocol architecture are IVC-specific protocol layers, a staircase approach to interaction among layers and the use of an information connector for cross-layer information exchange with a publisher/subscriber pattern.

The results achieved in this thesis constitute a fundamental contribution to the development of inter-vehicle communications by providing a robust design to cope with unreliable and saturated wireless channel conditions. The proposed system architecture and communication protocols compose an integrated solution to support safety applications to reduce the amount and severity of vehicular traffic accidents.

Moreover, the results obtained compose a basis for future IVC design and deployment decisions. Although we have shown how satisfactory results can be achieved with one transceiver in a vehicle, the performance could be further improved with the utilization of multiple transceivers in each vehicle. The trade-off between cost and benefit of a multi-transceiver solution should be balanced by application designers together with the electronic and the automotive industries.

As future work, an appropriate configuration of the communication protocols should be performed once safety requirements are specified by vehicular active safety applications. To adjust the protocols’ configuration parameters, the following trade-offs have to be addressed: i) priority of periodic vs. event-driven messages, ii) beaoning fairness vs. overhead, and iii) dissemination reliability vs. overhead.

Also, some effort should be devoted to designs targeting at specific safety-critical road situations. These particular scenarios have not attracted much attention from researchers so far. However, solving specific cases can have a significant benefit in terms of improving vehicular safety. These situations should be identified (e.g., last car on a traffic jam or stopped car behind a curve) and tailored solutions should be proposed.

Furthermore, safety-related IVC design should be ultimately developed coupling applications with communication protocols. Only with the combination of both, they can be evaluated and configured with respect to their beneficial effect on road safety. To the best of our knowledge, there are no existing methodologies and application-specific metrics which are capable of quantifying the performance of inter-vehicle communications with respect to their ultimate goal, i.e., reduce the amount of accidents and fatalities on roads.
Here, we present the main characteristics of the physical (PHY) and medium access control (MAC) layers of the IEEE 802.11p draft [11p], which are relevant for the extensions performed in the network simulator described in Chapter 3. Additionally, we provide a short description of the parameters as well as the IEEE 802.11a [11a] (also OFDM-based) values for comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>802.11p WAVE</th>
<th>802.11a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Channel bandwidth</td>
<td>10 MHz</td>
<td>20 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data rates</td>
<td>3 to 27 Mbps</td>
<td>6 to 54 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SlotTime</td>
<td>16 µs</td>
<td>9 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIFSTime</td>
<td>32 µs</td>
<td>16 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHSwitchTime</td>
<td>≤ 2048 µs</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AirPropagationTime</td>
<td>&lt; 4 µs</td>
<td>&lt;&lt;1 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PreambleLength</td>
<td>32 µs</td>
<td>20 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLCPHeaderLength</td>
<td>8 µs</td>
<td>4 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW_{min}</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW_{max}</td>
<td>1023</td>
<td>1023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.1: IEEE 802.11p characteristics.

- **SlotTime**: Time that the MAC utilizes to define the DCF interframe space and to decrement in steps the backoff interval. It is computed as the sum of: i) the minimum time necessary to assess whether the medium is busy,
ii) the maximum time required by the PHY to switch from receiving state to start transmitting a frame, iii) the AirPropagationTime, and iv) the nominal time that the MAC needs to process a frame and prepare its response.

- **SIFS Time**: Nominal time required by the MAC and PHY to receive the last symbol of a frame at the air interface, process it, and answer with the first symbol on the air interface.

- **CHSwitchTime**: Time required by WAVE systems to switch between two channels.

- **AirPropagationTime**: Anticipated time that the transmitted signal needs to arrive at the receiving station.

- **PreambleLength**: Time necessary to transmit the PLCP (Physical Layer Convergence Procedure) preamble by the PHY.

- **PLCPHeaderLength**: Time necessary to transmit the PLCP (Physical Layer Convergence Procedure) header by the PHY.

- **$CW_{\text{min}}$**: Minimum value of the contention window size.

- **$CW_{\text{max}}$**: Maximum value of the contention window size.

As outlined in Chapter 2, the decision to operate in 10 MHz channels, instead of 20 MHz ones, was taken in order to reduce the symbol interference. Indeed, vehicular scenarios present more ‘adverse’ communication conditions than conventional 802.11-based ones in terms of node mobility, node density, and environment. Note that the utilization of 10 MHz channels affect the data rates supported, the PreambleLength and the PLCPHeaderLength.

Additionally, inter-vehicular communications are designed to provide larger communication distances. Note the higher AirPropagationTime value and, accordingly, the longer SlotTime required for coordination among transmitting nodes.

Finally, the time CHSwitchTime parameter is introduced due to the multi-channel capabilities of WAVE systems. Note though, that this feature is not implemented in the simulator since it is not relevant for our purposes.
The Impact of Hidden Nodes under a Deterministic Channel Model

Here, we provide a detailed explanation about the effect of hidden nodes on IEEE 802.11-based broadcast reception rates. We focus on the scenario described in Chapter 3, where nodes are vehicles located on a highway and send periodic one-hop broadcast messages. To develop our explanation we utilize the deterministic radio propagation model 'two ray ground' as implemented in ns-2.28 [NS2] and described also in Chapter 3. Moreover, we use the terms:

- Transmitter (T): node transmitting a message.
- Receiver (R): node intended to receive the message sent by the transmitter.
- Hidden node (HN): node that does not sense the message sent by the transmitter and generates an interfering signal.

Due to the nature of CSMA/CA and the interference model of the simulator, a hidden node is outside of the carrier sense range of the transmitter and inside of the carrier sense range of the receiver\(^1\) (as seen in Figure 3.7). The effect that a hidden node can have on an ongoing transmission differs depending on the

\(^1\)The interference model of our extended version of the ns-2.28 simulator takes into consideration interferences with a power equal or above the thermal noise level. However, in this Appendix we do not take into account interferences with power level below the CSTh (Carrier Sense Threshold) for simplicity.
The Impact of Hidden Nodes under a Deterministic Channel Model

distance between nodes. A hidden node can cause a collision only if it is located close ‘enough’ to the receiver.

Figure B.1 illustrates, in case of assuming the same transmission power for all packets, how to compute the range around the transmitting node where a hidden node can not cause a collision, which we refer to as ‘robust range against hidden nodes’. At the figure, HN represents the closest hidden node to node R able to interfere with T’s transmission. As specified in Chapter 3, in order for node R to be able to capture T’s message and discard the interference from HN, the difference between T’s message power ($P_T$) and HN’s power ($P_{HN}$) must be higher than the capture threshold $C_{pTh}$, i.e., $P_T - P_{HN} \geq C_{pTh}$. The distance $d_r$ where $P_T - P_{HN} = C_{pTh}$ fixes the border where hidden nodes can prevent captures, i.e., cause collisions. For a CR = 500 m and a data rate of 6 Mbps we obtain a transmission distance ‘robust’ against hidden nodes $d_r = 205.0$ m. In case of probabilistic propagation models, the robustness of this range clearly depends on the experienced attenuation variance and the resulting performance of the CSMA/CA mechanism.

Figure B.1: Illustration of the ‘robust range against hidden nodes’ with a deterministic propagation model.

Figure B.2 presents the probability of reception of a broadcast message in the lower vehicular density scenario, with 36 cars/km and the two ray ground model, that corresponds to the curve represented in Figure 3.6. All cars are configured to send 10 broadcast messages per second with a 6 Mbps data rate and a communication range of 500 m. Observe how the probability that two neighboring nodes select the same slot for transmission is very low, below 1.5%. Therefore, the probability of successful reception stays above the 98.5% within the robust range

---

2Note that in the case where more than one hidden node transmits to the medium simultaneously, the accumulated power of the interference could cause a packet reception to fail also within the robust range against hidden nodes.
against hidden nodes\(^3\). Outside of this range, probability of reception values decrease due to the collisions caused by hidden nodes.

Moreover, the slope of the curve in Figure B.2 reflects the amount of hidden nodes capable to cause a collision at that distance between sender and receiver. To explain the shape of this slope and its change around 300 m, we plot the length of the range where hidden nodes can be located which can cause a collision at the receiver, see Figure B.4.

Figure B.2: Probability of successful beacon reception with respect to the distance in a 3-lane per direction highway scenario with 36 vehicles/km, data rate of 6 Mbps, intended communication range of 500 m, packet generation rate of 10 pckts/s and the two ray ground model.

Assuming that all nodes are placed on a straight line, the spatial location where a hidden node can be found corresponds to the range limited by the borders of the transmitter and the receiver carrier sense ranges, which we call HN range, see Figure B.3. However, only a ratio of that range corresponds to hidden nodes that can cause a collision, which we call CHN (Colliding Hidden Nodes) range. Nodes inside the HN range but outside of CHN range do not satisfy the condition \( P_T - P_{HN} < C_{pTh} \).

In Figure B.4 we represent the longitude of the HN and CHN ranges with respect to the distance between a sender and a receiver. This ranges are proportional

\(^3\)Note that the distance where the reception curve starts decreasing is at 187.5 m instead of at 205.0 m. The closer distance is caused by the averaging performed to present the data. In this case, each point in the figure represents the average over 25 m.
to the amount of hidden nodes and colliding hidden nodes, when assuming a uniform node distribution. The HN range corresponds to the distance between sender and receiver. The CHN range, on the other hand, is equal to 0 for values within the robust range against hidden nodes. At this distance, CHN starts increasing with a higher slope than the HN range.

At 338 m, the HN and CHN curves meet, and present the same values for further distances. This ‘artifact’ is caused by the interference model of the simulator: only messages that arrive with a reception power above a certain level are taken into account, see Chapter 3. Therefore, as Figure B.3 shows, CHN range can not
be larger than HN range, what causes the slope of the CHN range to be smaller for distances above 338 m. This effect can be observed in Figure B.2, the probability of reception decreases with a smaller slope at the corresponding distances between sender and receiver. Note though, that the change of slope in Figure B.2 occurs at a closer distance due to the low vehicular density (one car every 27.7 m in average) together with the averaging over 25 m realized to present our results.

Finally, the change of slope of CHN range at 243 m corresponds to the case where the distance between right limit of CHN range (in Figure B.3) and the receiver is equal to the cross-over distance\(^4\). From 243 m, therefore, the slope of CHN range is slightly lower due to the stronger decrease of the received signal strength from hidden nodes located at further distances.

\(^4\)As described in Chapter 3.2.2, the cross-over distance corresponds to the distance where the two ray ground path loss exponent from 2 to 4.
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